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"—Hail to the State of England ! And conjoin

With this a salutation as devout,

Made to the spiritual Fabric of her Church

;

Founded in truth ; by blood of Martyrdom
Cemented ; by the hands of Wisdom reared

In beauty of Holiness, with ordered pomp,

Decent, and unreproved. The voice, that greets

The majesty of both, shall pray for both
;

That, mutually protected and sustained,

They may endure long as the sea surrounds

This favoured Land, or sunshine warms her soil.

—And O, ye swelling hills, and spacious plains !

Besprent from shore to shore with steeple-towers.

And spires whose ' silent finger points to Heaven *

Nor wanting, at wide intervals, the bulk

Of ancient Minster, if lifted above the clouds

Of the dense air, which town or city breeds

To intercept the sun's glad beams—may ne'er

That true succession fail of English Hearts,

Who, with Ancestral feelings, can perceive

What in those holy Structures ye possess

Of ornamental interest, and the charm
Of pious sentiment diffused afar,

And human charity, and social love."

— IVordsworth

.



The Editor is much indebted for many details

to the volumes of the Sussex Arcliaeological
Collections ; to the Victoria History of the
County of Sussex (Religious Houses by L. F.
Salzmann, B.A., and Ecclesiastical Architecture
by P. M. Johnston, F.S.A.) ; to several rectors

and vicars ; and to many friends. Special
mention must be made of the following con-
tributors to the S.A.C. :

—

Mr. P. M. Johnston—Low Side Windows,
vols. 41, 42, and 43 ; Mural Paintings, vol.

44 ; Ford and its Church, 43 and 44 ; Hard-
ham, 44 ; also for details of other Churches.
The late Mr. J. Lewis Andre—Fonts in

Sussex, vol. 44 ; Mr. J. E. Couchman, M.A.,
F.S.A.—Church Plate, vols. 53, 54 and 55 ;

Dr. A. Daniel-Tyssen, M.A.—Church Bells,

vols. 16 and 57.

Mr. E. F. Salmon, author of The Two
Shorehams, Mr. O. H. Leeney, Mr. J. S. North,
Mr. J. H. K. Todd, and Dr. J. R. Mosse, have
supphed some useful notes.

The Editor acknowledges with thanks the
valued assistance of ^Ir. P. M. Johnston in the
revision of proofs. He will welcome any sug-
gestions, additional information, or corrections.



FOREWORD.

Although the interest in the old Parish Church
is chiefly of a religious nature yet that is not
the only reason that the archaeologist is attracted

to it. The local history is centred in the sacred
edifice and its enclosure. The church has been
alike a place of refuge from the attacks of

marauders, a sanctuary for the fugitive, and a
shelter from the blasts of the storm.

Pagan rites and customs have received a new
meaning under Christian influence ; and the
sacred well of the heathen has become the holy
water of baptiism.

The secular uses of the church have been as
numerous as diverse. This subject should be
read in " Byways in British Archaeology " by
Walter Johnson," F.G.S.

Erected on a height, the tower has served as

a beacon to the mariner (Brighton, Newhaven),
and by the riverside as a fortress for the soldier

(Clymping, Pidd^nghoe). Note also the mas-
sive walls of the nave and their narrow openings
high up in some churches (Old Shoreham,
Westham) suggestive of defence.

Courts of Justice were held in the church or
churchyard, and the posting of notices on church
doors is a survival of an ancient custom and a



reminder of it. The porch has served for

certain business purposes, also as a pound for

stray cattle. The porch chamber, or so-called
" parvise," was a store room for documents and
arms, and sometimes the library and schoolroom.
For this last purpose the porch itself and the
nave have been likewise used.

The nave served the purpose of the theatre,

and in it were performed not only the well-

known Miracle Plays, but also the Passion Play
at Eastertide (in some churches the " Easter
Sepulchre " may still be seen), and the Nativity
Play at Christmas. It was also used as a
warehouse for corn and wool in stormy weather,
as it was often the only weather-proof building

in the parish. For the storage of the corn and
fodder, paid in kind to the clergy, the tithe-barn
was built. There are several fine specimens
of them to be seen in this county (Alciston).

Fairs were held in the churchyard, and revels

have taken place, not only there, but also in

the church itself at times.

From the numerous uses to which the church
and " God's acre " have been put, it will be seen
that there is more than the architecture for the
archaeologist to consider. The village and the
old inn, also, will well repay careful attention.
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Some Notes on Architecture with Special

Reference to Sussex Churches.

In order to acquire a knowledge of the different

styles of architecture it is absolutely necessary
to study the churches in detail. Books are of

great assistance, such as Parker's "Introduction
to Gothic Architecture," and his " Glossary of

Terms." P'or advanced students
—

" Arts in

Early England," Vol. II., by Baldwin Brown,
for Saxon Architecture ;

" Gotkic Architecture

in England," by Francis Bond ; and "Ecclesi-

astical Architecture," by P. M. Johnston,
in Victoria History of the County of Sussex,

will be found most useful. But books alcme
are by no means sufficient.

The characteristic features of the different

styles are readily distinguished in cathedrals
and large parish churches ; but in small country
churches, where the work is rough and plain,

it is by no means so easy to differentiate be-

tween the periods. The difficulty is con-
siderably increased by the hand of spoliation,

called " restoration " or " enlargement."

The development in architecture has been a
gradual and continuous progress, and, although



the terms Saxon, Norman, Early English,

Decorated, and Perpendicular are retained in

this book, it must be clearly understood that
there has been a transition period from one to

another. It was not Early English style one
year and Decorated the next. A rriore accurate
method of indicating the period is by naming
the century with the addition of early, middle,
or late ; but this increases the difficulty for the
beginner, and the employment of the older

terms is a convenience at first, which can be
dropped as knowledge increases in the study of
" Sermons in Stones."

In order to decide what is the style of archi-

tecture, the following points should be carefully

observed :— (i) Arches and piers, with their

capitals
; (2) Mouldings

; (3) Windows, shape
and tracery

; (4) Ornaments ; (5) Doorways
;

(6) Buttresses
; (7) Vaulting ; (8) Toolmarks.

The following outline of the most important
features, which distinguish the different styles,

will serve as a rough guide, but if the churches
given under each heading be carefully studied
in their details the development in architecture
will be more clearly seen.

Pre-Conquest, or Saxon Romanesque.

Although the Saxons were influenced during
the earlier years of their occupation of England
by Roman models and derived some of their

technique from them, yet they developed it

on their own lines. Details of later churches
how the influence of the builders of the Rhenish



provinces more than that of the Itahans. This
is seen in the tower of Sompting Church, which
resembles that of the " Apostles " Church at

Cologne, and at Coblentz and Andernach.
Many of the early churches were, doubtless, made
of wood and have been replaced by buildings

of stone or flint.

The characteristic features of Saxon work
may be seen in the church at Worth, which is

complete in ground plan, Sompting Tower, and
in the interesting and picturesque church at

Bosham.

The walls are not so thick as Norman, being
from 2ft. to 2ft. 6ins., or thereabouts. The
Saxons learnt this from the Romans, whose
masonry they employed when possible, as at
Westhampnett and Rumboldswyke. They
used no buttresses but pilaster strips, derived
from the classical pilaster, ornamental rather
than useful (Woolbeding, Sompting, Worth).
The stone quoins are placed lengthways and
breadthways, alternately, called " Long-and-
Shorf'work: windows are semi-circular (Worth),
or triangular-headed (Sompting), often double
splayed. The Saxons were fond of big stones.

In the porch of Bishopstone, which was probably
a lateral chapel, one stone measures 4ft. sins.

by I ft. 6ins. The arches were semi-circular
with large plain imposts, as at Worth, Bosham,
and Clayton. The western towers are of great
height in proportion to the width and without
buttresses ; the walls of the nave are also of

remarkable height and generally long.

II



Balusters between two-light wimdows (Bur-

wash and Sompting), and " Herring-bone
"

work, in which stones or bricks are placed aslant,

(Rumboldswyke and Hangleton) are seen in

Norman as well as in Saxon buildings. Wide-
joint masonry, i.e., with a quantity of mortar
between the joints, is a sign of early work.

The influence of Norman builders in England
may be dated from the accession of Edward the

Confessor (1042), whose mother was a Norman
lady and he was himself educated at the Norman
court. Several churches in Sussex seem to have
remains of work of this pre-Conquest period, in

which details show the passing from Saxon
technique to that of Norman, as in the tower
of East Dean (Seaford), Lyminster, Old Shore-
ham, Yapton, and in other buildings.

There is not only pre-Conquest Norman work,
but, possibly, also post-Conquest Saxon work.

Norman Romanesque. 1066—1160.

The Normans used massive pillars ; square
abaci ; cushion or scalloped capitals ; mould-
ings of zig-zag or chevron, beakheads, billet

(round or square), lozenge, cable, etc. (most of

these are seen in Old Shoreham Church) ;

arches semi-circular
;

pillars, round or com-
pound (New Shoreham) ; buttresses very
shallow (Newhaven) ; windows small semi-
circular-headed, also plain round.

A feature of Norman work was recessing

of the arches, i.e., in which the arches recede



one behind the other, especially in doorways.
This is rare in this county.

Considering the early occupation of Sussex
by the Normans it is somewhat surprising that
more of their work does not remain ; but this

is due partly to the number oi churches that
have been rebuilt, or altered, in the E.E.
and later periods, and in many of these some
trace of the original Norman building is found.

The following churches retain Norman fea-

tures :—Old Shoreham (except chancel) ; Shipley
(except some windows and aisle) ; New
Shoreham (nave and transepts) ; Chichester
Cathedral (nave and transepts) ; Amberley
(nave). Newhaven, North Marden, Upper
Waltham, and Keymer (restored) have Norman
apsidal chancels.

^
Transition-Norman. 1160—1190.

During this period the work is less massive
and better, with mouldings cut deep, showing
the passing from Romanesque to Gothic, or
Pointed Arch. Most of the finest churches in
this county were built about this time :—New
Shoreham (choir), one of the best specimens in
the country ; Steyning (nave) ; Rye (nave)

;

Broadwater (tower and choir) ; Chichester
Cathedral (presbytery) ; Battle (nave) ; Bis-
hopstone (nave and chancel) ; Eastbourne

;
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Lyminster ; and others. The numerous fonts

with square body and round bowl on square base,

supported by a large central pillar and smaller

ones at angles, as seen in New Shoreham and
many other churches, especially in West
Sussex, are of late Norman or Transition-

Norman date.

During this period the influence of Oriental

Art, due to the Crusaders, may be traced in

some details. Note the capitals in the nave
of Steyning.

The fine choir of Boxgrove shows the pass-

ing from Transition-Norman to Early English.

Early English or Lancet. 1190—1260.

The work is very light and elegant ; clustered

shafts, often detached ; mouldings deeply cut
(all these details are seen in Boxgrove Choir)

;

ornaments of stiff leaf and dog-tooth ; ribbed
vaults ; lancet windows :—early, single,—later,

two or more lancets under one arch with circles,

trefoils, quatrefoils, etc., over
;

(foliated lancets

are also late work). The arches are pointed,

although the round arch is occasionally found.

Most of the old parish churches of Sussex are
of this style, and many of them very plain.

Ditchling chancel has some good work in

chalk ; Climping is an elegant example of

this style ; Pevensey, Appledram, and Chid-
ham are also pure E.E. West Hoathly and
Horsted Keynes have but little work of other
styles ; the nave of West Tarring ; the chancels



of Burpham and Wisborough Green ; the
chancel and transepts of Fletching ; and
the greater part of the fine church at Horsham
belong to this period. Many of the E.E.
churches have broach spires covered with oak
shingles.

In Lancing may be seen the passing from
Early English to Decorated style.

Decorated. 1260—1360.

Early period has Geometrical Tracery in

windows, as in Harting : 1260—1315. Late
period has Curvilinear, or Flowing Tracery, in

windows, as Etchingham : 131 5—1360.

This is the perfection of Gothic architecture.

Owing to the scarcity of stone suitable for

working, there are only a few churches of this

style in the county ; but there are several fine

canopied tombs. The mouldings are in groups
of rounds and hollows

;
pillars are clustered

;

ornaments of ball-flower and four-leaf ; deco-

rated canopies and cusps ; niched buttresses
;

window tracery, geometrical or curvilinear.

There is some splendid Decorated work in

Winchelsea ; in the Lady Chapel of the cathe-

dral ; also at Etchingham, Isfield, and Ardingly
;

the windows at Eastbourne, Trotton, and else-

where. It should be observed, however, that

the ball-flower and four-leaf, so common else-
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where, are rarely found in Sussex ; the fonner
occurs a-t St. Mary's Hospital, Chichester ; and
the latter at Ifield, and St. Olave's, Chichester,

The beautiful church of Alfriston shows the

passing from Decorated to Perpendicular.

Perpendicular or Rectilinear. 1360—1485.

The characteristic feature of this style is

straight lines. The windows have muUions
running from bottom to top, often crossed by
transoms ; the arches are sometimes depressed,

especially in late work ; panelling ; and in

fine buildings, fan tracery (Cowdray porch).

The towers built during this period are the finest

in the country.

This style is rare for a complete church.
Hastings has two fine churches ; Poynings,
Arundel, Mayfield, Ticehurst, Pulborough (nave)
are of this period. Several churches have
Perp. towers and most have some Perp. windows,
often square-headed.

There is a splendid series of canopied tombs
of late Perp.

Tudor. 1485 to end of i6th Century.

Resembles Perpendicular but has very de-
pressed arches, as at Twineham. Framfield
also dates from this period.

16



The Renaissance followed with its classical

features ; but there has been a Gothic reviv^al

of late years. The new parish Church of Hove
is a splendid exainple of modern Gothic. It

was designed by the late J. L. Pearson, R.A.

The development in plans of Sussex churches
may be seen by studying the following examples
(Victoria Hist.) :—

The simple parallelogram, without chancel
or aisles : Atherington Chapel.

Nave with chancel and porch : Hardham.
Nave with chancel—no aisles—and west

tower : Preston (Brighton).

Nave with chancel, aisles and tower
(W. ; N. ; or S.) : West Grinstead.

Nave with chancel, aisles, tower, and
spire : ?Iorsham.

Cruciform with central tower and chancel,

but no aisles : Old Shoreham.
Cruciform with central tower, chancel

and aisles : Broadwater and Rye.

The materials employed are :—Sea shore
flints found with chalk ; chalk quarried from
the Downs ; sandstone of different colours and
quality ; ironstone ; conglomerate ; East-
bourne Rock ; and Horsham stone, much used
for roofs. In early buildings Caen stone is

found, and many fonts, especially in West
Sussex are made of Sussex marble.

There are only four old stone spires in Sussex :

Chiddingly, early 14th c. ; Northiam, Dalling-
ton, and East Preston, late 15th c.

17



There are three round towers in the Ouse
valley :— Piddinghoe, Southease, and St.

Michael's, Lewes; all of the 12th c.

It will be seen that the characteristic features

of Sussex churches are the prevalence of Early
English style ; the use of flints and chalk in

building ; the absence of worked stone ; the
shingled broach spire, which in its short pyra-
midal form is called the " Sussex Cap ";

and the use of Horsham stone for roofs.

Some of the Down Churches are very small.

' Little, I'jEt Down Churches praise

The Lord Who made the hills."

f8



Notes on Religious Houses.

With the exception of the great Abbey at
Battle and the Priory at Lewes, the Rehgious
Houses in Sussex were small, although numer-
ous. The following is a list of those of which
there are some remains :

—

Benedictine—Battle ; Boxgrove.

Cluniac—Lewes.

Cistercian—Robertsbridge

.

Premonstratensian — Bayham
;

Dureford
;

Otham.

Augustinian Canons — Pynham ; Tortington
;

Hardham ; Shulebred ; Michelham.

Augustinian Friars—Rye.

Augustinian Nuns—Easebourne.

Franciscans—Chichester ; Winchelsea.

MiUtary Orders

—

Knights Hospitallers—Poling ; Sompting
Chapel (?)

Knights Templars—Churclies of Sompting,
Shipley, and Southwick.

Alien Houses—Atherington ; Wilmington.

Hospitals—Chichester ; Arundel ; Lewes.

Collegiate Churches—Bosham ; Arundel.

The Archbishops of Canterbury had manors
aiid palaces at ]Mayfield, Mailing, Pagham,
Slindon, and West Tarrina:.



Styles of Architecture seen In Castles

and Mansions.

Castles.

Roman—Pevensey Castle (outer wall).

Norman—Arundel (keep) ; Bramber (frag-

ments) ; Hastings ; Knepp (remains of

keep) ; Lewes (inner gateway) ; Pevensey
(parts of towers) ; Ypres Tower, Rye (temp.
Stephen).

Early English—Hastings (in porter's lodge
and chapel).

Decorated—Arundel (parts) ; Lewes (outer

gateway and keep) ; Pevensey (part of

inner castle).

Perpendicular—Amberley (castellated in 1379) ;

Bodiam (1386) ; Scotney (Richard II.)
;

Hurstmonceux (1440).

Tudor—Camber (1531).

These Sussex buildings form as " perfect an
epitome of the history of the rise and decline

of castle architecture in England as any county
can afford." (A. Hamilton Thompson)

Mansions.

Early EngUsh—Ctowhurst (ruins of manor
house).

Tudor—Brede, Buckhurst,* Chiddingly,* Cow-
dray,* Laughton,* Halnaker.



Elizabethan—Cuckfield, Danny, Glynde, Brick-

wall, Newtimber, Parham, Wakehurst,
Wiston.

Jacobean—Brambletj'e,* Carter's Corner, Slaug-

ham,* Street.

The above list comprises the finest mansions; there are

many more.

* In ruins ; the others are inhabited and more or less altered.

Pilgrim Inns.

Py JoiKC H. K. Todd.

As many of the Sussex churches have a
history going back to pre-Keformation times,

when it was a popular religious custom to make
pilgrimages to the shrines in various parts of

the country, it would be v.ell to make some short
notes here on those pilgrim inns, which were
founded for the accommodation of the travellers

passing along the main roads of the county, and
some of which still exist in one shape or another.

After the canonization of Thomas a Beckett,
pilgrimages became very common, and the roads
were thronged with travellers bound for Canter-
bury, and other shrines. For the use of these
wayfarers, the Monks started guest-houses or
inns, in which sleeping room only was provided ;

but in course of time, food and drink, in addition
to sleeping accommodation, were also supplied.

One of the most interesting survivals in Sussex
of these guest-houses is the Almonry at Battle,

which was just outside the gates of the once
famous Abbey. This guest-house was founded
for the use of the poorer classes of pilgrims, the



richer being accommodated in the Abbey itself.

It is a black and white, half-timbered building,

and is in a good state of preservation, considering
that it was probably erected in the 15th century.

At Alfriston, a delightful old Sussex village,

is the " Star," an attractive example of a
I\Ionastic Inn, established for the benefit of

pilgrims journeying between Canterbury, Chi-

chester, and Winchester, but principally for

the rest and refreshment of mendicant friars.

It was also a sanctuary, to which evil-doers fled

to escape the law. The faces of the oak
brackets, supporting the upper storey of the inn,

are adorned with carvings of figures in mitres,

and on one of the oak beams of the house, are

the letters I. H. S., all tending to show its

original connection with the church.

The " Lamb," at Eastbourne, is another
black-and-white hostel, which no doubt had
an ecclesiastical origin. Tradition says that
an underground passage, of which some
traces have been lately brought to light, con-
nected the inn with the old church. The
" Lamb " is thought to be on the site of a still

older house, granted to the rector about the year
1240. One of the most interesting features of

the inn is the cellar, built in the form of a crypt,

v/ith lofty ribs, and a beautifully carved central

boss, which is of much older date than the
present hostel.

The " Star " at Lewes, converted into the
present Town Hall in 1893, is also thought to

have had an ecclesiastical foundation. Of the



first Inn very little remains, with the exception

of a great arched chamber or vault, which is

very similar to the one at Eastbourne. In
the 1 6th century this vault was no doubt
used as a gaol, for in it were imprisoned Derrick

Carver and other martyrs, who were burned
at the Stake, in front of the " Star " in 1555.

Those old Inns bearing a religious sign,

such as the Cross, the Angel, the Mitre, the

Lamb, or the Lamb and Flag, the Cross Keys,

the Salutation, the Bell, and others, show that

the houses were originally connected with the

Church. Of most of them there are numerous
examples in Sussex, as for instance, the Cross,

near Hawkhurst ; the Golden Cross at Chiches-

ter ; the Green Cross at Cuckfield ; the Red Cross

at Rotherfield, and one also at Crowborough.
Other forms of this sign are to be found in

the Cross-in- Hand at Waldron ; Mark Cross

near Rotherfield ; and St. John's Cross at

Mountfield. The Lamb and the Star have
already been mentioned ; and of the Angel there

are examples at Chichester, IMidhurst, and other

places.

#
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Notes on Mural Paintings, Old Glass,

and Woodwork.

The mural paintings in Sussex are numerous
and valuable ; they are noted in each church
^vhere they can still be seen ; restoration has
destroyed many others. Those at Clayton,

Ford, and Hardham are of special interest.

Glass.

Although glass was manufactured in Sussex
as early as the 14th century at Kirdford, Wis-
borough Green, and Loxwood in small quantities,

it was not until the latter half of the i6th century
that it partook of the nature of an industry,

when a Frenchman, Jean Carre, erected his

works near Wisborough. The work was done
by French and Venetian workmen until about
1 61 5, when wood was prohibited from being
used for fuel. Fuller in his " Worthies of

England (1662) " states that " Great the quan-
tity of iron is made in this county ....
Plenty glass hereof is made in the county
increased since 1557." He quotes from
Thomas Charwick's " Breviary of Philosophy

"

these lines :

—

"As for glass-makers they be scarce in this land,

Yet there is one I do understand
;

And in Sussex is now his habitation,

At Chiddingfold he works his occupation."

(Chiddingfold is, however, in Surrey.)

As window glass was made in this county it

is strange that so little old painted glass remains

24



in our churches. What is still to be seen is

generally only fragments. Some of the best

is at Battle, Fletching, Hooe, Linch, Stopham,
and Westham.

Woodwork :—Old carved screens and stalls

are rare and generally plain. Of screenwork
the best is at : Chichester Cathedral, St. Mary's
Hospital, and in the Palace Chapel ; Old Shore-
ham ; Bignor ; Burton ; Fletching ; Brighton

;

Eastbourne ; Westham ; West Thorney ; Ar-
dingly ; Broadwater ; Rodmell ; Kingston-by-
Sea. Stalls :—Chichester Cathedral and St.

Mary's Hospital ; Etchingham ; Arundel

;

Broadwater ; West Tarring.

There is a large number of old chests (from
13th c. to 17th c). Those at the Cathedral and
Buxted are splendidly carved.

The old iron industry of Sussex is repre-

sented by the numerous sepulchral iron-slabs,

as seen at Burwash, Rotherfield, Wadhurst,
Mayfield, etc.

^-'
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Notes on Armour and Effigies ; Sepulchral

Tombs, Monumental Brasses,

and Cross-Slabs.

Saints and martyrs lie near the east end and
are elevated in proportion to their recognized

holiness.

Holy men, not canonized, lie level with the
ground.

Founders of chapels have monuments built

into the wall.

Effigies cross-legged are Crusaders ; if sheath-
ing a sword, one who has fulfilled his vow.

Recumbent and kneeling figures are simply
knights ; if they have chalice in the hand they
are priests ; if with mitre and crozier they are
prelates.

Husband and wife (during the age of chivalry)

when together, the wife is on right side ; after

that period the wife is on left side.

A lion at the feet of a man denotes courage
;

a dog at the feet of a lady denotes fidelity.

Children kneeling indicate submission to

parental authority.

Effigies earlier than 1250, except those of

Crusaders, are rare.

1150 to 1 310.—Effigies have complete mail
armour,

12th c.—Head covered with hood of mail.
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Richard ist.—Spherical helmet.

Henry III.—Plate of steel on elbows and
knees.

c. 1300.—Conical helmet.

1350 to 1400.—Legs and arms cased in steel,

and camail (neckguard of mail).

1400.—Camail gives way to gorget.

Head-dress of Female Effigies.

1300. Wimple, or handkerchief, round neck
and chin.

1350. Net confining hair.

1380. Hair braided.

1 410. Crespine, as last, but covered with
long veil.

1430. Hair done lunar or horn shaped.

1450. Hair pinned like the wings of a butter-

fly.

1500. Triangular or kennel forehead dress.

There is a splendid series of canopied and other
tombs ; among the best are : Chichester
Cathedral ; Winchelsea ; Boxgrove ; Broad-
water ; Ardingly ; Arundel ; Isfield ; Fletching ;

and Hurstmonceux.

The brasses are numerous and some of them
very fine :—Arundel ; Trotton ; Cowfold ;

Etchingham ; Hurstmonceux ; Buxted ; West
Grinstead ; Wiston ; and Warbleton.
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Mural Slabs and Brasses were used after the

Reformation.

Sepulchral Cross-Slabs are numerous. 12th c.

crosses are simple, often only trefoiled or

composed of one to four plain circles ; 13th c,

are more richly foliated ; 14th c. show more
richness of detail, often beautifully foliated

;

15th c. are much plainer, resembling those of

the 13th c.

Inscriptions on Brasses and Sepulchral

Cross- Slabs.

Lombardic Characters—13th c. and beginning
of 14th c. (see Poynings, Denton).

Black Letter—I4th'c., rounded ; 15th c, straight

;

1 6th c., Tudor ornamented.

Rom.an Capitals—17th c. and later.

Norman-French was frequently used in the
13th c. and early 14th c. ; Latin chiefly in the
15th c. and sparingly before and after, except
for ecclesiastics ; English, sometimes used
before the Reformation, is afterwards the lan-
guage usually employed.
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Church Bells.

(From S.A.C. vols. 16 and 57, by

Dr. A. Daniel-Tyssen, M.A., and other sources.)

Church Bells were essentially a Christian
institution and adopted in Europe about the
year 600 A.D. Bell founding was much in

evidence in this country in the early years of
the 13th century when monastic buildings
were being erected. The earliest bells used in

England were generally rectangular in form and
not more than iSins. in height. They were
made of hammered iron or brass plates, riveted
or sohlered together at the edges. In early
Saxon times bells were hung on the branches of

trees and not in a church tower. Bell metal
is usually made of three parts of copper to one
part of tin. jMuch skill is required in pro-
ducing a bell of correct shape and uniform
thickness.

English bell-founders seldom put a date on
the bells before 1570. The earliest dated bell

in England is that at Duncton, 1369 ; it is

from the Hague. The earliest inscribed bell

in Sussex is at West Thorney, c. 1250. There
are about a hundred bells in this county which
were cast before 1570. Reference is made
to such in the notes on the church where they
are now.

The inscriptions on these old bells is usually
in Latin ; they vary much in form and ex-
pression but are mostly of a religious character.

From 1250 to 1400, Lombardic characters
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(Gothic Majuscules) were employed ; thence
till the Reformation Black Letter (Gothic
Minuscules) ; after the Reformation, Roman
Majuscules with date and name or initials of

maker generally.

The bells were cast by itinerant founders until

late in the i6th c. when Edmund Giles became
a resident founder at Lewes, 1595 to 161 4.

Other founders followed, Thomas Giles (died c.

1623); Roger Tapsell at West Tarring ; Thomas
Wakefield at Chichester

; John Lulham at Chid-
dingly ; William Hull, who came from a famous
founder of London, John Hodson, cast or re-

cast at Bell-bank, Hailsham, many of the old
bells of this county. He died in 1687 and is

buried at South Mailing. His son, John, cast
that same year what was probably the last

bell made in this county. Since that date the
bells have been mostly supplied from the
Whitechapel Foundry. There is a fine peal
of Bells at Ringmer, cast by Messrs. Mears and
Stainbank, in 1884.

#
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Yew Trees.

The common Yew (Taxus Baccata) is a
British evergreen of great antiquity. Before
the introduction of Christianity into this

country the ancient Britons are stated to have
planted yew trees near their temples or places
of worship. They may have learned to attach
funereal significance to them from the Romans,
who in turn would have seen them regarded as
symbolizing death by the Egyptians. Being
evergreens the branches have been employed
for church decorations. In Edward the First's

reign they were ordered to be planted in church-
yards to protect the buildings, hence in the south
of England they are found most frequently
to the south-west of the church.

It is very doubtful whether the idea of yews
being planted for bow staves has any foundation
in fact, as it would require too long a time
before they would be of service, the yew growing
so slowly. It is proved by certain enactments
of Henry VIII. that shippers were required
to bring yew staves for bows as a part of their

cargo and they were delivered duty free. The
Spanish yews were considered to be the best.

It is not possible to fix the age of the numerous
big yew trees, which may still be seen in church-
yards in Sussex and other southern counties.

They have been hollow for many years, and the
rate of growth depends on the vigour of the tree
itself and on the soil. There can be no reason-
able doubt that many of them are much older
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than the churches which they shade. They may
have marked a sacred circle where pagan
Britons worshipped, and in later times Christian
edifices were erected on such sites to perpetuate
the association and to give a new meaning to

an old idea. If the celebrated " Fountains
"

yew trees, are the same as those under which the
monks, who were building the Abbey in 1132,
lived and worshipped, they must be more than a
thousand years old.

Some yews are stated to have been more than
fifty feet in girth. The largest in Sussex is at
Crowhurst ,* it is 37I feet in circumference.

Circular Churchyards.

Mr. A. Hadrian Allcroft, M.A., Author of
" Earthworks of England," has recently directed

the attention of Archaeologists to the existence
of circular churchyards in England, similar to

those of Celtic Wales, Ireland, and Scotland.

In Sussex there are capital examples at South
Mailing and Hellingly ; others less well preserved
at Alfriston, Selmeston, Berwick, Piddinghoe,
Poynings, Singleton, and elsewhere.

#
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Notes on Ecclesiastical History with Special

Reference to Sussex.
A.D.

68i St. Wilfrid, exiled from Northumbria,
began his mission for the conversion
of the South Saxons. Monastery
founded at Selsey.

686 Sussex united to See of Wessex.
711 See of Selsey revived; Eadbert, Bishop.
1070 Stigand, Chaplain to William I., first

Norman Bishop.

1075 See removed to Chichester.

1091 Ralph de Luffa, Bishop, began the build-
ing of the Cathedral.

1096 First Crusade.
1 108 Consecration of 'Cathedral.

1 1 14 Great Fire at Chichester; partial de-
struction of Cathedral.

1 1 80 Seffrid II. repaired and embellished
Cathedral.

1 187 Fire at Chichester, partially destroying
Cathedral and Palace.

1 190 Third Crusade; Richard I. takes part.

1 1 99 Cathedral re - dedicated ; alms -chests
placed in churches for Crusaders.

1224 Ralph Neville, Bishop, and Chancellor of

England.
1236 Order for locking of fonts ; earliest covers

were flat (Ford).

1244 Richard de Wych, Bp., d. 1255 ; canon-
ised, 1263.
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A.D.

1276 St. Richard's body translated to the
Cathedral.

1288 Gilbert de St. Leofard built Lady Chapel.

1 291 Taxation of Pope Nicholas IV.

1305 John de Langton, Bp., built great window
in south transept.

1 341 Nonae Roll compiled.

1348 Black Death.

1396 Robt. Rede, Bp.

1414 Lands of Alien Houses seized.

c. 1430-40 Seats placed in churches ;
prior to

this usually only stone benches round
the walls, as at New Shoreham.

1432 Thomas Bageley, clerk, burnt as Lollard.

1457 Reginald Pecocke, Bp., accused of heresy.

1459 John Arundel, Bp., built choir screen,

now in campanile.

1478 Ed. Storey, Bp., built the Market Cross.

1508 Robt. Sherborn, Bp., built screen and
embellished Cathedral.

1536 The Dissolution of the smaller Monas-
teries.

Chests for alms ordered to be placed in

churches.

1538 Parish registers ordered by Thomas
Cromwell.

1539 Suppression of the larger Monasteries.

1540 Rood-lofts abolished.

1548 Suppression of Chantry-chapels.

1550 All altars of stone ordered to be removed.

1553 Seizure of plate, etc., in Parish Churches.
Pews condemned by Latimer and Brad-

ford.
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A.D.

1557 Martyrs burnt at Lewes, Chichester, and
Steyning.

1564 Reading pews introduced
;

also a
" decent " table ordered to be placed
in middle of chancel. Laud replaced
it at east end.

1 571 Influx of Huguenots at Rye and other
places.

1605 Lancelot Andrewes, Bp.
1642 Siege of Chichester by Waller ; Cathe-

dral sacked.

1644-5 Suppression of Book of Common Prayer
;

Sequestration of Benefices.

1646 Abolition of Bishoprics.

1652 Quakers began their mission.

1662 Benefices restored to the Church.
1685 John Lake, one of the " Seven Bishops,"

committed to the Tower.
1752 " New Style " of dating was adopted in

England ; that is, the New Year was
to commence on Jan. ist. instead of on
March 25th. The Julian, or " Old
Style," was corrected by Gregory XIIL
in 1582, and used on the Continent.
Hence in England, from 1582 to 1752,
both styles were in use and expressed
in form of a fraction, as seen at

Jevington—i Ggi^.

1773 Wesley at Rye and Winchelsea.
1 861 Fall of Cathedral spire.

1909 First Suffragan Bishop of Lewes
appointed.
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Notes on Symbolism and Emblems.

By E. F. Salmon,

The application of symbolism to the material
structure of the Christian church has prevailed
from a very early age, and although some
mystical minds may see more than the builders
desired to convey, yet it is impossible not to
see a symbolic disposition in the parts of a
church which is lacking in secular buildings.

In our English church it is, perhaps, more
easily discernible in buildings of the Norman
and Early English periods. The division into

nave and chancel, which we find almost with-
out exception in the smallest as well as the
largest of our churches, corresponds to the
Jewish division of the Holy Place and the
Holy of Holies, but besides this we have the
tripartite division, not only in the buildings
themselves, but in their details, whereby the
doctrine of the Blessed Trinity is symbolised
(the triple windows of the east end of chancel,

etc.).

A cruciform church points to our Redemp-
tion.

The door symbolises Christ ; a double door
His two natures, human and divine (ex. Chi-
chester Cathedral) ; the piers, the doctors and
apostles of the church ; single windows re-

present the light of Christian doctrine given
by the apostles and teachers ; double windows,
the apostles sent out two by two.
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In the chancel arch we have the division

between the Church MiUtant and the Church
Triumphant ; these are therefore seldom orna-
mented, except on their western side. Some
mouldings, as the chevron or cable, represent

the sufferings through which martyrs passed ;

others, as the limpet, signifying faith, or palm
leaves, symbolical of victory, are also found ;

in addition, because the powers of evil are still

exercised against us in this world, grotesque
figures and forms are added.

The font is placed near the western end,
signifying that through the waters of baptism
entrance is found to the Christian Church.
Fonts are often octagonal, the number eight

signifying regeneration. An heptagonal font
signifies the seven gifts of the Holy Spirit.

In churches of the Saxon and Norman
periods, the ornamentation frequently shows
the symbolic forms used by the Guild of Coma-
cine Masters, members of which, no doubt,
were sometimes called into England, as into

other countries, to design and erect many of

our ancient churches, and so employed the
ornamentation to which they were accustomed.
These builders may be regarded as a link

between the Classic collegia and the Mediaeval
guilds. One of their principal forms of sym-
bolic ornamentation was " the mystic Solomon's
Knot." In Sussex this is, perhaps, exemplified
on the fonts of Denton and St. Anne's, Lewes

;

on the fragment of a cross preserved at Bishop-
stone ; on the N. capital of chancel arch at
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Selham, on the abacus above which is carved
the vine, the signification of which is obvious.

JMany early Norman capitals are reminiscent
of Comacine work :—Broadwater, birds among
foliage ; New Shoreham, two dragons joined at

angle by one head ; Bishopstone, on sepulchral

slab, two birds drinking from a vase—counter-
part of a sculpture found at S. Michele, Pavia
(8th c.) ; also capitals at Selham.

In later centuries mystic sculpture gave way
to more literal carving and became the sculp-

tured story. The use of stained glass, too,

especially in the 14th c. and later, gave another
material on which to display the sacred story.

Emblems, however, still continued to be
employed, and have never ceased.

The following are examples :

—

I.H.C. (later I.H.S.) were the letters employed
to represent the Greek ones of the name
Jesus ; a later (17th century and onwards)
interpretation to the I.H.S. was Jesus
Hominum Salvator ; this grouping is fre-

quently found on 17th and i8th century
patens. The former I.H.C. is found in-

cised on doorways at Climping and Trotton.

Fish—A very early emblem for Christ, the
initial letters in Greek of Jesus Christ, Son
of God, Saviour, forming the Greek word
" Ichthus "—a fish. This emblem is found
on the font at Slaugham.

Dove—The Holy Spirit ; mural painting at
Hardham.
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JelAND issuing from a cloud is a very ancient
emblem of the Almighty ; may be seen in

a mural painting at Preston. Anthropo-
morphic representations of the Holy
Trinity were unknown before the 14th
century, being forbidden by canon ; a
mutilated representation may be seen on a
tomb at Westhampnett ; another on a brass
at Clapham.

Triangle (frequently double) — The Holy
Trinity. There was also the word-symbol.
Brass at Cowfold.

Salamander—Fire of Concupiscence, occurs
on a font at Salehurst

;
probably indicating

that the water of baptism quenches un-
holy fire.

Square—Heaven (Rev. xxi. 16) ; for this reason
undoubtedly many Norman font bowls are
square ; in later centuries giving way to the

Octagon—Regeneration.

Agnus Dei—The Lamb of God. One formerly
existed as a painting on the chancel arch
at Plumpton. In 13th c. glass there are
two in the chancel at Newick.

^
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Emblems and Attributes of Saints.

There are unfortunately not many in evi-

dence in Sussex, but the following short list

comprises those which have been noticed or

may ^-et come to light in this diocese :

—

The Four Evangelists—
S. Matthew—Man or angel.

S. Mark—Lion.
S. Luke—Ox or calf.

S. John—Eagle ; all these are to be found
on an ancient font at Framfield.

Apostles—
S. Peter—Keys.
S, Paul—Sword.
S. James Major—Scallop shell, water bottle,

and pilgrim's staff (V>'isborough Green).
S. James Minor—Fuller's pole.

S. Andrev.-—A cross saltire.

S. Bartholomew—A knife.

S. Jude—^A knotted club.

S. Philip—A column.
S. Simon—A saw.
S. Thomas—A lance.

S. INIatthias—A battleaxe.

B.V.M.—Lily ; mural painting in Bishop's
Chapel.

S. Mary Magdalene—Vase of ointment ; mural
painting, Preston (destroyed).
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S. Margaret of Antioch—Dragon ; mural paint-

ing, Preston (destroyed).

S. Agnes—Lamb.

S. Catharine—Wheel ; mural painting, Preston,
Battle.

S. Lawrence—Gridiron ; mural painting, Hart-
ing (now covered up).

S. Leonard—Fetters ; mural painting, N. Stoke
(nov/ destroyed)

.

S. Julian—Stag (? an incised marking at New
Shoreham).

S. Nicholas—Three purses, or children in a tub.

Martyrs—A palm branch, as in figure of S.

Pancras on a brass at Cowfold.

Emblems of the Passion are found on the font

at S. Clement's, Hastings.

Pelican in her piety is found on a brass at
Warbleton. The lectern (modern) of the
Lady Chapel at Chichester also takes this

form.

6h
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Glossary of Terms used in this Book.

Abacus—Top of the capital.

Altar-tomb—INIonument used for an altar.

Apse—Semi-circular end to chancel, usually
Norman.

Arcade—Series of arches.

Ashlar—Hewn or squared stone.

Aumbry—Niche for sacred vessels.

Baldachino—A portable canopy, etc.

Baluster—Pillar with centre larger than ends.

Barge-board—The woodwork on gable-ends of

porches, etc.

Battlement—Indented parapet.
Billet moulding—See Old Shoreham church.
Broach spire—Without parapet at base.

Capital—Head of column.
Chamfer—Bevelled edge.

Chantry-Chapel—For chanting masses.
Chevron—Ziz-zag moulding.
Clerestory or Clearstory—Upper storey of win-

dows, sometimes with triforium, or blind-

storey, underneath.
Columbarium—Dove-cot or culver-house.

Corbel—Projecting stone, supporting some
weight, as the cornice or corbel table.

Credence table—Side table for bread and wine.

Crocket—Projecting leaves or flowers on pin-

nacles, canopies, etc.

Crypt—An underground chamber.
Curvilinear—Flowing tracery of windows as

seen in the latter period of Decorated style.
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Cusp—Projecting points in Gothic arches and
tracery.

Diaper work—Ornamental work, representing
flowers, etc.

Easter sepulchre—For placing crucifix from
Maundy Thursday till Easter Day, some-
times only a recess.

Fenestella or Piscina.

Foliated—Imitation of flowers, or cusping of
an arch.

Frescoes—Mural paintings.

Geometrical tracery—Resembling geometrical
figures.

Griffe or Spur—An ornament on base of pillar.

Grille—Open ironwork.
Groin—Angle formed by vaults intersecting.

Hagioscope—See Squint.

Herring-bone work—See Introduction.

Impost—Stone from which arch springs.

King-post—One vertical post in each truss of
roof. Queen-post has two.

Label—Square moulding over windows, door-
ways, etc.

Lancet—Narrow pointed window (E. English).
Lychgate—Churchyard porch, under which the

bier is rested.

Low-side window—A small window or an
elongated ordinary window in S.W. cf

chancel ; sometimes there is a second
opposite it on N.W. of chancel. The
use of these windows is at present an un-
settled question ; most probably they were
for Confessions or for lepers (See S.A.C.
Vols. XLI. and XLIL).
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Machicolations—Openings at the tops of castles

for defence.

ISIasons' marks—Initials or characters, resemb-
ling runes, on churches and buildings, as

at Climping, New Shoreham.
Miserere—Bracket under seat of stalls.

Mullion—Division between lights of window,
screens, etc.

Ogee—Two contrasted curves.

Parclose Screen—To separate a chapel or tomb.
Parvise—The room over the porch.

Patera—A circular flat ornament like a dish.

Peculiar—A place exempt from the jurisdiction

of the Bishop.
Piers—Usually signifies pillars.

Pilaster strip—Vertical rib, as seen in Sompting
tower.

Piscina—Water drain, for use during ISIass.

Pyx or Pix—In which Consecrated Host is pre-

served.

Quarry glass—Small diamond-shaped glass.

Quoins—Corner-stones

.

Refectory—Dining hall.

Reredos—Screen beliind Altar.

Reticulated—Net-work tracery.

Rood-loft, or rood-beam—Gallery or beam, over
chancel entrance, supporting large cross or
crucifix with other figures and candle
brackets.

Rubble—Coarse wall of rough stones.

Sanctuary—The east end of chancel where the
altar is placed.

Sedile (PI. Sedilia)—Seat near altar for priest.

Shaft—Slender pillar.
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Shingle—Wooden tiles.

Soffit—The under side of an arch, etc.

Spandrel—Triangular space between an arch,

etc., and the outer moulding.
Splay—Slant in openings.
Squint—Oblique opening in wall for watching

elevation of Host, and other purposes.

Stoup—Niche for consecrated water.

Transom—Horizontal mulhon or crossbar.

Trefoil—Tracery of three-lobed foliation.

Triforium—Gallery of arcade under clerestory.

Vaulting—Arched roof.

Vesica Piscis—A pointed oval figure.

Voussoir—Wedge-shaped stones of arches.

Voutain—Blocks of stones in vaulting.

Waggon roof—Semi-circular.

Vv'ide joint masonry—See Introduction.

Place Names.

From Cooper's "Glossary of Sussex Pronunciation";
Parish's "Dictionary of Sussex Dialect"; and other

sources. All terms are Anglo-Saxon, unless noted as

Latin or Keltic.

Becc—a brook Bexhill.

Bred—broad ... ... Brede.
Bur—bower or cottage Burton, Edburton.
Burh—hill or citadel ... Bury, Pulborough.
Bume—bourn or stream Albourne, Eastbourne.
Ceaster (Latin)—camp ... Chichester.

Comb (Welsh cv»an)

valley ... ... Balcombe, Compton.
Cote—cot Vroodmancote,Coates,
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Croft—small enclosed
field ... ... ... Wivelscroft.

Cue (Keltic)—cock ... Cuckfield.

Dal—dale or division . . . Arundel.
Denn—plain or valley ... East Dean, Marden.
Dun—downs or mountain Findon, Slindon.
Ea—river or stream ... Boln-ey.
Ease or Ise (Keltic)

—

river ... ... ... Southease.
Feld—field or pasture ... Henfield, Heathfield.
Folde—ground or field ... Slinfold, Cowfold.
Gat (geat)—gate or gap Rogate, Eastergate.
Glyn (Keltic) vale or glen Glynde.
Graef—grave or grove Boxgrove.
Ham—home or village

Hof (?)—low site

Holt—grove
Hou—hill

Hurst—wood

Bosham, Shoreham.
Hove, Hooe.
Wigginholt.
Piddinghoe, Hough-

ton.

]\Iidhurst, Hurstpier-
point.

Pevensey, West Thor-
ney.

Angmering.

Ig—island

Ing—meadow . .

.

Ing—used as a patronymicWilmington, Rusting-
ton.

Ardingly, E. and W.
Hoathly.

Linchmere.
Didling.

Litlington.

Westmeston.
Tangmere, Palmer.

Peasmarsh.

Leag—pasture or plain

Linch—headland
Ling—heath
Litling—little ...

IMaestene—forest

jMere—pool or lake

Mersc—marsh . .

.
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Pen (Keltic)—head ... Penhurst. -
Plumbe—woody place ... Plumpton.
Pul (Keltic pwl)—water Pulborough.
Rade—road ... ... Rodmell.
Sae—sea ... ... Selsea, Winchelsea.
Stade—shore ... ... Elsted.

Stede—place Horsted, E. and W.
Grinstead,

Stoc—place ... ... N. and S. Stoke.
Straet (Latin)—street or

way ... Street (Streat).

Tun—field or dwelling ... Brighton.
Weorth—farm or public Worth, Fittleworth.
way

Wic —village ... ... Xewick
Wincel—corner ... ... Winchelsea.

A mark (mearc, a boundary) was a tract of
land belonging to a community.
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Note.—Places of same name, but with the addition of West,
East, North, South ; or Upper and Lower ; or Old and New

;

Little, etc. ; are arranged under the names with such additions
inserted after ; e.g. :—Tarring, West for West Tarring ; Grin-
stead, East ; Horsted, Little ; Shoreham, New ; Waltham,
Cold ; etc., etc.

Abbreviations used.—N., north ; S., south ; E., east
;

W., west ; Nor., Norman ; Tr.-Nor., Transition-Norman
;

E.E., Early English ; Dec, Decorated ; Perp., Perpendicular
;

S.A.C., Sussex Archaeological Collection ; Com. Communion
;

D. followed by a name signifies that a church (not necessarily

the present church) is mentioned in the Domesday Book under
that Name ; P.N,, that it is noticed in the Ta.xation of Pope
Nicholas IV. (1291) ; N.R., that it is included in the Nonae
Roll (1341). (The last two are from Hussey's " Notes on
Sussex Churches.'") Reg. followed by date signifies the year
from which the church registers begin, c. before date signifies

circa ; c. after number signifies century.

The omission of dedication signifies that it is unknown or
uncertain.

Albourne. (Hassocks, ^ miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Bartholomew. Rebuilt in 1859 with
the exception of the chancel, which has the
old Xor. arch with chevron. Note: Pointed
arch over altar

;
piscina ; old bell, c. 1300

;

Elizabethan Com. cup and paten cover. An old
arch of nave has been built into the wall of
churchyard. Reg. 1550.

Archbishop Juxon, who when Bishop of

London attended Charles I. at his execution in

1649, lived at Albourne Place.

Alclston. {Berwick, 2 miles) p.n.; n.r.

Restored in 1853 ; chancel roof recon-
structed in 1898. An early Nor. Church of

which one small window remains. N. porch



and chancel windows, E.E. Note : Low-side
window with cinque-foiled head (Perp.) ; blocked
priest's doorway; Com. cup, 1661 ; bell,

c. 1380. Reg. 1575.
In the buildings of Court House Farm are the

remains of a monastic house, and adjoining it is

a Columbarium, or Dovecot, 14th c. There are

also an early clergy house and a fine large

tithe barn.

Alaingbourne. (Bamham Junction, 3 miles)

D. Aldingborne. P.N.; n.r.

St. Mary. Chancel (restored) E.E. and
south aisle rebuilt in 1867 ; restored again in

1889. North aisle has disappeared. Nave has
Tr.-Nor. (rath c.) arches and pillars, with round
abacus and scalloped capitals ; E. end of south
aisle has elegant vaulted chapel, E.E., with dog-
tooth moulding. Note : sedilia, E.E., with
some dog-tooth moulding ; fragments of mural
paintings in nave and south aisle, also on soffit

of Nor. arch ; dedication cross in red ochre on
west wall ; built-up Nor. arcade N. of nave ; old
altar-slab with five crosses. Font, late Nor
(12th c). W. doorway, 14th c. Tower is E.E.
(c. 1200). Ehzabethan Com, Cup and paten

;

paten 1680. Reg. 1558.

Aldrlngton. [Portslade, \ mile) p.n.; n.r.

St. Leonard. Rebuilt on old foundation in

1878, after having been in ruins for a century
and a half. At E. end are two lancets with
foliated circle, partly original work. Reg. 1878.
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Alfriston. {Berwick, i\ miles) p.n. ; n.r.

St. Andrew. Restored in 1878-9. This
beautiful cruciform church (c. 1360) has been
styled " The Cathedral of the Downs," and is a
good example of transition from Decorated to

Perpendicular. It is in the form of a Greek
Cross. (Cf. Po>Tiings built a few years later.)

The interior is very pleasing, owing to its

fine proportions, the loftiness of the arches, and
the concave form of the half pillars and capitals,

which support the arches of the tower with
its shingled spire. Above the capitals of the
pillars at the E. end may be seen where the rood-
beam rested. Note : at the W. end of

N. and S. chancel walls low-side windows,
with flat ogee-shaped cusped heads and sunk
spandrels ; fine triple sedilia ; Easter sepul-

chre ; three piscinae. 17th c. Com. Cup and
pe\vi:er flagon. In top lights of N. transept
window is some old glass representing the figure

of St. Alphege. Font, plain and square. 14th
c. doorway. Reg. 1540. There are a few en-
tries of marriages earlier (1304-5).

Close to the church is the interesting tim-
ber-built pre-Reformation Clergy House, with
fine carved beams. There is the stump of the
old Market Cross near the old inn (The Star).

Amberley. p.n.

St. ^Michael. The churchyard is entered by
a little postern in the east wall of the old Castle,

a residence of the Bishops of Chichester, and
crenellated in 1379. by Bishop Rede. Note :
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Tower ; buttresses ; machicolated gateway
with fine pointed arch. The church was
originally Norman ; the nave, three windows,
blocked-up N. doorway, the chancel arch,

enriched with zig-zag, are of that period ;

chancel, built by Bishop Neville (c. 1230) ;

S. aisle and tower are E.E. ; the fine S. doorway
(late 13th c.) Dec. has natural vine and oak
leaves on the capitals. There are tv/o square-
headed piscinae and a stand for hour-glass near
the pulpit. Font, late Nor. (restored). Note :

near chancel arch traces of mural paintings ;

consecration crosses on N. and W. walls ;

brass to John Wantele, 1424, with a surcoated
figure ; capitals of window nook shafts. Eliza-

bethan Com. Cup ; and paten, 1754. Reg. 1560.

Angmering. p.n.; n.r.

St. Margaret. Rebuilt in 1852 with the
exception of the tower, chequer of stone and
flint (1507), and the chancel arch, Tr.-Nor.
(late 1 2th c). Note : over W. door, stone in-

scribed with the arms of the nunnery of Sion
;

and brass, 1598, in nave, to E. Baker, Reg.
1562.

Appledram (or Apuldram).
[Chichester, i\ miles) n.r.

St. Mary. Restored in 1877 and 1890. Ex-
cellent specimen of E.E., resembling Bosham
in some details (c. 1250), has chancel and nave
under same roof, and S. aisle. Traces of

the original Nor. church may be seen on N.
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wall of nave. Chancel has triplet of lancets,

with detached marble shafts and rich mould-
ings ; two low-side windows of lancet shape

;

two piscinae ; aumbry. Note position of

squint combined with low-side window ; steps
to rood-loft ;

part of old oak screen ; some old
tiles ; a flat slab of Sussex marble with flor-

eated cross ; old chair in chancel ; old pew
with crude poppy heads. Font, square, late Nor.
There are two old bells (c. 1365) and an
Elizabethan Com. Cup. Reg. 1661.

South of the church is a farm house, having
the remains of a massive square Perp. tower,
originally intended, it is said, for a castle,

but royal permission being withheld the
materials were used to build the campanile of

Chichester CathedraL

Ardlngly. p.n.; n.r.

St. Peter. Restored in 1853 by Sir Gilbert
Scott. Mainly Dec. (c. 1330), one of the few
old churches in the county built of stone

; good
curvilinear windows. N. aisle, vestry and organ
chamber are modern (1887). One Nor. capital

remains of an earlier building. There are two
piscinse and aumbry with hood moulding

;

low-side window divided by transom
; priest's

door ; old stained glass in N. window of chancel
and in S. window crest of the Earl of Arundel
(lion rampant) ; staircase to rood-loft. Note
that some of the chancel windows have hood
moulding of oak. Splendid brass to Nicholas
Culpeper and wife (15 10), and other brasses to
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the Culpeper family ; fine Perp. tomb (1457)
with brasses to Richard Wakehurst and his wife ;

two tombs (one to lady and one to knight), with
Dec. canopies ; also one to unknown ecclesiastic.

Tower, oak screen, and W. window are Perp.

Fine wooden porch. 17th c. Com. plate. Reg.

1558.

Arlington. {Berwick, 2 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Pancras. Chancel rebuilt in 1868-9 ;

church restored, 1896. This very interesting

church exhibits all periods of architecture ; re-

built in Dec. style after fire. A British urn and
fragments of Roman pottery and tiles were found
in the nave and are preserved in the chapel.

Saxon : portions of nave ; small double
splayed window with Roman tiles in S. aisle ;

traces of arch of another window and of

arches of chancel ; long-and-short work in

S.W. nave. Nor. : two round-headed windows
in the north chapel. E.E. : arch with dog-
tooth moulding, leading from chapel to N. aisle,

and tower. Dec. : chancel and E, window
;

low-side window ; fine arch over tomb in chan-
cel ; windows in chancel and several in aisles;

E. window of chapel ; nave arcade. Perp. :

font and two windows. The chancel screen
was carved at Mayfield out of old wood from
tower. Note : fine piscina ; traces of mural
paintings ; oak pulpit ; several old stone cross-

slabs ; masons' marks in porch and elsewhere
;

fragments of stoups ; old porch ; trussed rafter

roof of nave and chapel. Reg. 1604.
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Arundel. D. Harundele 2. p.n.; n.r.

St. Nicholas. Restored in 1874. This
building is really two churches in one : the
eastern arm, the Collegiate ; the western, the
Parochial. The chancel, or Fitz-Alan Chapel,
is now walled off from the rest of the church ;

the space under the tower serving as chancel.

The style is Perp., built about 1380. Note
the mural paintings—N. wall of N. aisle,

The Seven Acts of Mercy and figure of a saint ;

over N. door. The Seven Deadly Sins ; S. wall
of S. aisle, portions of another subject ; also

several consecration crosses ; old porches ;

carved stone pulpit ; squint ; Perp. font
;

quatre-foil windows in the clerestory and old

vestry. The grille w^hich separated the nave
from the Fitz-Alan Chapel is one of the finest

pieces of ironwork in the county. iSth c. Com.
plate. Reg. 1560.

This Chapel and the Lady Chapel contain the
tombs of the illustrious house of Fitz-Alan and
Howard. Note the alabaster tomb of Earl
Thomas Fitz-Alan ; seven brasses—the finest

(mutilated) to Thomas Salmon (Chamberlain
to Henry V.) and his wife (1430).

Near the chapel are some old college

buildings to which it was attached. Permission
to visit the Fitz-Alan Chapel must be obtained
from the Duke of Norfolk's agent.

Castle. Note : Long stair approach to keep ;

drawbridge and portcullis of outer tower

;

stone chequer work (14th c.) ; windows, door-
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Ways and mouldings of the keep ; St. Martin's
Oratory {12th c).

Near the bridge may be seen the ruins of the
old Maison Dieu or Hospital of the Holy Trinity,

erected about the end of the 14th century
by the 13th and 14th Earls of Arundel. It

was destroyed by Waller's troops.

Ashburnham. {Battle, 4^ miles)

D. ESSEBORNE. P.N.; N.R.

St. James. Restored in 1894. The old

Tudor tower remains, the rest being rebuilt by
John Ashburnham in 1663. Charles I. escaped
with him in the disguise of a servant from
Oxford. There are some old banners, armour,
and altar tombs ; also a painted and gilt

Jacobean iron screen. Font, 1660. Com. plate,

1665-7-8. Reg. 1538.

Ashington. [Steyning, 4J miles) n.r.

St. Peter and St. Paul. Rebuilt in 1872.
Inside S. door may be seen remains of stoup
(Perp.). Old bell, c. 1270. Reg. 1736. In
159 1, Queen Elizabeth passed through the village

and this was recorded in parish register.

Ashurst. {Henfield, i\ miles)

St. James. Restored in 1877. E. window
1871. This church consists of twin naves
spanned by one roof and divided by arcade.
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Tower and two of its piers are Tr.-Nor. (c.

1200); rest mainly E.E. Square font, with ar-

cade, E.E. Note : absence of chancel arch ;

old oak roof ; 17th c. tomb. 17th c. and early

1 8th c. Com. plate, also curious megaphone
(1770). Reg. 1560.

Athenngton Chapel (see Clymping).

Balcombe. p.n.; n.r.

St. Mary. Restored (E.E.) and N. aisle added
1847 ; enlarged in 1873 ; choir vestry added,
1892. Since its restoration the church has
little left of interest. The sq. W. tower has
shingled spire. There are some Perp. windows
and one old bell, c. 1500, with the Balcombe
Shield. Reg. 1540.

Balsdean Chapel. (2 miles N. of Rottingdean)

About 1780 it was converted into a stable.

Amid the remains may be traced part of a door
and of windows (late 12th c).

Barcombe. D. Barcheham. p.n.; n.r.

St. Mary. Restored (E.E.) 1879-80. There
is a window brought from Goltho Church
(Lincoln) and some monuments dating from
iGth century. Font, 14th c, of a local type
resembling that at Willingdon. i8th c. Com.
plate. Reg. 1580.
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Barlavington. {Petwort'h, 2^ mihs) p.n.; n.r.

St. Mary. Restored in 1874. The church
is chiefly E.E., with the exception of the pillars

and blocked-up arcade, which are Tr.-Nor.

There is a squint, also an old oak door. Reg.

1656.

Bamham. D. Berneham. p.n.; n.r.

St. Mary. Nave has two Nor. windows of

the earlier building ; chancel E.E. with piscina.

Blocked-up arches (late 12th c.) indicate that

there was a N. aisle. Note : Caen stone in

piers ; lancets with early plate tracery ; roof ;

and string course. Oak arch of porch, 13th c.

W. window and door late Perp. Font, late Nor.
There is an ancient bell. Reg, 1674.

Battle. P.N.; N.R.

St. Mary. Restored by Butterlield in 1845.
Late in the 12th century the Norman church,
founded by Ralph, Abbot of Battle (1107-1124).
was displaced by a larger building, and the
round arch in chancel is the only part left of

the first church. In turn the Tr.-Nor. church
has been altered and enlarged as follows :

—

Chancel extended, and W. door, 13th c. ; N.
chapel and S. aisle, 14th c. ; N. aisle, S.

chapel, S. porch and tower, early 15th c.

The chancel, as at Eastbourne, deviates to

the south, and was added with its aisles, or

chapels, in E.E. period. The E. end was
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rebuilt and the arch widened at restoration.

There are piscina (with recess) and aumbry,
N. chapel was enlarged in 14th c. and has
double piscina under ogee arch ; and alabaster

tomb of Sir Anthony Browne and his wife

(1548). South chapel, rebuilt in 15th c, has a
piscina under cusped arch ; and on one of the
niches in E. wall, a wheel carved, emblem of

St. Katherine, to whom the chapel was pro-

bably dedicated.

The nave, Tr.-Nor. (late 12th c.) has fine

arcade with pillars alternately round and oc-

tagonal ; capitals with foliage ; clerestory of

lancets over the pillars ; roof, waggon-shaped
(the old canted tie-beams were cut away at the

restoration). The bases of the piers in nave
have been tampered with. The capitals

cannot compare with the finely carved work,
nearly contemporary, at New Shoreham and
Steyning. (Note one on south side, carved
before it was put up, and then irregularly

fitted together.) N. aisle was widened in

15th c. and has Perp. windows with old stained

glass ; doorway of rood-loft staircase ; two
chests ; and a small skewed lancet, high up,

W. of blocked-up N. doorway, which may
have been for a hermit's cell outside the aisle.

Note the brasses—Sir John Lowe in full-

plate armour (1426) ; Dean Clere (1440 ?d.i452);

Dean Wythiues (1615) ; Wm. Arnold (1435) ;

EUzabeth Haye (1597) ; Elizabeth Alfraye (circa

1600).
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Font, late Nor, On N. wall of clerestory are
faint traces of mural paintings. Communion
plate includes Com. cups, (1552 and 1568), small
chalice and paten (1691), two alms dishes (1691),
flagon (1705). The tower and S. porch were
rebuilt in 15th c. ; N. door (blocked-up) has two
sculptured heads at ends of label ; the fine W.
door is E.E. (rebuilt). In churchyard, near east

end of the church, is the grave of Isaac Ingall, a
servant of the abbey, who died in 1798, aged
120. Reg. 1616.

Battle Abbey. (St. Martin)

The Abbey was erected on the exact site of

the battlefield by William the Conqueror in

fulfilment of his vow, made on the eve of the
battle. The high altar marked the spot where
Harold fell. The beautiful gateway was built

by Abbot Retlynge, in 1338, and is a fine speci-

men of Decorated work. The great hall and
the locutory, or Abbot's parlour, are both
striking rooms. There are some Early English
details in the latter.

Of the great Abbey church scarcely a trace
remains, except a few fragments of Norman
work. The dormitory (12th century) is an ex-
tensive ruin, and beneath it are three crypts,
one having a vaulted roof supported by Purbeck
marble pillars ; the middle one is more
decorated ; and the lowest is the finest and
largest, with some splendid pillars and a Dec.
window (geometrical).
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It was in accordance with the Decree of Dis-
solution that the first lay owner razed the
historic old building to the ground.

Bayham Abbey. {Frant, 3^ miles)

The ruins are in Bayham Park. The Abbey
was founded on the Feast of the Annunciation
in 1200, and was largely endowed by Ralph de
Dene. It was one of the many religious

buildings that came under the heavy hand of

Henry VHI. Its revenues were granted by
him to Cardinal Wolsey towards the foundation
of his colleges.

The most interesting ruins are those of the
Early English Church (early 13th c.) which had
a long narrow nave (170 feet by 24). Note :

polygonal apse ; double transepts ; large pis-

cina ; the vaulting of two of the chapels ; the
remaining piers ; the west bay ; and the clois-

ters and chapter house. The choir and E.

transepts are 14th c.

Beckley. {Rye, 6 miles) p.n.; n.r.

All Saints. Restored in 1885. This church
is chiefly Dec. with several Perp. windows.
Note : stoup ; sedilia ; and piscina. The
chapel, Dec, on N. side, was the burial place of

the Belknaps. Com. plate, early i8th c. Reg.

1597-
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Beddingham. {Leives, 2 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Andrew. Nare restored in 1858 ; S.

aisle in 1884. The blocked-up window over N.
arcade of nave is the only indication left of

the original Norman Church. S. arcade of

massive cylinders with moulded square abaci
(resembling those of St. Anne's, Lewes) are
Tr.-Nor. ; N. aisle, E.E. ; chancel and clerestory,

Dec. ; tower and font, Perp. Note : elegant
trefoil-headed lancets

;
piscina ; elongated low-

side window, and priest's door in chancel ;

colour decoration in E. arch of S. arcade
;

blocked-up door and memorial tablet (1790) in

N. aisle. Elizabethan Com. cup. Reg. 1685.

Beeding (Upper). {Bramber, \ mile)
D. Beddinges. P.N.; n.r,

St. Peter. Restored in 1852 ; chancel re-

built in i6th c. In this E.E. church many
carved stones from the Benedictine Priory of

Sele have been used, and more may be seen in the
churchyard wall. The two -light window in S.

wall of chancel, though round-headed, has
fine, delicately carved Dec. mouldings, and was
brought, as well as a door, from the Priory, on
the site of which stands the present vicarage.

The S. aisle is modem. Patens, 1669 and 1794.
Reg. 1544.

Bepton. {Cocking, i^ miles)
D. Babintone. P.N.; n.r.

Restored in 1878. E.E. Church. Note :

canopied tomb of good Dec. work ; low-side
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window ; and aumbry. The massive Nor. font

has been restored. W. tower (E.E.) with 17th c.

buttress. Chalice and paten, 1625. Reg. 1723.

Bersted (South). {Bognor, i mile) p.n.

St. Mary Magdalene. Enlarged in i6th
century and restored in 1881. Tower, late

Nor. ; rest of church, E.E. Note : caps, and
corbels ; mural paintings on nave pillar and in

various parts ; old chest in vestry (13th c.) ;

old slabs (15th c.) outside the church ; old yew
tree. Reg. 1564.

Berwick. D. Berwice. p.n.; n.r.

Restored in 1856. Tower and spire rebuilt,

1603. This little church is E.E. but has some
Dec. details. There is a beautiful canopied
tomb in the chancel of Early Dec. work (geo-

metrical), with a cross on it. Note : the font,

which is built in the wall, and the chancel
screen (modern) ;

piscina removed to vestry
;

old altar-slab (step of present altar) ; memorial
tablet to Prebendary Nutt, 1656 ; chahce, 1630 ;

paten, 1753; interesting "Common-place Book,"
dating from 161 9. Reg. 1611.

Bexhill. D. Bexelei, ?; p.n.; n.r.

SS. Peter and Paul. The restorations

and additions of 1878 and 1907 have destroyed
much of the earlier building, but have increased

the accommodation by aisles, vestry, enlarged
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chancel, and porch. Of the pre-Conquest
building some work may still be in the nave
walls. Lower part of tower is Nor. (nth c);
two western baj's of nave arcade are late Nor.
(i2th c.) ; the third is E.E. (13th c), also the
arch of the tower and the re-erected arch
of the chancel ; the Lady Chapel (Batisford

chantry chapel), W. window, and iDuttresses

of tower are Perp. (15th c.) ; roof of chapel is

i6th and 17th c. Note : Child's coffin slab

with Keltic interlaced patterns and crosses,

probably 8th c. ; cross-slab early 13th c. ;

1 8th c. Cora, plate. Reg. 1558.

The fine old E. window was sold to Horace
Walpole and removed to Strawberry Hill,

thence it has passed to the neighbourhood of

Bury St. Edmunds.

Bignor. {Amherley, 3 miles)

D. BiGENEURE. P.N.; N.R.

St. Cross. Restored 1876-8. This E.E.
church is not far from the interesting remains
of a Roman villa with three tessellated pave-
ments, fragm.ents of Doric bases, and tiles.

The church has a plain circular chancel arch
built of large stones (early Nor. or Saxon),
and lancet windows, at E. end, long and re-

cessed, with plain round window above. The
fine chancel screen is later work (partly 14th
century). Font, early Nor. There are some
fine yew trees in churchyard. Elizabethan
Com. cup and paten cover, 1568. Reg. 1556.
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Billlngshurst. p.n.; n.r.

St. Mary. Restored and enlarged in 1866.

Of the old church there remain the tower (12th

c.) and S. aisle of chancel (E.E.) and nav-e

(Perp.). Note : Monumental slab with
effigies (1499) ; label moulding of windows ;

fine oak roof (15th c), panelled, with carved
bosses ; old porch with bargeboard. The
shingled spire is 120 ft. high. Com. cup and
flagon, 1631 ;

paten, 1720 ; alms dish, 1640.

Reg. 1558.

Bilsham Chapel (see Yapton).

Binsted. {Bamham Junction, 2 J miles)

D. Benestede. P.N.; n.r.

St. Mary. Restored in 1868-9. This small

church has three Norman windows, with

colouring on splay of one in N. wall of nave.

In south wall of chancel, which has no arch,

there is a plain lancet. Note : piscina, late

Nor. (c. 1 1 50); triangular-headed recess; curious

font (i2th c). Reg. 1638.

Blrdham. {Chichester, 4 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. James. Restored in 1883. Building

mainly E.E. with windows mostly modem.
There is a piscina. The font is modem.
Tower, Perp. (14th c). Chahce, 1662 ;

patens,

1699 and 1727. Two old bells. Reg. 1538.
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Blshopstone. p.n.; n.r.

Restored in 1885. The Saxon work in this
church makes it of more than ordinary interest.
The large, lofty south porch, with long-and-
short work of large stones, may have been a
lateral chapel (see " The Arts in Early England"
by Baldwin Brown). The door to church is

not opposite the porch door, thus giving more
space for small altar. In front of this is a small
Norman porch, with zig-zag over door and
pillars (restored) with capitals at side. Above
this porch is a Saxon sun-dial with a cross and
the name Eadric. Portions of nave walls are
also pre-Conquest. Note the massive buttresses
to sanctuary.

The chancel was, probably, originally Nor-
man, but altered in Tr.-Nor. or E.E. period.
It is divided into two parts. The E. has string
course, with zig-zag and pellet on S., running
round it

; quadripartite vaulting (restored)
;

clustered columns at angles ; dog-tooth mould-
ing on arch ; Nor. shafts and capitals. Note
large recess on S., also the circular windows
over arch. The W. chancel has a lofty arch
with deeply cut mouldings and foliated capitals

;

on N. and S. are two Nor. arches with zig-zag
on the eastern one. The nave, E.E., is small.
The curious Nor. stone slab on S. of tower,
showing the Lamb and Doves drinking, as in

early Christian sculptures in Rome, and the
fine Dec. niche in porch v/ere discovered at the
restoration. N. aisle is Tr.-Nor. The tower,
built in four stages, each diminishing in size,
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and separated by string course, is early Norman.
The walls are 4ft, thick. Note corbel table.

The top stage has a two-light window on
each side divided by a shaft. Inside, the tower
has a low round arch and above it may be seen
a high round one. There are an old pewter
flagon and a chalice (1568). Font, Nor. Reg.
1561.

Blatchington (East). [Seajord, i m.) p.n.; n.r.

St. Peter. Restored in i860. In the nave
are some late Norman details (c. 11 50) ; the
chancel is E.E. (early 13th c.) and has sedilia

and piscina ; some of the windows and a recess

(a Heart Shrine ?) in S. wall are Dec. Note
Consecration Cross on a nave quoin. Com. cup
early 17th c. Reg. 1563.

Blatchington (West). {Hove, i| m.) p.n.; n.r.

St. Peter. Rebuilt in 1890 on the ruins of

the old church. There are two late Norman
windows remaining in the new edifice.

Bodiam. (Robertsbridge, 4 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Giles. Restored E.E. It has chancel
(early 13th c), nave, aisles, and a low embattled
tower at W. end. There is a brass (15 13) and
fragments of others. The most westerly of

the three lancets in chancel was a low-side
window. Com. plate, i8th c. Reg. 1557.

In the castle, note : 14th c. chapel ; the fine

entrance gateway ; doors ; windows ; fireplaces

and chimneys.
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Bosham Church {Saxon Arches)



Brighton, Si. Nicholas' Church



Bolney. {Haywards Heath, 5 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Mary Magdalene. Restored and N.
aisle added 1853, restored again in igoi. Vestry
added, 191 2. The narrow S. doorway, almost
concealed by modem porch (1718), and the

chancel with two small windows are possibly

Saxon, or at least early Norman ; E. window,
E.E. ; the W. door and massive tower, late

Perp. (1538). Note : brasses (17th c.) to the
Bolney, Pellett, and Culpeper families ; low-

side window, trefoil-headed lancet on south side

of chancel, early Dec. ; piscina ; old chests ; a
fine peal of bells, dated 1592, 1660, 1724, four of

1740, and the eighth not dated. Chahce, 1567 ;

Irish paten, 1667 ; 2 patens, 1725. Font,
modern. Reg. 1541 in perfect condition.

Bosham, D. Boseham. p.n.; n.r.

Holy Trinity. Restored in 1865 and 1893-5.

Of the antiquity of this little fishing village

there can be no doubt. There are traces of

Roman occupation, Saxon colonisation, and
Danish invasion.

Canute had a palace here. A rude stone
coffin, containing the skeleton of a child, was
discovered near the chancel arch in 1865, and
is supposed to be that of a daughter of Canute,
This was replaced and the site marked by a
tile bearing the Danish Raven. The Manor of

Bosham subsequently passed into the posses-

sion of the Earl Godwin, and it was from here
that Harold started on his ill-fated excursion
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to Normandy which placed him in William's
power. On the Bayeux Tapestry is a represen-
tation of Harold and his men riding to the
church.

There are good reasons for supposing that
the church was built on the site of a Romano-
British one of basilican type ; some are of

opinion that the bases of the chancel arch were
part of the original building. Mr. Baldwin
Brown says {" The Arts in Early England,"
p. 330) :

" These slabs (at base) are commonly
attributed to the Romans, but it is not easy
to see what part of the Roman building they
can have formed. The truth is that they bear
no resemblance to known classical features,

while they are, on the other hand, character-

istically Saxon."

Of other Saxon work in this church, the
tower at the west end is the most important.
Note the tower arch, and triangular-headed
doorway (now a window over it) with long-and
short work ; also the absence of any entrance
from without. This doorway may have been
the entrance to a western gallery. The nave
is of Saxon character, but the aisles are addi-

tions. In Norman times the chancel was
lengthened, of which work a window in N.
wall and portion of piscina on S. wall remain

;

and N. aisle added. In the 13th century the
chancel was again extended, the splendid five-

light lancet E. window with detached Pur-
beck marble shafts, and the S. aisle added.
Note that the chancel is deflected. In N,
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aisle are a pillar piscina (Nor.) and aumbry.
The small circular windows above the piers of

the N. nave are Norman. Font, c. 1200.

There are other piscinae (six in all) in the
church. There is a beautiful recessed tomb in

the chancel with effigy of a girl in recumbent
posture (date Ed. I.). Note carved oak in choir

seats and corbel heads of old chancel roof.

The crypt is E.E. and may have been intended
for a tomb or bone-house. The oak chest has a
lock with four hasps and a portion of the old
chain by which it was attached to the wall.

In a glass case is preserved an old pitch-pipe.

There is a fine canopied tomb near the S. door.
Saxon string courses may be seen outside on W,
tower and over priest's door, and in the W. wall
is a window with a baluster shaft. The porch
doors are old, and in S. doorway are incised

crosses. Com. cup, 1675 ; paten, 1692. Reg.
1557-

Botolphs, or Buttolphs.

[Bramher, i mile) p.n.; n.r.

St. Botolph. Of the Saxon church the
chancel arch, with rude foliaged caps., and S.

wall of nave remain. The blocked arcade shows
that there was a N. aisle (E.E.) ; the chancel
and tower are early Dec. The east window
(early Dec.) and that of Patcham are so similar

as to suggest that they were the work of the same
craftsman, though the type is not uncommon.
There are two lancets to be seen ; the rest of the
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'windows are Dec. Note : the two low-side
windows ; stone brackets, one each side of

altar ; aumbry
; piscina

; Jacobean pulpit

;

Royal arms on panel (Charles 2nd). There are
three fine old bells. S. door, dated, 1612.
Com. cups (1683 and 1704) are two-handled
porringers. Reg. 1601. Close to the church
is the old priests' house (14th c).

Boxgrove. [Chichester, 3 J miles)

D. BOSGRAVE. P.N.; N.R.

The church, dedicated to SS. Mary and
Blaize, is only a portion of the celebrated Bene-
dictine Priory, founded in 11 19 by Robert de
Haia, of Halnaker. It was an Alien Priory,

attached to the Abbey L'Essaie in Normandy.
At first there were only three Norman monks,
but Robert's grandson raised the number to

thirteen.

In 1780, a large part of the Priory was pulled

down, and the ruins to be seen on the north
are all that remain. They comprise part of the
Prior's parlour (or refectory), and Nor. arcaded
entrance to the chapter-house, consisting of

three arches, two divided by groups of shafts.

The original Norman church was cruciform,

and of this building there remain :—upper part

of tower ; transepts and the arches leading E.

and W. ; E. bays of nave, over one of which is

some chevron (c. 1130).

The extension of the nave westward was
made later, and Tr.-Nor. work may be seen
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ia the ruins ; the tower arches were pointed
and the piers cased in work of same style (c.

1 1 70). The lower part of the present'west wall
once formed the ancient choir screen ; the
processional doorways still remain ; between
them on west side was placed the altar of the
parish church.

The choir is a splendid specimen of work,
showing the passing from Tr.-Nor. to E.E.
(c. 1235).

The S. porch and some windows in aisles

are of the Dec. period. The font and some
windows are Perp.

The E.E. vaulting of the choir is very
beautiful. Each of the four bays consists of a
large round containing arch, resting on piers

with two pointed arches on intermediate pier

beneath. The quadripartite vaulting has fine

dog-tooth and is partly coloured ; the shafts

rise from corbels, carved into heads ; the cleres-

tory arches rest on slender Purbeck marble
shafts ; the windows are lancets with an ambu-
latory running through the splays. Note : the
quatrefoils under the containing arches ; the
series of carved heads ; the beautiful detached
shafts of the piers ; the boss, next E. end,
with eight faces. This work should be com-
pared with that in the Cathedral by Seffrid.

The choir is 100 feet long; the nave was 120
feet long.

The fine Renaissance tomb-chapel was built

by the ninth Lord de la Warr, of Halnaker, 1532

;

but he was buried in Broadwater, 1554.
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In S. aisle are : aumbry and piscina ; three

tombs built into S. v.-all, one canopied ; at E.

end, altar-slab with five consecration crosses

and some old tiles ; brass cross to the Countess
of Derby (" Our Benefactress "), d. 1752.

In N. aisle : aumbry and piscina ; two tombs,
supposed to be those of Philippa, Countess of

Arundel and Pembroke (1428), and her second
husband, Adam de Poynings.

In S. transept : oak gallery (restored); piscina ;

niche and bracket ; fine oak cupboard ; two
splendid tombs of Sussex marble, possibly

those of the two daughters of Queen Adelina
of Louvain and of her husband, the Earl of

Arundel. In N. transept : oak gallery. These
galleries are noteworthy, but are common in

the Conventual Churches in Spain, where lay

members hear mass.
The compound piers of the tower have keel

fillets, water-holding bases, scalloped capitals,

circular abacus. The font is octagonal (Perp.).

The vestry is 14th c.

Exterior : At. W. end note triangular-headed
piscina, recess, and doorways. On S. : flying

buttress next S.E. end with sundial ; S.E.
buttress, which differs from the rest with let-,

ters, P.R.C. (Prior Rd. Chaise, 1483-1510 ?who
restored the church) ; above this, a shield and
three birds (the arms of the Lumbys) ; in N.E.
buttress a stone carved with the arms of the
Earls of Arundel, a horse galloping under a
tree, and inscription " Cause m 'oblige "

; large

consecration cross on N. wall of vestry ; cor-
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bels, weather moulding, and traces of arches in

N. transept ; the corbel table of tower—the

battlement is a later addition.

In S. porch (Dec.) are a stoup and a marble
recess. Reg. 1561.

Near Boxgrove are the ruins of Halnaker
Manor, with remains of 13th c. chapel. Note
W. door and E. window.

Bramber. P.N.; N.R.

St. Nicholas. Restored in 1871 and new
Nor. windows inserted in E. end ; restored

again in 1890. The old Nor. church under the
castle walls was cruciform, and the arches of

the chancel and of the N. and S. transepts can
be plainly seen on the outside. The tower,

with its round Nor. arches, was repaired and
converted into a chancel in 1790 ; the W. arch
rests on shafts with carved capitals. S. door is

Nor. Note the peculiar paintings. There is

an old bell. Reg. 1601.

In the castle ruins may be seen early 13th c.

window of the barbican.

Brede. {Hastings, 6 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. George. Restored in 1868. This fine

E.E. Church has been altered in many details

to Perp. Tower, Perp. The S. aisle of chancel
is the Oxenbridge chantry-chapel and has
fine monument of Sir Goddard Oxenbridge
(1537) ^ith his figure as a knight in armour
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and head resting on his helmet and his feet oft

a Hon. His arms are on the tomb, of Caen
stone, worked probably by Frenchmen, which
would account for the flamboj^ant character of

the tracery. The E. window of this chapel
has some stained glass with arms of Echyng-
ham. Note : brasses to Robt. Oxenbridge
(1487) and his wife (1492) and to his daughters

;

some old glass in the window over S. door

;

old poor box (1697). Dean Swift's cradle is

among the curiosities of this church. Font,
Perp. Reg. 1559.

Brlghtling. {Battle, 6^ m. or Robertsbridge, 4 tn.)

D. Brislixgham, n.r.

St. Thomas a Becket. The church was
E.E., but has been altered at later periods.

The E. end windows are reticulated, and others
are Dec. or Perp. The effect of the number of

arches of different heights is pleasing. There
is a bust to John Fuller, the patron of Turner
who painted several Sussex views for him.
His mausoleum, by Smithe, is in the church-
yard. There is a brass to be seen in the church
(1476), also some good painted glass (14th c).

Reg. 1550.

Brighton. D. Bristelmestune. p.n.; n.r.

St. Nicholas. Restored in 1853, with sub-
sequent additions. Although no longer the
parish church of Brighton, the old edifice of
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St. Nicholas claims first attention. This
church, which is stated to be situated within a
Druidical enclosure, was most probably built

about the middle of the 14th c. on the site of a
still older church, which is mentioned in the
Domesday Survey, and was of Nor. work,
possibly resembling Old Shoreham Church in

design. Many archaeologists, however, are of

opinion that the original church was situated

near the shore and was destroyed by the en-

croachments of the sea ; hence a site was
chosen on high ground. When the tower was
repaired in 1853, Nor. work was found on the
inside face of many of the comer-stones of the

buttresses of the embattlements. The old

map-picture of 1545 represents the church as

being cruciform with a circular tower. The
font is Nor., and is rudely sculptured in four

sections, representing the Last Supper, the
Baptism of Christ, the Legend of St. Nicholas,

and lastly some other figures, which are of

doubtful signification. (? St. Nicholas making
thieves restore their plunder) When the

church was restored in 1853 much of its antiquity

was destroyed, and, with the exception of the

arches of the nave and pillars, the chancel

screen and arch and the tower, but little of

the original building remains. The roof

was raised and clerestory windows inserted

a few years ago. The exterior is built of cut

flints and grout, with stone quoins.

The chancel screen is a fine specimen of

Perp. work in oak, well carved, but rather over-
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gilded. It is probably early Tudor, and worth
attention ; over it was a rood-loft. There is a
monument in good imitation of Dec. work, to

the memory of the great Duke of Wellington,

who used to worship in this church, and was
a pupil of the Vicar of Brighton, the Rev.
Henry Michell. This memorial was in the

chantry-chapel on the S. of the chancel, but
when this was recently enlarged it was re-

moved to the north-west end of the church.

On the S. wall near the porch is a tablet giving

the list of the Vicars of Brighton from 1091.

Among the memorials is one by Sir Richard
Westmacott, R.A., to his wife, who died in

Brighton in 1853 and is buried here ; the Fair-

field Monument is by his son, also R.A. In

1909 a tablet was placed in memory of Dr.
Samuel Johnson, who attended this church
when he visited the Thrales in Brighton.

In the churchyard, near the S. door, is to be
seen the lower fragment and the stone steps of

a churchyard cross, perhaps crucifix, destroyed
by Cromwell's soldiers ; also the tombs of Cap-
tain Tettersell, who took Charles II., after his

flight from Worcester, to France ; of Phoebe
Hessell, who served as a soldier, and died at
the age of 108 in 1821 ; of Mrs. Crouch, the
actress ; and of Martha Gunn, the Royal
bathing-woman.

The church of St. Peter, of which Sir Charles
Barry was the architect, was constituted the
parish church in 1873. It has been enlarged
and has a fine Perp. E. window. Reg. 1554.
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Broadwater (Worthing).

D. Bradewatre. P.N.; n.r.

St. Mary. Restored in 1826, 1866, and 1887.
This fine cruciform church is mainly Tr.-Nor.
The Perp. nave was originally E.E., probably
coeval with the chancel, or a little later ; the
responds at the W. end and lancet window in

the clerestory on the S. side indicate this.

The E. end is E.E. (restored). The details

deserve careful notice. The chancel tower
arch is semi-circular, and, in addition to the
mouldings of chevron, the capitals of the piers

have palm branches, introduced by the Crusa-
ders, and grotesque birds ; the nave arch is

pointed and has beak-heads, but the capitals

and piers have been cased in stone. The chan-
cel has a string course of zig-zag and pellet,

and clustered shafts springing from these sup-
port the plain ribbed vaulting. On the chancel
floor are an altar-stone with five crosses, and a
fine brass to John Mapilton, Chancellor to
Margaret of Anjou (d. 1432) ; another to Anne,
wife of Sir Ed. Alford (1692). The original rich

oak carving of stalls and misereres, and the
two splendid Renaissance tombs are striking

objects :—one to the 8th Lord de la Warr (d.

1526), the other in S. transept to the 9th (d.

1554). The old iron tilting helmet was utilised

for a time as a poor box in front of the pulpit.

Some of the old tiling may be seen near the
stalls. Note brass cross fleury (1445 ?) in

nave floor ; corbel N. and S. of nave arch for

rood-beam. There were originally small chantry-
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chapels leading from the transepts, and in

1866 the central arch in S. transept was opened
to make an entry to the new vestry in which
is an old Communion table, dating probably
from Archbishop Laud's time ; also an old
chest. W. tower arch with chevron mouldings,
now pointed, was probably semi-circular origin-

ally. There are traces of semi-circular arches
above N. and S. tower transept arches. Outside
on N. and on S. jide of nave, between clerestory

windows, are flint crosses. Note also the
buttress under E. window, and gable cross

over porch. The circular opening in porch,
Mr. P. M. Johnston says, is of the same date
as the blocked-up circular low-side window of

Coombes (early Perp.). The Rev. E. K. Elliott

consulted a friend, formerly a priest of the
Roman Church, who suggested that this open-
ing was for one of the serving men who would
receive messages through it from those re-

quiring the attendance of a priest at the bed-
side of a dying person, and the servitor would
convej' the message through an underground
passage to the monastery, whcih stood on the
site of the present Manor House. {Vide
" Broadwater Church and its Associations.")

Reg. 1558.
Note tomb in churchyard, representing the

Last Day.
Richard Jefferies is buried in Broadwater

Cemetery.

Bulverhythe. {Near St. Leonards)

There are fragments of a church (Tr.-Nor.).
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Buncton Chapel (see Wlston).

Burpham. {Arundel, 2^ miles)

D. Bercheham, P.N.

Restored in 1868-9. On a fortified hillock,

with the mound still standing on the S., is the
fine old cruciform church, with tower at W.
end. In the building all styles of architecture
may be traced :—Saxon, probably, in N. wall
with small blocked window ; Nor. in N. transept,
with its plain semi-circular arch; late Nor. in

arch ot S. transept ; Tr.-Xor. in nave arcade
;

E.E. in chancel ; Dec. and Perp. in some win-
dows.
The chancel is striking. The original arch

was semi-circular (Nor.), but the present
pointed arch was made at the restoration.

The chancel is divided into two parts by an
arch, or transxerse rib, resting on clustered
pillars with foliated capitals. Each section of

the roof has quadripartite vaulting (late 12th c.)

with simple diagonal rib. At E. end there are
three single lancets widely splayed ; on N. and
S. of eastern part of chancel is a two-light
trefoiled lancet under a pointed arch (c 1340) ;

N. and S. of western part, a single lancet. Note:
string course ; double aumbry on N., and
single aumbry with shelf at E.

;
piscina, S.

;

low-side window, S.W. ; Jacobean altar rail.

N. transept has two small round-headed win-
dows ; beneath E. window was an altar. Note
the early plate tracery of window.
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S. transept, S. aisle, and porch were re-built

on old foundations at restoration. Note the
arch of S. transept :—on N. side double zig-

zag ; on S. herring-bone zig-zag (" Crown of

Thorns ") with compound piers and scalloped
capitals (c. 1150).

The nave (c. 11 70) has arcade of chalk piers

with carved capitals ; the windows, with de-

pressed four-centre arches, are Perp. (c, 1460).
Note : 15th c. seats and beams ; Devil's Door
(blocked up) ; old slab at W. ; two 17th c. brass
candelabra, brought from London ; font (Perp.).

Elizabethan Com. cup. Reg. 1653.

Burton. {Pelworth, i^ miles) p.n. ; n.r.

The little church, picturesquely situated in

the park, has much herring-bone work of early

Nor. or pre-Conquest date. It has a Perp.
screen, rood-loft with remains of painting, and
a fine brass to Elizabeth Goring, 1558, with
arms of the Goring, Pelham, and other families

quartered on a tabard over her dress. Note :

figure on splay of a window on N. side of nave ;

old oak seating ; very early font, bov.-l-shaped

on four blocks of stone. Reg. 1559.

Burwash. [Etchiyigham,2l miles) p.n. ; n.r.

St. Bartholomew. Enlarged and restored

in 1856, and the tower in 1890. The Nor.
tower has two-light belfry windows separated
by balusters ; the chancel and most of the
church, E.E. ; the low-side window with
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cinquefoiled head, Dec. The font, Perp., has
a Pelham buckle on it, and there is another
buckle on the head of a mullion. The slab on
N. wall, with inscription, " orate p. annema
Jhone Cohne," is considered to be the oldest

specimen of Sussex ironwork (?i4th c). It was
made at Socknersh. In the churchyard is

the grave of the Rev. John Coker Egerton,
author of " Sussex Folk and Sussex Ways."
EUzabethan Com. cup and alms dish ; also Com.
cup, paten and flagon, early i8th c. Reg. 1558.

Bjry. [Amberley, 2 miles)
D. Berie. p.x. ; n.r.

St. John the Evangelist. Renovated in

1903. The chancel has been rebuilt. Tower
and nave pillars are ist E.E. ; the font, Perp. ;

oak screen is 15th c, and has 13th c. rood beam
over it. " Jacobean Arabesque Decoration in

back of niche (N. side of chancel arch) like

seven bars of balustrading and a sunflower
above." (S.A.C., vol. xliii.) There is a stoup
outside S. door. S. porch is early i6th c. Reg,
1560.

Buxted. P.N. ; n.r.

St. Margaret. The church has E.E. nave
and Dec. chancel, probably built by Sir John
de Lewes about 1292, to whom there is a brass

(1330). The Dec. E. window is handsome, and
there are several Perp. windows inserted. Note :

the two piscinae ; E.E. font ; sedilia (restored)

;

curious oak muniment chest in N. aisle (late
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13th c.) ; two chests in chancel ; carved oak
pulpit ; brass to Bretellus Avenel, priest (1375) ;

another to C. Savage (c. 1450) ;
gargoyle over

N. porch ; and the clerestory windows on N.
side. The position of low-side window, which
has some old glass, at W. end of S. aisle of

nave is uncommon. It is of late date and has
an aumbry near it. S. of the chancel is the
mortuary chapel of the Earls of Liverpool,

Under the cornice of the N. porch is a female
figure, holding a churn, probably the device of

the Allchorn family. i8th c. Com. plate.

Reg. 1567.

Camber Castle (see Rye).

Catsfield. {Battle, 2^ miles)

Cedesfelle. P.N.; n.r.

St. Lawrence. Restored and new aisle

built in 1S49. The church is E.E. with some
Dec. and Perp. details. Of the original work
the tower and some lancets remain (early

13th c.) ; Nave windows are Dec. There are
several memorial windows to the Hayley and
Brassey families. In wall of N. aisle is a tre-

foiled recess with an old gravestone with floreated

cross in relief, which possibly covered the grave
of a monk ofjBattle Abbey. Note the double
stoup |at S. door; 17th c. communion plate;
pollard oak near churchyard gate, 47 feet in

circumference; 2 bells, c. 1410. Reg. 161 1.
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Challey. p.n,; n.r.

St. Peter. Restored and enlarged in 1878-9.
This E.E. church has pleasing chancel, the lancets
are moulded, with shafts ; broach spire to tower.
The N. aisle is modern. The vane is dated
1772. Four bells, 1737. Reg. 1580. The
two old yew trees are very fine.

Chalvlngton. {Berwick, 2 miles) p.n.

St. Bartholomew. Restored in 1873. This
httle church (late 13th c.) has some Dec. win-
dows (geometrical), with good tracery, on one
of which St. Thomas a Becket is represented in

old glass. Note : Flat heads of N. and S.

chancel windows with old glass (c. 1290) ; two
piscinae ; mutilated stoup in porch ; square
restored font with cover and i8th c. ironwork.
Com. cup, 1568; paten, 1725. Reg. 1538.

Chapel, North. {Petworth, 5 miles)

St. John the Baptist. Rebuilt in 1877-8.

The font is dated 1662. Paten, 1732 ; flagon,

1729. Reg. 1717.

Chichester.

Chichester is a city of very great antiquity.

Before the Roman conquest it was occupied by
the Britons. It has been the See of Sussex
since 1075, when it was removed from Selsey.
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The cathedral is valuable to students of archi-
tecture, inasmuch as it furnishes examples of

all styles from Nor. to Perp., and even quite
modern work. The campanile (1436) is the
only example of a detached bell-tower to a
cathedral existing in the land ; with the excep-
tion of Manchester, it is the only cathedral that
has double aisles, making the width but a few feet

less than York Minster.

Bishop Ralph Luffa commenced the building
of the cathedral in logi, and in 1108 the first

portion was consecrated ; but in 1 1 1 5 a fire,

which damaged the city to a great extent,

destroyed a part of the structure ; it was,
however, soon repaired owing to the King
(Henry I.) giving liberally towards the work.
The pillars and arches of the nave and choir, and
triforium are of this period—Nor ; the rest

was damaged by another fire in 1187. Bishop
Seffrid II. repaired the church and embellished
it, adding a new clerestory (1199). In this

Tr.-Nor. work Purbeck marble was freely

used. The ribs and vaulting shafts inserted

have given the building a lighter and more
graceful appearance. About the middle of the
13th c. the outer aisles, or chapels, were added
to the nave, and the retro-choir is also in E.E.
style. Some fifty years later the Lady Chapel
was lengthened, and is Dec. The campanile,
or bell-tower (height 120 feet), the consistory

court, the cloisters enclosing the Paradise, and
some of the windows are later, and Perp. in

style. The tower, originally of 13th c, and
spire, of 15th c, were re-built, after the spire
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had fallen (1861) and in 1901 the N.W. tower,

except lower part, was rebuilt.

During the episcopate of Bishop Sherborne

(1508-36), the cathedral attained its greatest

perfection. He employed the Italian artist,

Bernardi, to decorate the vaulted ceiling of the

cathedral and Lady Chapel, and to paint the

two historical pictures in S. transept, repre-

senting the granting by Ceadwalla of the

Monastery of Selsey to St. Wilfrid, and its

confirmation to Bishop Sherborne by Henry
Vni., also a series of portraits representing

the Bishops of Selsey and Chichester. To his

munificence also is due the great oaken altar

screen, now re-erected after having been dis-

placed for more than forty years by a huge
reredos of the Ascension (since removed to St.

Saviour's, Brighton), the entrance gateway to

the Episcopal Palace and the fine ceiling of

the dining hall.

Among the many details to be noted are the
Galilee porch (early Dec.) at W. end, contain-

ing the tombs of a bishop and a dean ; the
N.W. tower; the S.W. tower, containing the font

;

and oak baptistery given by Dean Plannah in

memory of his wife ; the triforium ; the Pur-
beck marble, added by Bishop Seffrid. On S.

is the Chapel of St. Clement, with Bishop
Durnford's cenotaph ; near this the fine E.E.
doorway from cloisters. The statue of St.

Richard is modern, by Hems, of Exeter. In
sacristy is an old chest (? Saxon), and over this

room is the Consistory Court (temp. Henry VI.),

which has a sliding door leading to a secret
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chamber, where the plate, etc. were hidden in

time of danger. In S. transept :—the beautiful

curvihnear window of Bishop Langton (glass

very poor) ; Langton's tomb ; the tomb of

Bishop Stratford (d. 1362), formerly assigned to

Richard de la Wych ; Bemardi's pictures ;

portraits of the Kings of England. In passing
through the S. choir aisle are seen the two
Saxon slabs, generally supposed to have
been brought from Selsey, representing the
Raising of Lazarus and the Meeting of Our
Lord \\-ith Martha and Mary ; cenotaph to

Dean Hook (d. 1874) ; tomb of Bishop Sher-
borne. Behind the great altar screen is the
platform on which formerly stood the shrine

of St. Richard.

The Chapel of St. Mar%- Magdalene, restored
in memory of St. Richard (and of Canon Crosse),

is adorned with paintings relating to the life

of the saint, and has a fine aumbry, in which
his head was kept. The retro-choir is Seffrid's

masterpiece, with beautiful grouped columns
showing the dawn of E.E. The Lady Chapel
is of lower pitch than the rest of the cathedral.

There are three tombs here, one with a pastoral

staff and Randulphus Epi. on it, considered to be
the resting-place of the founder of the original

building. In N. Chapel of retro-choir is a bust
of Bishop Otter (d. 1S40). In N. wall, note the
trefoil, in which are two hands supporting a
heart, and the inscription

—
" Ici gist le coeur

Maude de." In N. choir aisle is a fine canopied
tomb, possibly of Bishop Rickingale (d.

1429) or of Bishop de Mole>Ties (d. 1449). The
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plain arch, leading to N. transept, has dog-

tooth moulding. This part was used as

the Parish Church of St. Peter, and is con-

sidered to be the oldest portion of the building.

The Library (the Chapel of tlic Four Virgins)

is Tr.-Nor., and on central pillar may be seen

dog-tooth moulding. The most interesting

objects here are the service book of Arcli-

bishop Hermann, with Cranmer's autograph
in it. and the old MSS. In N. aisle (outer) is

a statue of Huskisson ; tomb (restored) of

Richard Fitz-Alan, 13th Earl of Arundel,

executed in 1387 ; fine Dec. tomb of lady

(unknown) ; three monuments by Flaxman

—

one to Collins, the poet, another to Dean Ball,

and the third to Matthew Quantock. Note in

campanile the fine stone screen, built by
Bishop Arundel (d. 1478), which formerly

separated the choir from nave. It was removed
in i860. Com. plate : 12th c. paten ; 13th c.

two chalices and paten ; also 17th c. alms basin

and other vessels.

The cloisters (Perp.) are three-sided and
irregular, and enclose a space of burial ground
called the Paradise. Note tablet to William
Chillingworth on S. wall.

Sir William Waller's troops, during their

occupation of the cathedral, destroyed the old

glass, the brasses (except one), and much v/ood-

work. Note the flying buttresses of the

cathedral.

The cathedral is 393 feet long (internal)
;

91 feet wide; and the spire is 277 feet high.

The nave has four aisles, and there are N. and
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^. transepts, choir and retro-choir, Lady chapel,

side chapel, library, and cloisters. It is the

only cathedral in England whose spire can be
seen from the sea.

The chapel of the Bishop's Palace is early

13th c. ; a vaulted building with fine mouldings,

corbels, and painting. The door has richly

moulded semi-circular head.

In the interesting building of St. Mary's
Hospital is a chapel with some fine early Dec.
work, including the splendid old screen, geo-

metrical window, sedilia, and 14th c. piscina

with credence, which has some ball flower.

The stalls have some misereres of early date
(c. 1290). In the aisles of the great hall are

rooms for the sick and infirm.

The hospital, founded in the reign of

Henry II.(?), was refounded about a century later

(c. 1285). In 1582 the hospital was re-established

by a charter of Queen Elizabeth.

The Market Cross is a splendid example of

Perp. work, and, except the portion remaining
at Alfriston, the only one in Sussex. It was built

by Bishop Storey, 1478.

The churches are not of much interest, ex-

cept the little building of St. Olave's, which
has some old work remaining as seen in the
plain round door on the south of the nave
(?pre-Conquest). The two canopied piscinae

are good specimens of Dec. work. Font,
Nor. ; Note : fine i6th c. oak chest ; old oak
pulpit, choir stalls, and lectern ; 17th c. chalice

and paten.
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Chichester Cathedral {in the Presbytery)



Chichester, St. Mary's Hospital



St. Andrew's is built above a Roman pave-
ment, and is interesting as containing the tomb
of Collins, the poet. There are three piscinse ;

14th c. font ; mutilated tablet on exterior of W.
wall, with remains of a representation of Our
Lord. The nave is Perp. Reg. 1568. All
Saints' in the Pallant and St. Peter-the-Less
are in the E.E. style, but much restored. St.

Pancras \vas rebuilt in the i8th c. In the
churchyard are buried the three Smiths,
landscape painters. Reg. 1559.

The church of St. Rumbold, Rumbolds-
wyke (P.N.; n.r.), was originally Saxon, of

which there are traces in chancel and nave, but
has been changed to E.E. (13th c). The plain

round chancel arch is early work, and some
Roman bricks may be seen in the building.

Note : low-side window in S. wall of chancel

;

pillar piscina of pre-Conquest date ; aumbry ;

and the herring-bone work. The aisle was
added in 1866. i8th c. paten and flagon.

Reg. 1670.

In the Priory Park, the chapel (or choir of

the church) of a monastery of Franciscans or

Grey Friars should be visited. It has been
restored ; its magnificent E. window of five

lights, divided by lofty shafts and foliated

capitals, is a fine example of E.E. at its best
(c. 1250).

Note : Mediseval town walls ; 14th c.

gateway to Bishop's palace; 15th c. gateway
to Cathedral close.
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Chiddmgly. {Hellingly, 3 miles) p.n.; n.r.

The church is mainly E.E. with Dec. tower
and stone spire (128 feet high) and some Perp.
details. There is a fine monument to Sir John
Jefferay, Baron of the Exchequer, and his wife,

erected in 1612 ; and a slab to the memory of

the founder of the Jefferay family. Note :

inscription to IMr. Thomas Eades, the non-
juring vicar, 1717 ; and Pelham buckles on
tower. Com. cup, 1639 ;

paten, 171 7. Reg.
1621.

Chidham. [Bosham, 1 mile) p.n.; n.r.

St. Mary. Restored in 1864. The church
is E.E. with some Dec. details and Perp. panel-
ling, and was once associated with the College
of Bosham. Note the curious old font. Com.
cup and paten, 1704. Reg. 1652.

Chiltington (East). [Plumpton, 1 mile) p.n.

Restored in 1889-90. Nave and tower are

Nor. and chancel, Dec. Note : blocked-up door;
Nor. window with deep splay in S.W. nave ;

lancet with deep splay in N. and in S. of tower;
flattened arch over S. door ; chalk round win-
dows

;
pulpit, 1 719 ; chalice and paten, 1663 ;

2 patens, i8th c. ; font, chalice-shaped. The N.
wall of the nave is only 2ft. 3ins. in thickness.

The fine yew tree is 33ft. in circumference.
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Chiltlngton (West). {Pulhorongh, 3 miles)

D. CiLLETONE. P.N.; N.R.

St. Mary. Restored in 1882. This church has
some good Tr.-Nor. work, especially in N. door
and nave pillars with scalloped caps (12th c.) ;

chancel (which deflects from nave), 13th c.

There is a stoup outside chantry-chapel (14th c.)

Note : long squint ; curious epitaph in chancel

;

old pulpit ; stairs to rood-loft ; recess in chancel ;

oak beams (1602). Font, 13th c. The chief

interest is in the mural paintings, showing great
variety of colours, representing incidents in the
life of Our Lord. They are of the 12th and
14th c. Elizabethan cup and paten. The
shingled spire was added, 1602. Old bell and
porch. Reg. 1558. Outside the churchyard
wall are the village stocks and whipping-post.

Chithurst. {Elsted, 2 miles ; via Midhurst)

D. TiTCHERSTE. N.R.

(? St. Mary). Restored in 1911 and timber
porch added. Turret added in 1885. This
quaint little church has a rude chancel arch of

early Nor. work and a Nor. window, a lancet,

and some Dec. windows. Note : squint

;

Flemish almsdish with figures of Adam, Eve,
and the serpent ; old altar-slab with consecra-
tion crosses ; aumbry

; piscina ; image bracket

;

priest's door ; roof of massive timber ; nth c.

font
;

grave slabs of early date in churchyard.
Reg. 1628.
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The picturesque cottage close to the church
may have had some connection with a rehgious
house, possibly a grange ; it has some old

carving and windows with mullions.

Clapham. [Goring, 2 miles)

D. Clopeham. P.N,

St. Mary. Restored in 1873. Of the
original Nor. work, a blocked-up window arch
and part of N. wall of nave remain. The
interior of the church shows the passing of Tr.-

Nor. to E.E. (c. 1200) ; the N. arcade favours
tlie former, and the S. arcade and chancel the
latter. Some windows are Perp. There is a
splendid armorial brass to John Shelley and his

v.-ife (1526) ; two more brasses (1530 and 1592)
to the Shelleys ; three others (1458, 1459, and
1498) ; and a fine tomb (1550). Elizabethan
Com. cup and fine ciborium (Ital. or Span. ?).

Reg. 1685.

Clayton. [Hassocks, i mile)

D. Claitune. P.N.; n.r.

St. John the Baptist. Restored in 1893.
The Saxon chancel arch is the attraction to

archaeologists. It has bold half-round mould-
ing ; the im.posts are massive and chamfered.
On each side is a semi-circular arched altar-

recess. The chancel is 13th c. (E.E.), with
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modern lancets at E. end and round window
over. The foliated caps, of shafts in N. windows
are good. There are blocked-up arches of tran-
septal chapels. Windows : lancets in chancel,
with head of a King and a Queen on hood
moulding (modern); Dec. at W. end. N. doorway
and door are old. One bell is pre-Reformation
(c. 1430). On S. wall of chancel is brass of a
priest holding chalice and wafer, with inscrip-

tion (1523). The mural paintings, representing
the Doom, &c., are very interesting. These
have been preserved most carefully and others
brought to light by Mr. P. M. Johnston, F.S.A..
and are amongst the oldest and most interesting

in the country. Note : brass on floor at W.
end ; oak panelling, seats, and beams, late i8th
c. Com. plate. Reg. 1601. In churchyard is

base of Saxon font. The old rectory, now a
private house, is an interesting building.

Clymplng. {Ford, i mile)

D. Clepinges, 2. P.N.; n.r.

St. Mary. Restored in 1874. This cruci-

form church stood within a moat.
With the exception of the Tr.-Nor. tower

(c. 1270), this beautiful church is E.E. {c.1250),

and has displaced an earlier building, the
weather-moulding of which may be seen inside

the S. transept.
Note : fine doorway to tower, with mould-

ings of chevron and dog-tooth ; the small
lancets with chevron inserted in the buttresses
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(compare Old Shoreham) ; masons' mark on S.

wall ; dedication crosses by doorway ; sundials
on buttresses on S. wall.

The interior is simple in its details, but good ;

the lancets are narrow and well splayed ; the
chancel windows are rebated on inside, and
retain some of the hooks to which shutters
were attached ; E. end triplet of lancets of

different sizes ; on N. and S. a lancet has been
lengthened to form low-side window ; two
aumbries. Note : corbels to arches ; 14th c.

stone pulpit, and font with elegant panels ; fine

old oak chest, 13th c, with slot for Peter's

Pence; oak panel near pulpit (1633); 14th c. seat

ends ; image bracket
;

gable windows. There
are two old bells (1636 and 1654) » silver chalice

and paten, 1661. Reg. 1678.

At Baylies Court, Atherington (now a farm-
house, but formerly residence of monks from
Benedictine Abbey of Seez, Normandy) is a
chapel, still retaining a beautiful 13th c. E.
window of three trefoil-headed lights, with
trefoil above ; lancets on N. and S., with shafts

and carved capitals ; old oak beams ; remains
of double piscina ; traces of Nor. work.

Coates. {Fittleworth, 1 mile) p.n,; n.r.

This little church has nave and chancel with
the arch and one small window left of the Nor.
work ; the rest is mainly E.E. Font, late Nor.
The Communion plate is i6th c, also the porch
and N. door. Reg. 1559.
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Cocking. D. Cochinges, p.n.; n.r.

Restored in 1865 and 1896. The nave, with
one window (recently opened), and the chancel,

with plain arch and traces of windows, are

Nor. ; S. aisle, with its E. window, tower, and
two windows of chancel are Dec. ; N. aisle

and S. porch are modern. Note : piscina in

chancel, and piscina and aumbry in S. aisle ;

the fine canopied wall tomb (14th c.) ; Saxon
coffin-slab ; low-side window ; and the painting

on splay of Nor. window over nave arcade,

representing an angel beckoning to two
shepherds with a dog. Font, Nor., on pedestal

of later date. Chalice, 1763. Two 15th c. bells.

Reg. 1558.

Compton. {Chichester, 10^ miles) D. Contone.

P.N.; N.R.

St. Mary. Rebuilt in 1849. Traces of

original work can be seen in the blocked-up
arches in N. wall, a pillar, and chancel arch

(Tr.-Nor.). E. window reticulated. Com. cup
and paten, early i8th c. Reg. 1558.

Coombes. {Shoreham or Bramber, 2 miles)

D, Cumbe. P.N.; N.R.

This little church, shortened in 1724, has
a plain early Nor. chancel arch ; the S. door
and body of the building, some of the win-
dows, and priest's door are also Nor. (12th c).

The porch is i6th c. ; the trefoil-headed windows
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are E.E. ; there are also some late Perp. win-
dows ; those on S. side are of green sandstone
and in excellent preservation. E. window,
c. 1600. Note ; circular opening (filled in) on
S. side, which was a low-side window ; old square
one near it ; circular marks on priest's door
(sundials) ; font ; sepulchral slab. The Com.
cup and paten cover, 1588. There is some old
stained glass. Reg. 1538.
The Mannings are buried in chancel. The

15th c. half-timber clergy house is now divided
into two cottages.

Cowdray House (see Midhurst).

Cowfold. {West Grinstead, 2 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Peter. Restored in 1876-7. This
pretty church, E.E., with Perp. additions, has
the magnificent brass to Thomas Nelond, Prior
of Lewes, 1433. The brass, 10 feet long, is in

a splendid state of preservation and effectively

protected by a padlocked covering. The effigy

of the Prior is in the dress of a Cluniac monk,
standing with folded hands beneath an arch,

protected by the Virgin and Child, St. Pancraa
and St. Thomas a Becket. The font is Perp.
with peculiar ornamental panelling. The
three original lancets in the chancel have old
stained glass. The aisle and arcade with
depressed arches were built in Henry VIIL's
reign. Note: traces of older windows ; screen;
picturesque old N. porch. Com. plate, i8th c.

Reg. 1558.
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Crawley, p.n.

St. John the Baptist. Restored in 1868
;

N. aisle added 1880. This church is Dec. with
Perp. additions. The earliest work (late 13th c.)

is in S. wall of nave. The fine massive tower
is late Perp. (15th c.) in three stages with
diagonal buttresses and stair turret. On W.
front in middle stage are three crude figures

supposed to represent the Trinity ; the lowest
is the smallest and is a restoration. The
chancel, vestries, and N. aisle are modern. In
N. wall of chancel is a part of an altar

tomb ; Note : fine oak roof with inscription
on E. end tie beam :

—
" Man yn wele be

war for wardly good makyth man blynde :

be war before whate comyth be hynde." Two
brasses (1438 and c. 1500) ; oak pulpit, on
modern base, and altar rails (17th c.) ; rood-loft
door ; stoup by tower ; chalice, 1579 and paten,
1722 ; memorial window in X. aisle to Mark
Lemon ; Sussex marble font (14th c). Reg.
bapt. 1653 ; burials, 1676 ; marriages, 1688.

There are two interesting old houses near the
church.

Crowhurst. p.n.; n.r.

St. George. Rebuilt, except tower, Perp.
(late 15th c.) in 1856. The fine old 3'ew is the
largest in Sussex, and measures 37I feet in cir-

cumference. Note the Pelham buckles on the
corbels on both sides W. door ; rebuilt old W.
window. Com. plate, 17th c. Reg. 1558.
Note remains of old manor house (13th c.)

S. of church.
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Cuck^leld. {Hayivards Heath, 2 miles)

P.N. ; N.R.

Holy Trinity. Restored in 1855-6. This
large church \vas commenced in E.E. style, of

which the tower, with trefoil corbel-table and
three bays on S. aisle of nave remain. About
middle of 15th c. the rest of nave and aisles

were added. The chancel aisles are late Perp.
work ; the S. aisle has been restored. The
vestry was formerly used as a mortuary chapel
of the Sergisons (rebuilt, 1888). The roof,

which bears the badges of the Nevilles, is late

15th c. work, and the colouring has been
restored. The font is E.E., early 13th c.

(restored). Note : fine brass (1587) to Henry
Bowyer, and several monuments, dating from
1500 to 1800; one of these is by Flaxman,
and another by Westmacott. The two fine

timber pc^xhes are modern. In the S. one is

a stoup, and there is another in the church.
17th c. Com. plate. Reg. 1598.

Fine modernized Elizabethan mansion in

Cuckfield Park — " Rookwood " of Harrison
Ainsworth

.

Dallington. {Heathfield, 5 miles ) p.n.; n.r.

St. Giles. Rebuilt, with the exception of

the tower, in 1864. The tower (Perp.) has the
Pelham buckle, and is one of the four old

churches in Sussex which possess a stone spire.

Font is Perp. Com. cup, 1710; paten, 1692;
pewter flagon, 1686. Reg. 1643.
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Dean (East). {Singleton, 2 miles) p.n.; n.r.

Restored in 1870. This cruciform church
is mainly E.E., in which style are the beautiful

S. doorway and the lancet windows. In S.

transept, E. window is Dec. Note : part of

low-side window ; and font with quaint base.

Reg. 1 65 1.

Dean (East). {Eastbourne. 3 J miles) p.n.; n.r.

SS. Simon and Jude, Restored in 1887.
Alfred the Great is said to have held his court
in this village in 884. The church is very
interesting. The tower, in three stages (Nor.),

is the oldest part of the building, with walls
3ft. thick. Note : on E. side (exterior),

foundations of apsidal end. " It would seem to
have been a semi-defensive tower with an
oratory apse on east " (Vic. Hist.). Note :

the chancel (late 12th c.) deflects to N. ; remains
of two shafts of original E. window (Tr.-Nor.)

;

twin windows on N. and S. ; built-up low-side
window ; restored oak pulpit, 1623, and aumbry
near it ; old beams of roof ; stoup with trefoiled

niche, Dec. (c. 1350) ; Sepulchral Cross slab
(c.1300). The font has some of the old Nor.
work inserted in it, resembling those at Denton
and St. Anne's, Lewes. Com. cup, 1690. Three
bells, 1640. Reg. 1550.

There is an excellent plan of the Church in the
Vestry.
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Dean (West). {Singleton, i niile) p.n.; n.r.

St. Andrew. Restored in 1880. There is

some original E.E. work remaining ; the triple

lancets at E. end, and in the arches and pillars.

There are monuments to the Lewknor and
Peachey^ families, 17th. c. Font, Perp. Note:
blocked Saxon doorway N. nave. Reg. 1554.

Dean (West). {Seaford, 3 miles) p.n.; n.r.

All Saints. Restored in 1878. This
picturesque church with gabled tower, in

secluded valley, has Nor. arch to tower and
traces of Tr.-Nor. and E.E. work, but is chiefly

Dec. The plain font is early work of this

style ; the stoup and two canopied tombs are
also Dec. One of these tombs, formerly used
as Easter Sepulchre, is ver}' fine. There are
two 17th c. monuments to the Thomas family.
Reg. 1634.

The Rectory is a very interesting old build-

ing (late 13th. c.) and has been carefully

restored and enlarged. There is a newel (spiral)

stone staircase and some fine woodwork. A
columbarium (dove-cot) stands near the ruins

of the old Manor House.

At Charlston Farm may be seen the chapel
of Alured, Cup-bearer to William the Con-
queror. It has been utilised for domestic and
other purposes, but two windows can still be
seen. Near this is another columbarium.
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Denton. {Newhaven, i mile) p.n.; n.r.

St. Leonard. This E.E. church has some
fine Dec. work in the chancel, in which style

are the beautiful E. window, altar-tomb, sedile,

and splendid canopied piscina. There are two
fine Jacobean chairs. The Nor. basket-work
font is similar to that at St. Anne's, Lewes.
The N. door is built up. There is no chancel
arch. The rood-loft staircase remains, and
adjoining this on the E. is a mutilated low-
side window. There are several old stone slabs

at W. end, one with Lombardic characters

(1376). The fragments of ruins around church
are remains of a parsonage (late 13th c). Com.
cup, 1618. Reg. 1579.

Didling. [Cocking, 2^ miles) n.r.

St. Andrew. This little E.E. church was
damaged by lightning in 1878. The altar rails

and pulpit are 17th c. Note : 13th c. seating in

nave. Font, Nor. The small lancets are widely
splayed. Reg. 1728.

Ditchllng. {Hassocks, i\ miles)

D. Dicelinges. p.n.; n.r.

St. Margaret. Restored in 1863, when
the N. transept and N. wall of nave were re-

built and Dec. windows inserted in N. and W.
of nave. This cruciform church has some
excellent work in the E.E. chancel and the roof
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has richly moulded wall plates. The arch is

lofty, and its foliated caps, and those of E.
shafts of transepts are excellent. The E. win-
dow of three lights, separated by slender

shafts with foliated capitals, has two cinque-

foiled circles and one quatrefoiled over ; the
hood-moulding has a head, carved in chalk, at

each end. On N. of window is a niche with
trefoil-headed ogee arch, and on S. another
with cinquefoiled arch—there would have been
a figure in each in pre-Reformation times. In
S. wall are piscina ; credence table ; and sedile.

In N. wall trefoil-headed aumbry. On N.
are three lancets under segmental arches,

supported by slender shafts with foliated

capitals—two of these have heads carved in

chalk at terminations of mouldings. One
head of centre lancet may be St. Margaret.
Priest's door is built up. In S. chancel aisle

(Abergavenny Chapel) are Dec. windows, one
E. and two S., with shafts and corbel heads.
In S. wall is part of trefoil-headed piscina.

Behind the organ on N. transept is an elaborate
mural tablet to Henry Poole, 1580. It has
shields with coats of arms. The aisle is separated
from nave by two plain Tr.-Nor. arches. Font,
modem. Note : old chest, and three stone slabs

in porch (13th and 14th c). Elizabethan Com.
cup and paten cover (1568), and flagon, 1728.
Reg. 1558. In churchyard note the sundial.

The old meeting house in the Twitten is early

1 8th c. There are two interesting i6th c. timber
houses near the church.
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Donnington. {Chichester, i\ miles)

Holy Trinity. Restored in 1847. The
church is E.E., and has embattled tower.
There is a pre-Reformation paten (c. 1500) and
Com. cup, 1710. Reg. 1559.

Duncton. {Petworth, i^ miles)

D. DONECHETONE. P.N.; N.R.

Holy Trinity. Erected in 1866. Old
church pulled down in 1876. There is the
oldest dated bell (Dutch) 1369. Elizabethan
Com. cup and paten cover. Reg. 1548.

Durrlngton. {Goring, i\ miles)

D. Derentune.

The old chapel (E.E.) was demolished c. 1650
and remained in ruins until last year when a
new building was erected on the old foundations.
There is an Elizabethan Com. cup. The Register
is from 1623 to 1750.

Earnley. {Selsey) p.n.; n.r.

Restored in 1873. E.E. church with some
15th c. work in chancel arch and windows.
The E. window is modern. Piscina with shelf

is Dec. The font is old. Reg. 1559.

Eartnam. {Barnham Junction, 4 miles) n.r,

St. Margaret. Restored in 1869 when the
openings N. and S. of chancel arch were made.
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This church "has Nor. chancel arch ; the rest

of the building is restored E.E. There is a
triplet of arches to chancel ; the central one
is Nor., the lateral ones may have been altar

recesses originally. Note : the very small

aisle (Cf. Tortington) ; the capitals ; the

striking reredos ; and a fine monument, by
Flaxman, to Thomas Hayley, son of William
Hayley, the poet ; Ehzabethan Com. cup,

and paten cover; paten, 1723. Reg. 1813.

Easebourne. {Midhurst, i mile) P.N.; n.r.

St. Mary. Partially rebuilt in 1876. Of
the Nor. church (nth c.) parts of the nave,
S. wall and door remain ; arcades with scal-

loped capitals and font are Tr.-Nor. (12th c).

The tomb, with effigies of Sir Anthony Browne,
ist Viscount ^Montague, 1592, and his two wives,
was removed from over the vault in Midhurst
Church last century. Near "it is the tomb
of Anthony, 6th Viscount, 1767, and his wife,

d. 1779. A canopied tomb with effigy of

Sir David Owen, d. 1540 (uncle of Henry VII.).

The monument to the Hon. Mrs. Poyntz is by
Chantrey. Chalice and paten, 171 7. This
church was attached to a 13th c. Benedictine
Nunnery ; the S. aisle was the chapel. The
convent remains have been built into a house
and a barn, and the bells, one dedicated to

St. Anna, and both ornamented with various de-

vices, still hang in the church tower. Reg. 1538.
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Eastbourne. D. Borne, p.n.; n.r.

St. Mary. Restored in 1844 and 1873.
The parish church of Eastbourne is a fine large
building with chancel, nave, clerestory, and
aisles, and is a good example of Tr.-Nor. work,
dating from the second half of the 12th c.

The chancel inclines southward and lies below
nave, and has a fine arch adorned with zig-zag.

Note : the foliage on capitals of chancel pillars
;

sedilia and piscina on south ; the Easter
Sepulchre on north (14th c.) with screen made
from parts of the door of the old rood screen ;

aumbry and niche. The E. windows are Dec. ;

the central one is fine (modern). The stair-

case to the rood-loft is in a turret outside N.
wall ; the doorway was over the pulpit and the
piscina was exposed to view in 1907.

The wooden parclose screens are early Dec.
(14th c). The nave arcade has four bays
of original work, the fifth is 14th c. S. aisle

(c. 1320) has hood-mouldings to two windows ;

N. aisle has Perp. windows and E. wundow with
flamboyant tracery (c. 1350). The massive
tower (14th c.) with barrel vault and W. win-
dow are Perp. Note : masons' and other marks
in chancel and on the arches ; brasses, without
effigies, one to John King, 1445, the other to
James Graves, 1647 ; six medallions in E,
window of N. chancel chapel (Gilbert), i6th
c, Flemish work ; Jacobean muniment chest.

In 1844 old stone reredos was found. The
vestry at E. end is one of the few old ones in

Sussex. The font (Perp.) resembles those
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at Jevington and Willingdon. Reg. 1558. The
list of vicars is from 1244.
On the N. side of the church is the restored

mediaeval parsonage which formed a building
supposed to have been the home of some Black
Friars. In churchyard is a dilapidated sundial.

Beneath the Lamb Inn there is a lofty vaulted
chamber, part of some religious building,

probably a resting-place for pilgrims.

Eastergate. [Barnham Junction, i mile)

D. Gate. p.n.

St. George. In the chancel, the small win-
dow and the wall are early Nor. work (? pre-

Conquest), as may also be the traces of mural
painting; there are two lancets; E. window,
Perp. In nave there is one Perp. window with
fragments of fine heraldic and quarry glass,

restored by Mr, P. JSI. Johnston. Font, Perp.
Note : herring-bone work with Roman bricks in

lower part of S. wall; old bell, 1737; Eliza-

bethan Com. cup; paten, 1797. Reg. 1563.

Edburton. {Dyke, 3 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Andrew. Restored in 1878. The church
is nearly all E.E. (c. 1250), and is of flint and
stone. The E. window is c. 1260, and there is a
piscina. The altar-rails and pulpit are said to

have been presented by Laud in 1633. The
leaden font dates from 11 80, late Tr.-Nor.
(Cf. Pyecombe and Parham). There are

two low-side windows. Note : marks on porch
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(late 13th c). some possibly votive, one probably
a sundial. The chapel on N. side was the
chantry of St. Kathcrine, now the vestry.

There are two old bells. Reg. 1559.

Egdean. {Fitileworth, ij miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Bartholomew. Re-built in 1623, of

brick and stone. Com. cup, 1641. Reg.
1646.

Elsted. D. Halestede. p.n.; n.r.

Restored in 1873 but closed in 1893, owing
to its dilapidated condition. Note : the lofty

stilted chancel arch, horse-shoed, which with
the N. arcade are Nor. (late nth c.) ; chancel
with elegant pair of lancets at east end, E.E.
(early 13th c.) ; much herring-bone work

;

thin walls of nave and east end, only 2ft. 4ins.

(Saxon ?). There are some Perp. windows ;

porch is dated 1622. Reg. 1571.

Etchingham. p.n.; n.r.

SS. Mary and Nicholas. This church, which
was once moated, is one of the finest specimens
of Dec. work in Sussex ; it was erected by
Sir William de Echyngham, probably some 35
years before his death in 1387. It has chancel,

central tower without transepts, nave with aisles.

The massive square tower has a pyramidal roof

and 14th c. vane. The nave has clerestory.

The tracery of the windows is a characteristic
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feature of this church. The E. window is

flamboyant and resembles that at Lindfield.

The two-light windows of the chancel exhibit

great variety in their flowing tracery, which is of

a reticulated form ; the aisle windows are two-
lights in side and W. end, with flat segmental
heads, and three-lights at E. end, with a band of

quatrefoils above the lights ; the W. window is

a small one of three-lights with curious tracery.

The W. doorway has pointed arch in two non-
recessed orders.

The chancel has the original carved stalls,

with fine misereres, and screen ; some old

tiling ; canopied triple sedilia
;
piscina ; and on

S. side an E.E. door, probably preserved from
an earlier church. Note : N. of chancel,

piscina, indicating site of chapel ; incised

cross-slab ; blocked-up door ; out-building was
vestry, but of later date ; old painted glass in

windows of aisles ; old chest and piscina in S.

aisle ; tilting helmet ; rood-loft door. Font
early Dec. (13th c).

The four brasses are very fine ; three are in the
chancel—one to the founder, 1387 ; another,
under a canopy, to Sir Thomas de Echyngham,
with his father and mother (1444) ; the third to
Thomas, 1482, on altar-tomb against S. wall.

In S. aisle to nave is the brass of Elizabeth
Echyngham and her sister (1480). The S.

wooden porch is small but good. Compare
this church with Poynings, built about the same
date, which is Perp. with few Dec. traces. Reg.
1561.
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Ewhurst. {Near Rohertshridge) p.n.; n.r.

St. James. Restored in 1874. This church
has part of the tower and pillars, Tr.-Nor

;

windows mostly Dec, except E., which is Perp.
;

two piscinas and priest's door, Dec. The tower
is of mixed styles and has twisted spire. Small
brass to Wills Crysford (1520). Font, late

I2th c. Reg. 1570.

Falmer. D. Falemere. p.n.; n.r.

St. LA.WRENCE. Rebuilt in 1 81 7. Reg. 1640.

Com. cup, 1665.

Felpham. {Bognor, i\ miles)

D. Falcheham. P.N.; n.r.

St. Mary. Restored in 1851 and 1884. All

styles of architecture are found in this church.

Nave walls, early Nor. ; N. nave arcade,

Tr.-Nor. ; the S. arcade, E.E. ; clerestory

of trefoil-headed windows ; chancel windov.s

and piscina with ogee head, Dec. ; tower
and S. aisle windows, Perp. Font, late Nor.

Note : terminals of hood moulding of these

windows ; 13th c. oak chest ;
priest's door

;

14th c. oak seats ; Com. cup, 1580 ; paten, 1724 ;

bell, c. 1430. Reg. 1557. Sundial. The monu-
ment to William Hayley, the poet, who is

buried here (1820), has an epitaph by Mrs.

Opie. In the churchyard note epitaph on
William Steel, the blacksmith, by Hayley
William Blake also lived in the village.
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Fernhurst. {Haslemere, 3 miles)

St. Margaret. Restored in 1881. E.E.
church with remains of Norman building in

N. wall and two v.-indows and the small chancel,

of which the arch is modern. The round stone

font is Nor. Chalice, 1590. On N. wall of

chancel note mural painting. Reg. 1547.

Ferring. {Goring, i^ miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Andrew. Restored in 1875 and 1886.

Mainly E.E. church with some Perp. windows.
Note : fine stoup ; piscina with marble shelf

;

font, 13th c. (E.E.) ; blocked-up window in S.

wall. (? pre-Conquest) Com. cup and cover,

1 631. Reg. 1558. In this parish is Highdown
Hill, the ancient burial place of Saxon kings.

Findon. {Worthing, 4 miles) D. Findune.
P.N.; N.R.

St. John the Baptist. This church is

beautifully situated near Cissbury Ring, and
has twin naves under one fine old roof (con-

sidered almost unique by Sir Gilbert Scott),

divided by Tr.-Nor. arcade ; tower, with deep-
splayed lancets, E.E. In chancel are two Dec.
windows and doorway inserted between two
stone sedilia ; E. window is reticulated. Note :

mural paintings on N. arcade of nave ; in S.

transept an arch, horse-shoed, and peculiar

mouldings ; stoup ; traces of rood-loft ; old

screen and pews ; font, octagonal ; chalice, 1618
;

old bells, i6th c. Reg. 1566.
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Flrle (West). {Glynde, i\ miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Peter. Restored in 1864. This church
(Dec.) has several monuments and tombs of the

Gage family, one of alabaster, with reclining

figure of Sir John Gage, K.G., and his wife

(1557), and two others with brasses (1569 and
(1595)- Note : stoup at S. door; some old

stained glass in chapel, E. end of S. aisle ;

circular openings in clerestory ; trefoil-headed

piscina ; brasses in wall E. end of N. aisle,

removed from the pavement. Com. cup, 1680.

Reg. 1668.

Fishbourne (Ncw). p.n.; n.r.

SS. Peter and ]\Iary. Picturesque E.E.
church, rebuilt, except chancel, in 1850. Some
Roman remains have been found near. Com.
cup, 1737. Reg. 1589.

Fittleworth. n.r.

St. Mary. Additions made in 1897-8. This

E.E. church has a rebuilt nave. The tower
is possibly nth c. ; the elegant chancel with

good windows and string-course, E.E. (early

13th c.) Note : low-side window on N. side,

the second on the S. side having been removed
when vestry was built ; moulded piscina

;

old chest ; old cross on stone in gable ; coffin

lid; Ehzabethan Com. cup; paten, 1670;
old bell, c. 1430. Font, Perp. Reg. 1559.



Fletching. [Sheffield Park, 2\ miles) p.n.; n.r.

SS. Mary and Andrew. Restored in 1880.

The church has been over restored, and much
of the architectural value has suffered in. con-

sequence. It has a fine early Nor. tower with

double-light windows divided by shafts, and
a lofty broach spire. There are some traces of

Nor. work also in the nave, otherwise the church

is E.E. The fine E. window and some of

the windows in the transepts have geometrical

tracery, and in the nave Perp. ; the

fine screen (restored) is also Perp. In the

transepts are three lancet windows with old

glass which, during the restoration, was found
buried in the churchyard. The elongated

lancets at W. end of N. and S. sides of chancel

walls are low-side windows. Note : squint
;

piscina and helmets with swords, etc., in N.

transept. In S. transept there is a fine brass

on an altar-tomb to Sir Edward Dallyngrygge

and lady (1390) ; another altar-tomb bears

the effigy of Richard Leche and his wife (1596) ;

also brass to Sir Thomas Wilson (Secretary of

State to Queen Elizabeth and Ambassador),
and to his grandson who fell at Naseby. In

the W. end of N. aisle is the little brass

with gloves to Petrus Denot, a glover, and a

follower of Jack Cade. Amid the tombs of

the Sheffield family is that of Edward Gibbon,
the great historian (d. 1794), with an epitaph

by Dr. Parr. There is a stoup in the nave, and
a second one in porch. Com. cup, 1632. Reg.
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Folkington. {Polegaie, 2 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Peter. Restored in 1870. This little

church with v/ooden tower is E.E. with Perp.
additions. There is no chancel arch. Note :

fine mural monument to Sir \Vm. Thomas
and his wife, and others to members of the
Thomas and Culpeper families ; also the trussed
rafter roof with tie-beams and king-posts. Com.
cup, 1 718. Old bell, c. 1400. Reg. 1560.

Ford. P.N.; N.R.

St. Andrew. Restored in 1865 and again
in 1899. This interesting little church has
traces of Saxon work in N. and W. walls of

nave ; Nor., chancel, most of the walls, and
piscina in S. wall of nave ; E.E., S. door within
porch and low-side window ; Dec, the three-

light E. window, which retains its original

reticulated tracery (one of the best preserved
in Sussex), and single-light ogee-headed window
in S. wall of nave ; two-light Perp. window in

W. wall of nave. Bowl of font, square, Sax. or

Nor. The two bells are old, one is 14th c.

Note the dial-stones on S.E. nave quoin, and
the picturesque post-Reformation S. porch,
built of brick. " Extensive remains of paint-

ings, representing every century since A.D.
1000 to 1700, have been uncovered in the course
of the recent restoration, including Saxon
consecration cross. Nor. borderings and plain

colour, large Doom on E. gable of nave (15th c),

the Agony, Bearing the cross (15th c),

and Elizabethan strap ornaments and texts
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of various dates." (S.A.C, vol. 43—Ford
church, by P. M. Johnston) Inside the

modern vestry is a stone carved with interlaced

pattern. Ehzabethan Com. cup and paten
cover; paten and flagon, 1694. I^^S- 1627.

Framfield. ( Uckfield, 2 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Thomas a Becket. Restored in 1840,

and tower rebuilt in 1892. With the exception

of N. chapel, with early Dec. tracery in window
(late 13th c), this church was burnt in 1509,

and rebuilt in the Tudor period. The steps

leading to rood-loft and the squint remain.

The tower fell in 1667. Com. cup and paten,

1716. Reg. 1538.

Frant. p.n.; n.r.

St. Alban. Rebuilt in 1822. Lord Strat-

ford de Redcliffe is buried in the churchyard.
Com. plate, i8th c. Reg. 1543.

Friston. [Eastbourne, 4 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. James. Restored in 1892, and N. tran-

sept built. Pre-Conquest (Saxon) : nave walls

with blocked window and door ; late Nor.

:

chancel arch and corbels ; early Dec. : rest

of church with foliated lancets (13th c). Note :

fine old oak roof with moulded beams, 15th c. ;

sedilia, aumbry, 2 piscinae (one in nave) ; frag-

ments of stoup in porch ; wide segmental
chancel arch, connected with a wall-arch in

N. and S. walls, in which are inserted windows,
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that on the S. side being probably a low-side
window ; on the internal jambs are consecra-
tion crosses ; curious arched recess above altar

;

two brasses, one to Thomas Selwyn (1539) and
his wife Margery (1542) ; a fine mural monument
to Nicholas Selwyn and his wife ; another 10
members of the Selwyn family, formerly owners
of the Tudor mansion, Friston Place. Com.
cup, 1683 ; an old bell, 1651. Reg. 1546.

Funtington. {Bosham, 2 miles)

St. Mary. Restored in 1859. This E.E.
church has at E. end a triplet of lancets under a
large containing arch with nook shafts and
capitals. There is an old tomb of Sussex
marble. Com. cup and paten, 1637. Reg. 1550.

Glynde.

Church (dedication unknown), erected in

1765, is in a semi-classical style, and was built
at the sole expense of Dr. Trevor, Bishop of
Durham. The E. window has some painted
glass of 1 6th c. Font, marble, i8th c. Elegant
Com. cup, 1 661 ; fine decorated silver-gilt

Com. cup (c. 1660) on i8th c. stem. Reg. 1558.

Goring. P.N.; N.R.

St. Mary. Rebuilt in 1838. The piers and
capitals of re-erected nave arcade are Tr.-Nor.
(12th c). There is a tomb with brasses to
John Coke, 1600. Oak pulpit is i6th c. Com.
cup and paten, 1788. Reg. 1560.
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Graffham. [Selham, 2^ miles)

D. Grafham. P.N.; n.r.

St. Giles. Rebuilt, 1874 ; in 1885 the
tower was rebuilt and again in 1887. The spire

was added in 1889. The rebuilding of this

church was in memory of Bishop Wilberforce.

The nave arcade was Tr.-Nor. ; the rest mainly
E.E. There is 13th c. door to the vestry with
a remarkable lock. Font, Nor. Reg. 1665.

Greatham. {Pulborongh, 3 J miles) n.r.

Small E.E. church with lancet windows,
altered in 17th c. Reg. 1632.

Grinstead (East), p.n.; n.r.

St. Swithun. Restored in 1871. The lofty

tower can be seen from a distance, and was
built in 1785 after the fall of the previous one,

which destroyed the greater portion of the
church. By reason of its date, it has been
condemned by Gothic purists, but it is a good
example of modem work. A second restoration

in 1874 has converted the edifice practically

into a modem one. Among the few traces of

the old church is the brass (1505) to Elizabeth
Grey (widow of Sir Thos. Grey), daughter of

the founder (?) of the original building (Lord
Scales), and her figure is placed between those
of her two husbands. Some members of the
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Neviil family (Earls of Abergavenny) are
buried here. There is an iron slab to Ann
Barclay, As in the church at Alfriston, the
pillars and capitals are concave. S.E. of

churchyard is Dr. Xeale's tomb. Com. plate,

17th c. and i8th c. Reg. 1558.
Near the church is Sackville College, an

almshouse, founded by Robert, Earl of Dorset,

in 1608. The quadrangle is a good specimen
of Jacobean style. There is some good wood-
work in the chapel, and the old furniture and
fireplace in the hall are worth noticing.

Grlnstead (West), p.x.; n.r.

St. George. Restored in 1901-2. Very
interesting church with quaint broach spire and
large wooden porch with moulded doorway,
Perp. (c. 1340). It has nave, chancel, S. aisle

with chapel (St. Mary). There is no west
doorway, as in several other Sussex churches.

Note the position of the tower at end of S. aisle

(Cf. Midhurst, Warnham, and Lurgashall).

Of the earlier building, Nor. (late nth c.)

are the herring-bone work in N. wall of nave,

and one small window ; the lower part of

tower ; recess at east end of chancel (aumbry) ;

and the south doorway and that to tower. The
nave pillars and some lancets are E.E. (early

13th c). The nave arcade has massive pillars

and piers of tower have buttresses. The
graceful foliated lancets are later work.
There is no arch to chancel ; on S. side are

piscina and small brass tablet above it (1710)

;
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on N., credence and two lancets, one is a low-side

window with original staples ; at east end,
aumbry. Note : hinged panel in roof which
conceals a lever, formerly used for raising the
canopy of the pyx (box for consecrated Host)

;

fragments of old glass in W. window (14th c.) ;

traces of mural painting of St. Christopher on
N. nave wall {15th c.) ; old dug-out chest ; seats

allotted with the names ; old roof (15th c).

The chapel (now vestry) has piscina and
credence ; old stone coffin ; some carved v.-ood-

work ; and the Halsham memorials—two altar-

tombs with brass figures, one to Philippa
Halsham (1398), the other to Sir Hugh Halsham
(1441) and his wife, Joyce (1420). The slab

on floor had figures of Robert Havercroft and
his wife (1522). The memorial to Sir Wm.
Burrell is by Flaxman ; others are to members
of the same family and to the Caryll and Powlett
families—the very large one is to Captain
Powlett and his wife.

The square font is one ot the West Sussex type,
late Nor., on Dec. shaft. Com. plate, i8th c.

Reg. 1556. The fine old rectory is Jacobean.

Guestling. [Hastings, 4 miles)

D. Gestelinges. P.N.; n.r.

St. Lawrence. Restored in 1884-5 '< ^^-

terior re-built after fire, 1 890-1. The Nor.
tower (early 12th c.) has single and double
windows and original stair turret ; adjoining is

portion of nave of same date. In N. aisle, note :
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beautiful late Nor. arch, ornamented with
chevron, and piers with foHated capitals ; at
W. end, small Nor. window ; on exterior, the
stonework, showing that roof was raised when
the Perp. windows were inserted. N. transept
has lancet windows and (restored) Xor. arches
to chancel. In chancel are windows (Dec.) on N.
and S., opened at restoration ;

piscina ; sedilia;

squint from Ashbumham Chapel. This chapel
and S. aisle have been restored. The E. win-
dow is also a restoration. Bishop Ashburnham
is buried in this church. There is a monu-
ment with effigies to John Cheyney and his

wife (1603). Com. cup, 1685, flagon, 1719.
Old bell, c. 1430. Reg. 1686.

Guldeford (East). {Rye, 2 miles)

St. Mary. There are some traces of Perp.
work left (i6th c.) in walls and windows.
Note : piscina ; old pictures in E. wall ; can,dng
of de Guldeford arms on an old stone. The
font is old. Reg. 1705.

Hailsham. P.N.; N.R.

St. Mary. Restored in 1870, 1878, and 1889.

Vestry enlarged 1910. This little market town
has a fine Perp. church with an embattled
tower. The bells were first cast in 1663, at Bell

Bank, near the town, and the tenor still rings

the curfew. Font, Perp. Note : lofty arch from
nave to tower ; piscina in sanctuary, also one
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in each N. and S. chapels
;

plain sedile ; frag-

ments of 15th c. glass in a window in N. aisle ;

double capital in Lady Chapel, the only relic of

the original church, built c, 1200. Reg. 1558.

Two miles west of Hailsham is IMichelham
Priory, founded for the Augustinians, or Black
Canons, in 1229, by Gilbert III. de Aquila.
The Perp, gateway is almost intact, and over
the archway are two rooms. Below the gate-
way is a room, supposed to have been used as a
prison. The present house consists of the re-

fectory, on the N. wall of which are the hand-
some remains of a lavatory ; a fine crypt
belonging to the cellarers' buildings, and over it a
room with a large hooded fireplace, probably
the prior's chamber ; and additions of Tudor
date. The whole place has been recently
restored. The old priory mill is still working.

Halnaker (see Boxgrove).

Hamsey. {Lewes, 2 miles) D. Hamf.
P.N.; N.R.

St. Peter. The original Nor. building has
been altered to E.E., but the chancel arch and
two windows remain. The two-light low-
side window S.W. of chancel is late Dec.
The massive tower and font are Perp. The
canopied Tudor altar-tomb is called the " De
Say Tomb." Note : the quaint gargoyles in tower
and two blocked up doorways. Reg. 1585.



Hangleton. {Hove, 2\ miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Helen. Restored in 1876. This plain
little church has some flint herring-bone work
on S. wall of nave, and head of a very small
window, which may be pre-Conquest. There
is a blocked-up doorway and minute window in
N, nave. The chancel and low-side window
are late E.E. ; in S. of chancel is a curious
Renaissance tomb. There is a stoup near S.

door. Elizabethan Com. cup; and paten, 1715.
Reg. 1666.

In the churchyard lie the remains of Dr.
Kenealy, the counsel for the claimant in the
celebrated Tichborne case. A very elaborate,
or rather gawdy, tomb has been erected to his

memory. In the N.W. of the ground is the
grave of the late Mr. Henry Willett, of Brighton,
who was so well known to art connoisseurs.

In the manor house of Hangleton may be
seen the chapel (now a kitchen), and a lancet
(13th c.) in the stable.

Haraham. [Pulborough, i mile) p.n.

St. Botolph. Restored in 1884 and 1910.
Of the old nth c. building (? pre-Conquest)
there are three windows and chancel arch ;

E. window of two lancets is E.E. ; in S. wall
is a Dec. window, and at the side of it an An-
choiite's sacrament squint (discovered by Mr.
P. M. Johnston). Font, plain, Nor. (?). The
mural paintings deserve special notice, as they
are among the oldest in England. The subjects

comprise The Last Supper, Adoration of Magi,



Flight into Egypt, Massacre of Innocents,

Salutation of Elizabeth, Lazarus, Adam and
Eve with the Serpent, St. George at the Battle

of Antioch, etc. (vide S.A.C., vol. 44). Note :

old benches and oak pulpit ; altar rails (1720) ;

v/indow in W. wall ; Roman materials in walls.

Elizabethan Com. cup. Reg. 1642.

Near this church are the remains of Hard-
ham Priory, founded in the 12th c. The
style is principally E.E. The ruins comprise
the chapter-house with some arcading and
the refectory, now forming the farmhouse.
Pointed arches with quatrefoil piercings, slender

detached shafts, and dog-tooth moulding
may still be seen. Beneath is a cellar with
groined vaulting supported by pillars.

Hartfield. p.n.; n.r.

St. Mary. Restored. This graceful church
is partly Dec. and partly Perp. It has a pic-

turesque lychgate under an old cottage (1521).

Note : a window and tablet to the memory of

the Rev. H. Polehampton, killed while carrying
out his duties at Lucknow, in 1857 ; two
piscinae ; and stoup. Font and tower are
Perp. Com. plate, 171 3. Reg. 1697.

Halting. P.N.; n.r,

St. Mary and St. Gabriel. Restored in

1852 and 1S70. Fine cruciform E.E. church,
with tapering spire, covered with copper. The
chancel (early 13th c.) has lofty arch with dog-



tooth moulding
; good triplet of lancets at E.

end ; Elizabethan roof {1574) ; priest's door
with shafts ;

" restored " low-side window.
Note : the rood-loft piscina above the spring
of S. transept arch. Nave (late 13th c.) has
pillars without capitals (cf. Cold Waltham,
Slindon, and Rustington) and unequal arches

;

W. window and some others good Dec. and Perp.
Vestry, 15th c. Font, E.E. Chalice and paten,
17th c.

Note : fine marble monument by West-
macott to Sir H. Featlierstonhaugh {1846);
weather-beaten tomb of recumbent knight in

the ruined S. chancel aisle ; curious semi-circular
tomb in S. chancel wall (1675) ; tomb with
recumbent figures in S. transept ; brass to Ford
family (1670) ; old glass. Cardinal Pole was
rector of this parish. Reg. 1567.

Hastings, n.r.

Parish Church of St. Clement.

The present fine Perp. church stands on the
site of an earlier building, destroyed by the
French in 1378, ex(*epting a portion of walls and
the lower part of tower. At the end of 14th c.

Wm. de Lynda built the new church, which
stands as a monument to his memory, although
it has suffered at the hands of Puritans, in-

vaders, and restorers. In 1849-55 restorations

were made, and again under W. Butterfield in

1874-5. The sedilia with four seats are repro-
ductions of the old work. The fine reredos is

modern.
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Note : the width of the church, its slope at

W. end, the position of tower at W. end of S.

aisle ; the fine tower arches and capitals ; the

splendid octagonal font (Perp.), sculptured

with the Instruments of the Passion—on W.,

the Cross and Crown of Thorns ; N. scourg-

ing post and scourges ; E. lantern on a pole,

ladder, and St. Peter's sword ; S. reed and
spear crossed ; on the small shields, hammer,
pincers, and cock.

In S. aisle are two piscinas ; in N. aisle, low-

side window, with stained glass in memory of

Viscount Chewton, killed at Alma. There are

three brasses, all with figures missing—Thomas
Weekes, 1563, robed as priest

; John Barley,

1 601 ; the third dated 1606. Among the monu-
ments is one to Thomas Delves, i66g, and
another to John Collier, 1760. There are two
stoups, one in choir vestry, the other outside

the tower ; an incised cross-slab with fleur-de-

lis, at W. end of nave ; 15th c. crypt, used as

sacristy. Note the niches in pillars next to E.

end, where the rood-beam was fitted.

In the massive tower are embedded two can-

non balls, one fired by a man-of-war or a
privateer, the second placed there in the i8th
century to please the aesthetic taste of the

inhabitants.

The curfew is rung from Michaelmas to Lady
Day, except on November 5th, and from
Christmas to Twelfth Night. The register

dates from 1558, and has been well preserved.
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All Saints (restored in 1878) is also a Perp.
building ; the embattled tower in three stages
forms a conspicuous object. The triple

sedilia and piscina are very fine ; there is also

an aumbry. Font, Perp. Note: curious coloured
vault corbels of tower, one a boar's head ; also

the lierne vaulting ; stoup in porch ; built-up
doorway in S. aisle ; Doom over chancel arch,

15th c. The notorious Titus Gates was once
a curate here. There is a curious brass to
Thomas Goodenough and his wife. In the
churchyard is the tomb of " Gld Humphrey "

(George Mogridge). Com. plate, 1 714. Reg. 1558.
In the castle, note : square tower with win-

dow ;
pointed chancel arch with early foliage and

good mouldings
;

pillar piscina (late 12th c.)
;

13th c. windows ; and the prison cells.

Heathfield. p.n.; n.r.

All Saints. Partly rebuilt in 1861 and 1869.
The tower and shingled spire (E.E.) are im-
posing. There is a squint remaining, other-
wise the rebuilding has destroyed much of the
interest in the church. Note : small size of

chancel in proportion to the nave ; traces of

Nor. work in vestry. The tower, built of chalk
and faced with local stone, is dated 1445, in

Arabic numerals, considered to be the earliest

use of these figures in England. There is a
14th c. crypt (closed). The S. door and some
windows are late 13th c. Elizabethan Com.
cup; paten, 1772; flagon, 1673; alms dish,

1753; bell, c. 1450. Reg. 1581.
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Helllngly. p.n.; n.r.

SS. Peter and Paul. Tower rebuilt in

1836, church restored in 1869. The chancel
windows with banded shafts are Tr.-Nor. (12th

c.) ; E. window, E.E. ; N. chapel has E.E.
arcade and some Nor. work with cable mould-
ing. The nave is later work (13th c.) . In S. of

chancel is a lancet low-side window with ogee-
pointed head (Dec). Reg. 1618.

Henfield. D. Hamfelde. p.n.; n.r.

St. Peter. The church has been much
restored (1870) but some of the original E.E.
w^ork may still be seen in chancel arch and nave
arcades ; the tower is Perp, There is a portion
of the old screen left, but the fine Perp. screen
which separates the nave from the tower is

modern. There are two good brasses, one to

Thomas Bishop (1559) on an altar in present
vestry ; a second (1633). Font, 13th c. Note :

old chest ; chair and table ; corbels of chancel
arch. Com. plate, i8th c. Reg. 1595.

Herstmonceux. {Hailsham, 4^ miles)

D. Herste. p.n.; n.r.

All Saints. The church (restored) is not
far from the picturesque castle. It is Tr.-Nor.,

witli chiefly Perp. windows. Note : foliated

capitals and piers ; aumbry ; trefoiled recess

with ogee head ; blocked-up squint ; canopy in

S. wall.
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The magnificent tomb of Thomas, eighth
Lord Dacre, and his son Gregory (1534), was
intended to serve as an Easter Supulchre. The
fine brass v.ith effigy (1402), in the floor before
the altar, is to Wilham Fienes, knight. It has
Norman-French inscription. The font is plain
square early Dec. (compare Willingdon). The
E. window was inserted in memory of Arch-
deacon Hare, and his remains lie beneath the
fine old yew tree (about 30 feet in circumfer-
ence) in the churchyard. Reg. 153S.

Close to the church is a fine 14th c. tithe barn.

Herstmonceux Castle. Note the following
details : chimneys and fireplaces ; doors

;

string course ; heraldic panels ; and the 15th
c. chapel.

Heysnott. (Cocking, 1^ miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. James. E.E. church with some Dec.
and Perp. windows. Font is E.E., and the
caps of the angle pillars form part of the bowl.
Reg. 1690.

Hoathly (East). ( Uckjield, 5 miles) p.n.; n.r.

Rebuilt, with the exception of the tower,
in 1856. The Perp. tower has Tudor doorway
with Pelham buckle, and the arms of Luns-
ford. Note : Nor. piscina of pillar form, and
the arch, ogee and trefoiled ; mosaics and
modern glass. Elizabethan Com. cup. Reg. 1560.
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Hoathly (West), p.n.; n.r.

Restored in 1870. The original church
was Nor. (c. iioo) of which some traces are

in the tower ; about a century later a narrow
lean-to aisle was added ; c. 1250, the chancel
was extended and the windows on N. side

inserted ; c. 1280, S. chapel erected with arcade
and widened (c. 1330), and arch built in place of

W. wall, also window behind the pulpit ; c. 1400 ;

three-light window in N. wall and passage
to rood-loft were added. Note : the early
geometrical windows ; stoup ; triple sedilia

;

two piscinae ; two iron slabs (1619 and
1635) ; the opening to rood-loft and traces

of mural paintings. Font, square, Tr.-Nor.
Com. cup, 1 716. Reg. 1645. There is a half-

timbered cottage which was priest's house
(14th c).

Hollington. {Hastings, 2 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Leonard. This little church, or the
" church in the wood," is largely visited on
account of its charming situation rather than
for its architectural beauty. It is E.E., and
has chancel nave, and a low tower with the
" Sussex Cap," as the low pyramidal spire is

termed. Reg. 1636.

Hooe. {Bexhill, 4 miles) D. Hov. p.n.; n.r.

St. James or St. Oswald. Restored in 1889
and 1899. In this little church (chiefly Perp.
with some Dec. windows) there is some old
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glass, representing Edward III. and Queen
Philippa. Note : dug-out chest (Saxon ?).

Font, late Nor. Com. cup, 1640. Reg. 1531.

Horsham, p.n.; n.r.

St. Mary. Restored in 1864-5. This fine

large church, with lofty shingled broach spire,

has suffered considerably from restorations and
enlargements. Of the original late Nor.
church, traces yet remain in the tower and N.
wall, round-headed door, and narrow window

;

the lower part of tower is Tr.-Nor ; the fine

nave and lofty clerestory with lancets is E.E.
;

the great seven-hght E. window is Perp., a
replica of former one, and was inserted in

1865. In chancel on E. wall is a piscina with
shelf ; in pavement is a mutilated brass to an
ecclesiastic, 15th c. There is no chancel arch.

The Hoo Monument, N. of altar, is of Pur-
beck marble with marble canopy (15th c). The
De Braose monument S. of altar, has recum-
bent figure of knight with crested helmet
under his head (1396). The Delves monument
of marble, by Fanelli, has the effigy of a lady
(17th c).

The chantry-chapels have disappeared beneath
the hands of restorers. The chapel of the Holy
Trinity (1307), adjoining N. aisle, has been
incorporated partly with the church, and partly
formed into a porch. Note the raised platform
at E. end and piscina. Eoteler's Chapel,
founded by Richard Wakeford in 1447, was at
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E. end of S. aisle, and has a piscina and a
crested helmet. Roffey Chapel was on the N.
(13th c.) and the piscina of it can still be seen in

the respond of S. arch. The Shelley Chapel
(Perp.), formerly on oratory, has fine panelled

roof. There is a plain slab to Percy Bysshe
Shelley in tower. Font, Perp. Mural paint-

ings on W. wall are reproductions of 15th c.

work, and represent " The Last Supper " and
" The Annunciation." Reg. 1540.

The building N.E. of church is called the

Lollards' Tower (late Perp.), now the vestries.

There is a 13th c. chest in the upper chamber
and another in the lower. Note : old oak door
with massive lock and key. Near E. gate

are remains of old priests' house, and beneath
the pump is the old Nor. well.

Horsted Keynes.

St. Giles. Restored and enlarged in 1884,

This church with its lofty shingled spire was
originally a Nor. cruciform building with cen-

tral tower, which with its piers and a walled-up

arch alone remain of it ; the rest being E.E.

Triplet of lancets at E. end (early 13th c).

Outside N. wall of nave is a piscina indicating

where the transept has been. There is a small

cross-legged effigy of a knight in armour (27

ins. long), and several tablets. Dr. Robert
Leighton, Archbishop of Glasgow, was buried

in the chapel in the south of the chancel in

1684, but this part of the church has since
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disappeared, and a tomb was erected over his
place of burial in 1857. The slab, which bore a
Latin inscription, is on the outside of the
chancel wall. Note : fine pulpit ; oak chest

;

piscina. Font, Perp. (15th c). Com. cup,
1625; paten, 1705. Reg. 1638.

Horsted (Little). ( Uckfield. 2 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Michael and All Angels. Restored
by Scott in 1863. Note : arcade outside N.
wall of chancel, pierced for one window, c. 1080.
('* This is unique in Sussex and reminiscent
of the Saxon chapel at Bradford-on-Avon."
Vic. His.) ; curious plate tracery of windows of

nave and trefoiled-headed low-side window in N.
of chancel, E.E, (13th c); aumbry; and a small
slab with raised cross lying almost hidden under
an arched alcove behind choir stalls. The tomb,
probably an Easter Sepulchre, may be that of

the founder or a benefactor of the original
church. Good Perp, tower. Com. cup, flagon,

and alms dish, 1738. Reg, 1540,

Houghton. {Amberley, ^ mile) p.n.; n.r.

St. Nicholas. This E.E. church has some
Perp. additions. Note : a brass to Thomas
Cheyne {i486) ; old hour-glass ; E. window, a
triplet of lancets separated by mullions under
one containing internal arch. Com. cup, 1660.

Reg. 1560.



Hove. P.N.; N.R.

St. Andrew. The old parish church retains

but little of the original edifice, having been
nearly rebuilt in 1836. Externally, with the
exception of the porch, it is new work. There
are, however, two rows of fine pillars and
arches of Tr.-Nor. style. The capitals appear
to have been re-carved, but the arch mouldings
of the nave arcades are original, and the church
also retains its fine old oaken tie-beams. In
the churchyard lie the remains of Admiral
Westphal, who, as a midshipman, was wounded
at the battle of Trafalgar, and laid by the side

of Nelson. His coat was placed as a pillow

for that hero's head. Charlotte Elliott, the
authoress of several well-known hymns, is also

buried here. There is a tablet to the memory
of Copley Fielding, the painter. Old bell,

c. 1478. Reg. (All Saints) 1539.

All Saints. This stately edifice was con-
stituted the Parish Church of Hove in 1892
in place of St. Andrew's. The building was
commenced in 1889 ; the nave and aisles were
consecrated by Dr. Durnford, Bishop of Chi-

chester, in 1 89 1 : Bishop Wilberforce, in 1901,
consecrated the eastern part, which includes

transepts, choir, sanctuary, and chapel, with
vestries and a church room over them. The
church is in the Early Dec. style, from designs
by the late J. L. Pearson, R.A., and is of Sussex
sandstone and oak. It has seating accommoda-
tion for 1200 persons. A sum of ^^48,000 has
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already been spent, and in addition many
special gifts have been received, including altar

vessels, a brass eagle lectern, a handsome marble
font, etc., and a number of magnificent stained
glass windows. The fine organ is by Messrs. W.
Hill and Son, London, and cost ;^3,ooo.

In 1908, Bishop Ridgeway dedicated the
reredos, bishop's seat, and sedilia, which have
added greatly to the beauty and dignity
of the church. The central panel of the
reredos is an historical representation of

the Crucifixion ; on the N. side of this

panel are three types, and on the S. side three
prophets, with emblems of the Passion on
seven shields below ; and the figures over the
bishop's seat and the sedilia are full of his-

torical and ecclesiastical significance. The
design was planned by the architect of the
church and worked out in detail by his son,

Mr. F. L. Pearson, being executed under his

supervision by Mr. Nathaniel Hitch, sculptor.

It is intended that there should be a western
porch, or narthex, and a tower at the south-
west angle. When these are built the church
will be one of the finest in the south of England.

Hurstpierpoint. {Hassocks, i^ miles)

D. Herst. P.N.; N.R.

Holy Trinity.. Built in 1845 on site of
former church. Note : two fonts, one Nor.
(not used) and a large circular one (restored) ;

an old stone pulpit, S. of chancel arch

;
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effigy in chain armour (Sir Simon de Pier-

point ?) late 1 2th c. ; effigy in plate armour,
railed in with Sussex iron (Sir S. de Pier-

point ?), 14th c. ; 1 6th c. glass in E. window of

S. chapel and in vestry, designed by Albert
Diirer. Com. cup, 1720; paten, 1722. Reg.
1558-

Icklesham. [Winchelsea, ij miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Nicholas. Restored in 1847-52. This in-

teresting church was originally Nor., but has
been altered and enlarged at different periods.

The details are worth careful study : nave
walls, aisles, tower, and three small windows
in S. aisle, Nor. ; chancel, which deviates to N.,

and the two beautiful arcades of chapels (late

12th c.) ; S. chapel re-constructed late 13th c. ;

E. end of chancel, early 14th c. ; windows of

nave and aisles Perp. (14th c). W. window of

nave is a restoration ; five-light E. window and
span-roof of nave and aisles are modern repro-
ductions ; hexagonal W. porch is a modem
addition.

Note : corbels of chancel arch ; capitals of

nave arcades (cf. Steyning) ; vaulting shafts of

tower ; aumbry ; two fine Dec. piscinae ; basin
of Nor. pillar piscina in N. chapel. The tower,
on N. of chancel, is built in three stages—the
lowest is vaulted ; belfry windows of double-
lights

; plain corbel table ; flat buttresses.

There are some traces of mural paintings.

Caen stone has been used in the earlier work
of the church. Com. cup, 17th c. Reg. 1598.
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Iden. {Rye, 2 miles) p.n.; n.r.

All Saints. Restored in 1875. The
building is Perp. ; but the tower has traces of
earher work, as, at the time of restoration, a
Norman window was found and opened out.
There is a fine peal of six bells. Note : stoup
(defaced) ; brass with effigy to Walter Seller,

rector, 1427 ; and old doorway. Com. cup,

1640. Reg. 1559.

Ifield. {Crawley, i| miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Margaret. Restored in 1847. E.E.
church with Perp. additions. Note : Rood-loft
door on S. ; chancel arch notched for screen

;

low-side window ; two piscin?e ; carved oak
renaissance lectern ; Elizabethan Com. cup
and paten cover. Font, late Nor. (12th c).

Under arch on N. side of nave is stone effigy

of knight in armour (period Ed. II.) ; on oppo-
site side one of a lady. Both are altar-tombs,

and may be monuments to Sir John de Ifield

and his wife. In churchyard is grave of Mark
Lemon. Porch is 15th c. Reg. 1568.

Iford. {Lewes, 2 m.) D. Niworde. p.n.; n.r.

St. Nicholas. Restored in 1874. The Nor.
chancel arch in this church is good, and the
round window at the E. end, with three small

windows beneath, is effective and pleasing.
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Font, E.E., circular bowl on five shafts.

Note ; piscina, aumbr}', and three old bells.

The arches on N. of nave show that there has

been an aisle. Tower is between chancel and
nave, with small Nor. windows, and the arch

has chevron. Com. cup, 1674. Reg. 1654.

Iping. {Elsted, 2 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Mary. Rebuilt in 1840 ; and again,

except old tower, in 1888, on the foundations

of a Nor. church. Elizabethan Com. cup and
paten cover, also a chaUce and paten, 1635.

Reg. 1628.

Isfield. P.N.; n.r.

St. Margaret. Restored in 1876 ; tower
restored and spire added in 1893. The nave
was originally E.E. ; the chancel with hand-
some windows and Shurley chapel are Dec.
The transomed window at S.W. end of chancel
was probably a low-side window ; and there is

a slab near it (outside) with raised cross (13th c).

Note : In the chancel, a fine large piscina

under a canopy (14th c), and two plain sediha
;

and under arched alcove in N. chancel wall

a tomb (the founder's ?), which was probably
an Easter Supulchre, having crosses of beautiful

design. The Shurley chapel has some splendid

monuments : tomb (without brasses, 1527) ;

brasses to Edward Shurley and his wife (1558)^-

brasses to Thomas Shurley and his wife (1579)

;
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altar-tomb with recumbent effigies of Sir j.

Shurley and his wives, with children kneeUng
round (1631), This chapel has also some
good specimens of linen panelling and a wide
squint. In S. window of nave may be seen
fragments of old stained glass, showing In-

struments of the Passion. Note : gargoyles
on tower and sundial (1664). In this church,
in 1775, the tombstone of Gundrada, formerly
thought to be a daughter of William the Con-
queror, was discovered. It had been brought
there from the Priory at Lewes on the Dis-

solution of the Monasteries. It is now at

Southover, where a chapel has been erected

over it. Reg. 1570.

Itcherxor (West). (Selsey) p.n.; n.r.

St. Nicholas. This little E.E. church (res-

tored) has 1 2th c. S. doorway, lancets, and
Perp. windows, and one of the few E.E. fonts

which are found in this county. Reg. 1561.

Itchingiield. {Horsham, 3^ miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Nicholas. Restored and new aisle built

in 1866. Nave and chancel are Nor., c. iioo,

with several Nor. and some Dec. and Perp.

windows. Note : low-side window (Dec.)

and aumbry. The low tower, composed of

large baulks of wood, is pinned by wooden bolts

;

the square-headed windows in it are late Dec.

Patens, 1678 and 1719 ; flagon, 1748. Reg. 1700.

In churchyard is pre-Reforrnation Priests'

House.
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Jevington. {Polegate, 2 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Andrew. Restored in 1873. The
(restored) Saxon tower is of two stages with
herring-bone work, and N.E. quoins long-and-
short work. The chancel, nave, and N. aisle,

with very small lancets, are E.E. The E. end
window is formed of three long ogee trefoil-

headed lancets under a broad low internal

arch. The N. aisle is divided into two parts
by a cross arch from central pier to N. wall.

The nave has a fine waggon roof of king-post
and hammer-beam alternately. Note : Dec.
low-side window in S. wall of chancel ; aumbry
under lancet in N. wall ; trefoil-headed piscina

with shelf in S, wall ; a round-headed squint
on each side chancel arch ; tablet to N. CoUier,

rector (169 J). The curious bas-relief of our
Lord (?) bruising the serpent's head, on S.

wall above the porch, found in iSthc, is Saxon.
Font, early Dec. of same local type as at Wil-
lingdon. Com. cup, 1687. Reg. 1661.

Keymer. {Hassocks, i mile) D. Chemere.

P.N.

SS. CosMAS AND Damian. Rebuilt in 1866;
enlarged in 1899. Of the original church a
rebuilt portion of the apsidal chancel alone
remains. There is a 14th c. window inserted

in N. wall. Com. cup, 1635; flagon, 1752.
Reg. 1601.
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Kingston-by-Sea (corruption of Kingston

Bousey). D. Chingestune, 2. p.n.; n.r.

St. Julian. This church has a nave and
tower, E.E. ; but the windows, with the excep-
tion of one lancet, are Perp. The chancel is

Dec. and has a fine canopied tomb of i6th c.

w^ork. The N. aisle has been rebuilt. The
tower is between the nave and chancel, and
has a groined vault supported by clustered

pillars with moulded capitals (E.E.) of Sussex
marble. The blocked-up opening in N. wall

of chancel may have been connected with an
Anchorite's cell {vide S.A.C., vol. XLii.).Note :

interesting woodwork, pulpit, screen, altar

rails ; old pews ; recesses on N. and S. of

chancel ; blocked-up door S.E. chancel. Font,

plain square. Very fine German Com. cup
and paten cover (late i6th c), also a paten,

1732. Reg. 1591. There is a very interesting

Tudor Rectory.

Kingston. [Lewes, 2\ miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Pancras.' Restored in 1874. This

church, which was damaged by hghtning in

1865, is early 14th c. (Dec.) and has two ogee
trefoil-headed lancet low-side windows, one
N. and one S. of chancel. Note : piscina ;

aumbry ; oak chest ; carved oak pulpit ; blocked-

up door N. of nave ; priest's door. There are

three old bells, 14th c. EHzabethan Com.
cup and paten cover. Reg. 1654.
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Kirdford. {Billingshursf, 5 mites) p.n.; N.k.

St. John the Baptist. Restored in 1878,

Traces of Nor. work remain in N. wall of nave ;

piers and arches and some lancets are E.E.

(early 13th c.) ; tower arch, Perp. ;
piscina,

Dec. ; some windows, Perp. Note : two
squints ; old oak benches ; curious twisted

pattern of communion rails (17th c.) ; brass

(1658) ; font (1620) ; small vestry (E.E.),

with mutilated piscina; three bells (17th c.) ;

fine porch, Dec. ; blocked-up Nor. doorway.
The chancel inclines to S. There are several

memorials to the Earls of Winterton. Some of

the work in N. wall of the nave may be pre-

Conquest. Fine Elizabethan Com. cup (1601),

also Com. cup and paten, 1622. Reg. 1569.

Lancln?. P.N, ; N.R.

St. James. This church was probably origin-

ally Nor., but has been much altered in subse-
quent times. The S. porch is Tr.-Nor. ; the
rest of the building was reconstructed about
the end of the 13th c, when E.E. was passing
to Dec. Note : string course in the chancel, the
Nor. billet moulding changing to Dec. roll ;

two trefoil-headed low-side windows set in wide
arched recesses ; on N. chancel wall a canopied
Easter Sepulchre. Font, square Nor. ; stoup in

nave. The upper part of tower was removed
and pyramidal cap added in i6i8. Com. cup
and paten cover (17th c). Reg. 1559.
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Laughton. {Lewes, 6 miles) p.n,; n.r.

All Saints. Restored in 1883. Of the
original E.E. church are some trefoiled lancet
windows ; the rest are early Perp, The arches
of tower (Perp.) and chancel are massive. The
hood moulding of the W. door terminates in

Pelham buckle. In the Pelham vault beneath
the chancel, built about middle of i8th c, by
the Duke of Newcastle, lie the remains of more
than forty members of the family. Note : two
iron slabs in tower (1689 and 1691), and
helmets ; rood-beam above chancel arch

;

two piscinae ; low-side window. Reg. 1561.

Lavant (East), p.n.; n.r.

St. Mary. There is a fine Nor. W. door,
with billet and other mouldings, but the build-

ing is mainly E.E. Note : a canopied (Dec.)

altar-tomb (Easter Sepulchre) ; ancient Sussex
marble slab to Luci de Mildebi ; and a brass to

Thomas Cauze. Tower is 17th c. There is a
fine new reredos. Com. cup and paten, 161 8.

Reg. 1653.

Lavant (Mid). {Lavant) p.n.; n.r.

St. Nicholas. Restored and enlarged in

1872. This E.E. church has a small Nor. win-
dow in S. wall of nave, and two lancets of the
original building. Note : tomb with effigies,

erected during life-time of Dame Mary May,
1681 ; low-side window. Com. cup and paten,

17th c. Reg. 1567.
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Lavington (West). {Midhurst, i mile)

St. Mary Magdalene. Erected by Butter-

field in 1850 for Archdeacon (afterwards Car-

dinal) Manning, shortly before his secession to

the Church of Rome. In the churchyard (S.E.

of church) is the tomb of Richard Cobden, the
Apostle of Free Trade, who died in 1865. He
was born at an old farmhouse in the neigh-

bouring hamlet of Heyshott. Reg. 1851.

Lavington (or Woolavington).

{Petworth, 2^ m.) D. Levitone. p.n.; n.r.

St. Peter. This little E.E. church, restored

by Cardinal Manning when incumbent, 1833-

1851, has a memorial to the Rt. Rev. Samuel
Wilberforce, Bishop of Oxford and later of

Winchester (d. 1872). Note the stained glass

window in S. aisle. Reg. 1668.

Lewes.

St. Michael's (restored in 1885) is the official

church of the Archdeaconry of Lewes and the
seat of judicature. It has a Nor. round tower
(as at Piddinghoe and Southease) pierced by
small quatrefoils, with a lofty shingled spire

;

nave arcade, Dec. (c. 1350) ; S. wall rebuilt

1754. Note : two fine brasses (15th c), one
to Rev, J. Bradford, the other to a knight (muti-

lated) ; a monument to Sir Nicholas Pelham
(1559) ; Com. cup and cover (1664) and
Com. plate, i8th c. Reg. 1570.
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St. Anne's (restored in 1889) is chiefly Tr.-
Nor,, and has a fine basket-work Nor. font.
Note : capitals of the pillars S. nave ; the
recessed tomb in the chancel ; a brass (1681) ;

stained window to M. A. Lower. The S. aisle

has a transeptal chapel at E. end (compare
Aldingboume). Com. plate, i8th c. Reg.
1679.

All Saints has a Perp. tower ; the rest ot

the church is modern, Reg. 1561.

St. John's sub Castro (built in 1838) has a
plain Saxon round arch of the former church,
supposed to date from the time of Edward
the Confessor, incorporated with the outer N.E.
wall. Font (Perp.). Note : relic known as the
Magnus tomb, with inscription ; coffin-slab with
floreated cross (14th c.) ; inscribed stone over
doorway, dated 1633. Com. plate, i8th c. Reg.
1602.

St. Thomas a Becket-in-the-Cliff (p.n.)

is a Perp. building supposed to occupy the site

of a religious house, erected to the memory
of Thomas a Becket, Note : good Dutch
painting of the Ascension (1770) ; a squint
with two pillars ; a foliated stoup ; two piscinse.

Reg. 1606.

The Castle—Note ; Inner gateway of original

castle ; 13th c. keep and remains of fireplaces ;

fine barbican (c. 1330).
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Lewes : Southover. p.n.; n.r.

St. John the Baptist. Restored in 1885.

This church has a brick tower erected in 1714,
and a side chapel erected in 1847, in which are

the remains of WilHam de Warenne and his

wife Gundrada, fifth daughter (?) of Wilham the
Conqueror. The leaden coffins were discovered
in the making of the railway which runs through
the ruins of the priory adjoining the church.
In the nave of the church is a row of plain

heavy Nor. pillars, and a Nor. font (restored).

The chancel is modem. The rest of the church
is chiefly Perp. There is a good E.E. door
outside E. end of church, which belonged to

the priory. There are ten fine bells. Com.
cup and paten, late 17th c. ; paten, 1709.
Reg. 1558.

The Cluniac Priory of St. Pan eras was
founded by William de Warenne in 1077.
During his pilgrimage to Rome with his wife

Gundrada, formerly considered to be the
daughter of William the Conqueror, he visited

the Monastery of Cluny, and induced the abbot
to send over some monks to the church he had
built. During the strife between Henry III.

and Simon de Montfort, the priory became
prominent, as it was here that the King re-

ceived the Barons' envoys before the battle of

Lewes, and it was here that Henry fled for

refuge during the contest. May 14th, 1264. On
the following day he signed the Mise of Lewes.

The church was a fine building, over 400
feet long, and had a large cloister and other
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adjuncts. So complete was the destruction
at the Dissolution in 1537, that its site was for-

gotten until the railway cutting revealed it.

The few fragments of stone are worth visiting

by the antiquary. The carved stones in the
castle museum are specimens of the work.

A short distance from the priory was the
hospital of St. James (late 14th c), of which a
portion of the chapel still remains, forming part
of a house. There is a farmhouse in Swan-
borough, formerly a grange of the priory, which
has late 12th c. work, also some E.E. and Perp.

Lewes : Mailing (South), p.n.; x.r.

St. Michael the Archangel. Restored in

1874. John Evelyn, in his diary, thus writes :

" 1627...About this time was the consecration
of the church of South Mailing, near Lewes,
the building whereof was chiefly procured by
my grandfather (Standsfield), who having the
impropriation, gave ;^20 a year out of it to this

church. I afterwards sold the impropriation.

I layd one of the first stones of the building of

the church. .
." There are two brasses on

floor, and tablet to the memory of Dr. Russell,

who is buried in the Kempe vault in the church-
yard. Com. cup, 1628. Reg. 1629.

It was at this church that John Harvard,
founder of the great American University,

married Anne' Sadler of Ringmer.

The site of the deanery of Mailing, founded
by Ceadwalla, c. 688, can be traced. There
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remains also a garden wall which was part of

the Archbishop of Canterbury's Manor House
(nth c).

Llnch. {Liphook. 2^ miles)

D, LiNCE. P.N.; N.R.

St. Luke. Rebuilt in 1705 ; restored in

1886. There is a small two-light window with
old glass (? German or Flemish, 14th c), repre-

senting " The Descent from the Cross " and
" The Ascension." Note inscription over S.

door. Chalice, 1705. Reg. 1701.

Linchmere. {Haslemere, 3 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Peter. Commands a magnificent view.

It is built of stone, and has tower and spire.

There are traces of Nor. work at W. end door
and window arch ; the rest of the building is

E.E. Note : curious scalloped and vandyked
decorations to the v.indows ; plain circle over
double lancet at E. end ;

pillars at W. end ;

finely moulded tie-beam
;

piscina. The sundial

on tower is dated 1654. N. aisle is modern.
Chalice, 1568. Reg. 1566.

About a mile south are the ruins of Shul-
brede Priory, incorporated with a house.
It Vv'as founded by Sir Ralph de Ardeme, before

1208, for five canons of the order of St. Augustine,
and dissolved in 1536. A large upper hall,

called the " Prior's Chamber," has some curious
mural paintings, i6th c. ; the second room
is the monks' apartment, and has groined vault-

ing, springing from E.E. marble columns,
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LmJfield. [Haywards Heath, i^ miles)
P.N.; N.R.

All Saints. Restored in 1884-7. The
restoration of this fine cruciform church has
destroyed many of its interesting details, in-

cluding mural paintings and old glass. The
church (Dec.) is 14th c, and the fine E. window
is of a flamboyant nature (cf. Etchingham).
In the parvise was found part of a screen, since

removed to a private house. Note: roof of nave
and of S. transept

;
pulpit ; aumbry ;

piscina and
old chest in N. chapel ; two corbels with
shields and coats of arms in S. chapel

;
part of

rood-beam in gallery of tower. Hussey, writing
before the restoration, says that the lower part
of the walls of the church, especially the northern,

is older than the upper, and that the N.
transept was rebuilt (c. 1850). The E.E. tower
is 13th c. Font, Perp. (15th c). Most of the

v/indows are Perp. Chalice, 1710; patens, 1692
and 1724. Reg. 1558.

Near the church is the fine Elizabethan house,

Old Place ; and about a mile east is another,

East Mascalls.

Litlington. {Berwick, 3 miles) p.n.; n.r.

Restored in 1863. Of the original Nor.

church (altered to E.E.) there are two windows
in N. wall of chancel, two blocked-up in N.
wall of nave, the S. door, and the piscina

;

sediiia and lancets E.E. ; altar-tomb (Easter

Sepulchre) Perp. Note : the arches are of

chalk ; a low-side window ; porch, late 13th c. ;

trace of rood-loft. Font, Perp. Reg. 1698.
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Llttlehampton. p.n.; n.r.

St. Mary the Virgin. Rebuilt in 1825.

The Saxon cylindrical font is preserved,

though no longer used. Reg. 1573.

Lodsworth. {Selham, 2 miles).

St. Peter. The restorations in 1848 and
1855 have destroyed the interest in this E.E.
church. Note : W. doorway (14th c.) with
stoup ; some good tie-beams with rosettes ; old

Communion plate, paten, and chahce (1567).

Font, large cup-shaped (Nor.). Reg. 1558.

Lullington. {Bevwick, 2 miles) p.n.; n.r.

Restored in 1894. This is considered to

be the smallest church in England, measuring
16 feet square, but it is only a portion of the
chancel of the original church, which may be
traced westward. Note : two E.E. low-side

windows and small piscina. Reg. 1721.

Lurgashall. [Petworth, 5 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Lawrence. This E.E. church has
i6th c. wooden cloister on the S. of nave. The
tower (Perp.) was rebuilt in 17th c. Parts of

the earlier nth c. building have been incor-

porated in the present church ; in N. Wall,
pre-Conquest blocked-up doorway ; herring-bone
work ; two shallow buttresses. Chancel
(E.E.) has at E. end two lancets with marble
shafts, and large quatrefoiled niche between
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them. Note : triangular-headed aumbry with
piscina ; fine marble font (1661) ; two old oak
chests (1667 and 1750) ; fine roof with massive
tie-beams ; three coats of arms, 14th c. Eliza-
bethan Com. cup and paten cover

; paten,
1728; flagon, 1748. Reg. 1559.

Lyminster. {Arundel, i\ miles)

D. LOLINMINSTRE. P.N.; N.R.

St. Mary Magdalene. Restored in 1864,
1883, and 1902. The original church was vSaxoii,

and of this there may be traces in nave and
chancel and the arch. It was a nuns' chapel of
the time of Athelstan. The lower part of tower
is early 13th c. work; upper part, Perp. The
pillars (Tr.-Xor.) have scalloped or foliated
capitals ; and the chancel arch has double
impost. Note : fine piscina (13th c.) in N.
aisle ; squint ; piscina in chancel ; built-up
priest's door ; Sussex marble coffin lid ; old
chest (i6th c.) ; sexfoil window in S. nave

;

fine oak roof ; N. porch (early 15th c.) with old
barge-board ; \V, door (Nor.) ; oak supports to
belfry ; on S. exterior, two built-up doors,
Nor. beneath Saxon. The nave has been
raised some 5 feet. Font, late Nor. Reg.
1566.

Madehurst. {Amberley, ^ miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Mary Magdalene. Restored and
enlarged in 1864. There are only traces of the
old building left : a Nor. arch and a Dec.
window. Elizabethan Com. cup. Reg. 1639.
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Mailing (South) [see Lewes].

Marden (East) {Singleton, 5 miles) n.r.

St. Peter. Restored in 1875, and vestry

added in 1906 ; redecorated, 1016. This little

church has Nor. nave and E.E. chancel with

triplet of lancets at E. end. Note : chancel

arch and S. doorway ornamented with beaded
chevron ; N. doorway Nor., with Perp. stone-

work outside. There is a piscina enclosed by
oak panelling. Font, chahce shaped. Ehza-
bethan Com. cup; and paten, 1685. Reg. 1691.

Marden (North), p.n.; n.r.

St. Mary. Restored in 1887-8. Very small

Nor. church (c. iioo) with original apsidal

chancel without arch. Note : the miniature
windows ; E.E. piscina ; S. door with chevron
and other mouldings, and Greek cross at crown
of arch ; large font. Com. cup, 1731. Reg. 1813.

Marden (Upper), or Upmarden.

{Elsted, 5 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Michael. The interest in this little

church has been aroused by detailed notes on
it in the " Brighton and Hove Archaeologist,"

by O.H.Leeney (1914). Note: triangular-headed

chancel arch of rude work (? pre-Conquest).

Chancel has at E. end a triplet of lancets, the

tie-beams of roof have well-moulded wall plates

and nail-head ornament (E.E.) and piscina on
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S. : another piscina in X. nave

;

tub-shaped
font (? pre-Conquest) ; doorways and lancet
window (E.E.) ; two bells, 1624 and 1626.

Reg. 1714.

Maresfield. ( Uckfield or Biixted, 2 miles)

P.N.; N.R.

St. Bartholomew. Restored in 1878-9.
This church has been greatly altered and
enlarged ; chancel and transepts (note good
rose-window) are new, but some of the win-
dows of the old chancel have been replaced.
Of the earlier building, one window (Xor.)

and S. wall remain ; E. window is Dec.
;

nave and tov/er, Perp. Note : piscina ; iron

grave-slab
;

pulpit and altar rails ; old font
in tower ; square font (in use) with the signs

of the Evangelists cut on sides ; two stoups, one
in nave and the other in the porch. The N.
porch has been restored, but retains the beautiful

14th c. barge-board. Com, cup, 1634. I^eg.

1538.

Mayfield. p.x.; n.r.

St. Dunstan. The original church, with
the exception of the tower (E.E.), was nearly
destroyed by fire in 1389. The present building
is mainly Perp. The S. porch is vaulted, and
has a chamber above it. Note : two piscins

;

a squint ; four iron slabs, two to the Sands
family (1671 and 1708); i8th c. metal chan-
deliers ; some good carved woodwork in stalls

;



and remains of screen. Font dated 1666.

Com. cup, 1694, and two patens, i8th c.

Reg. 1570. The curfew is still rung here from
Michaelmas to Lady Day.
The R.C. Convent of the Society of the Holy

Child has acquired the remains of Mayfield

Palace, where the Archbishops of Canterbury
(from Dunstan to Cranmer) had their country
residence. The great hall, now the chapel, was
built by Archbishop Islip in 1350.

Merston. {Drayton, 1 mile), p.n.; n.r.

St. Giles. Simple little village church,

mainly E.E., with low N. aisle separated by
plain cylinder piers. At E. end triplet of

lancets under an arch. Font is square, sup-

ported by central pillar and eight small shafts.

Com. cup, 1798. Reg. 1751.

Michelham (see Hailsham).

Midhurst.

SS. Mary Magdalene and Denis. Restored
i:i 1882. This church was formerly a chapel of

tlie priory of Easeboume. The tower (late

1 2th c.) is the best feature of the present

1)uilding (Perp.). The Montague chantry no
longer contains the tomb of Lord Montague, which
lias been removed to Easeboume. Note : trace

of mural painting on wall of tower ; fine tie-

beams in S. aisle ; fine old Italian needlework



hangings (presented some fifty years ago) ; old

chest. Font, square Nor. The curfew bell is

still rung here. Reg. 1563.
Note in Cowdray House, late i6th c. chapel

and the vaulting of the gateway.

Milland Chapel. {Liphook, 2 miles)

St. Luke. Interesting old building, approached
from the valley by a long flight of old steps.

Note : piscina ; oak wainscoting and pulpit
;

arms of Geo. I. in E. window ; and a small
brass (1662) in the marble flooring of nave.
The circular old font on three E.E. pillars was
found when preparing site of the new church
in which it is placed. Chalice, 1747.

Mountfield. [Robertsbridge, 3 miles) p.n.; n.r.

All Saints. This restored church, with
characteristic low Sussex spire, has Nor. chancel
arch, and two Nor. windows in nave. There
are two squints and a piscina. Note : the
old font with later work carved on it—Tudor
rose, fleur-de-lis, etc. Com. cup and paten,

1700. Reg. 1558.

Mnndham (North), {Chichester, 2 miles)

D. MUNDREHAM. P.N.; N.R.

St. Stephen. Restored, and chancel added,
in 1889 on old foundations. It has fine W. door
and tower with Dec. and Perp. windows. The
beautiful arcades of nave are of Caen stone.
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The font is Nor. and is the largest in Sussex.

Note : quaint sculpture outside the S. door ;'

also old altar-slab v.ith five consecration

crosses. Elizabethan Com. cup and paten.

Reg. 1558.

aven. p.n.; n.r.Newh,

St. Michael. Restored and enlarged in

1854. This old church on the hill has the Nor.
(c.1120) apse joined^to the E. end of the Nor. tower,

in which is a two -light window divided by a
balu5ter. The Nor. windows of the apse are

small ; the four tower arches are plain, but of

good order. The nave is modern. Note : the
Nor. buttresses. Reg. 1553.

Newick. P.N.; n.r.

St. Mary. Restored and enlarged in 1887.
There is one Nor. window in S. wall of nave
(c. 1 100) ; chancel is E.E. with Dec. windows
(geometrical) ; font (14th c.) is square, with
arcade, Dec. ; tower, Perp. (15th c). Note :

piscina; sedilia
;

pulpit with canopy; 13th c.

glass in chancel windows. The fine S. porch
is 15th c. Elizabethan Com. cup. Reg. 1558.

Newtimber. {Hassocks or Dyke, 3 miles)

P.N.; N.R.

St. John the Evangelist. Restored in

1875 and 1893. The projection on N. side and
the tower were added in 1839. The church is
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mainly E.E. with some lancets, and fragments
of old glass in E. window. The carved oak
pulpit is 1 6th c. Note : lectern ; old alms box ;

and candelabra. Paten, 1709 ; pewter alms dish,

1719. Reg. 1558.

Ninfield. {Battle, 4 miles) D. Nirex^eld.

P.N. ; N.R.

St. jMary. Restored in 1885 ; W. window
inserted in 1897. This E.E. church has some
Dec. and other additions, and a large v.^ooden
bell turret. Note : some good woodwork

;

a fine old yew tree ; and the wrought iron stocks
and whipping-post beneath a clump of trees by
the wayside. Reg. 1663.

North Chapel (see Chapel, North).

Northiem. {Rye, 8 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Mary. Chancel rebuilt and enlarged in

1835-8. The lower part of this tall Nor. tower
with stone spire (late 15th c.) has probably
some Saxon work ; the nave is E.E. (c. 1240)
with some Perp. windows. There are two
brasses, one to Robert Bcuford, rector, 1518 ;

and the other to Nicholas Tufton, 1538 ; and
some stained glass in this church, brought
from the chapel of Brede Place. The Frewen
Mausoleum was erected in 1846, and contains
the monuments removed from the chancel
when the church was enlarged. Com. cup,
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paten, and flagon, 1740. Reg. 1550. In the
churchyard is a fine old yew tree.

Church House, the gardens of which adjoin

the churchyard, is a building dating from
Henry Vni.'s time, and in this the Rev. John
Frewen lived in 1593. His son. Thankful,
erected the sundial in 1629. On the village

green are the remains of the old oak, under
which Queen Elizabeth rested and dined in

1573-

Nuthurst. {West Grinstead, 2^ m.) p.n.; n.r.

St. Andrew. Restored and enlarged in

1856, 1898, and 1907. Early Dec. (14th c.)

church with later additions. In E. reticulated

window is some old glass, and in 1898 a Nor.
window was discovered in N. wall of chancel.

Note : brass to Thomas Frenshe, rector, i486
;

carved pulpit and altar; 13th c. chest with Sussex
iron fittings; 13th c. hinges of N. and S. doors.

Reg. 1535-

Nyetlmber (see Pagham).

Ore. (Hastings) p.n.; n.r.

St. Helen. The E.E. church (13th c.) is

in ruins ; but the old font has been placed in

the partially restored tower.

Otham. [Polegate, 1 mile)

There was a Premonstratensian Abbey here
(12th c.) but the monks moved to Bayham Ab-
bey in 1203, The chapel of St. Lawrence,
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built by the monks, was a stable in 1826. It

has the mutilated sedile and piscina still remain-
ing; also a blocked-up Dec. window (geometri^kal).

Ovmg. {Drayton, i mile) P.N.; n.r.

St. Andrew. Restored in 1840 and 18S1.
During the restoration the foundations of the
earlier Norman church were found and
many of the stones used. Plain E.E. (early

13th c.) cruciform church, with a fine spire.

Note : corbels of chancel arch ; under altar

an old altar-slab with five crosses ; W. door
;

and priest's door ; some good Dec. windows
with excellent modern stained glass, triple

lancets in S. transept by Kempe. Font, 13th c.

Good scratch-dial. Reg. 1561.

Ovingdean. {Brighton, 3 >w., Kemp Town, 2 m.)

D. HOVINGEDENE. P.N; N.R.

St. WuLFRAN. Restored in 1867. This little

ch«rch was originally Saxon or early Nor.
(nth c), and of this date are the chancel and
central arch (the lateral arches have been opened
in recent times), the little round-headed windows,
and the nave. The lancet in chancel and the
tower are E.E., also the blocked-up arches on
S. side. The porch has been rebuilt. Note :

old oak screen in chancel (Dec.) ; stoup near
blocked-up Nor. door on N. side of nave

;

low-side window ; herring-bone work on S. side

of chancel ; and square-headed windows in

tower. Reg. 1705.
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Pagham. {Bognor, 3^ miles)

D. Pageham. P.N.; n.r.

St. Thomas A Becket. Restored in 1837.
E.E., much altered by restorations. The fine

arcade is late 12th c. ; E. window is of three

lancets. At E. end of N. aisle was a chantry-
chapel, founded in 1383 b}' John Bowrere.
Note slab in chancel with remains of Lombardic
inscription to a former rector. Font, square Nor.
Elizabethan Com. cup and paten. Reg. 1736.
S.E. of church is site of archiepiscopal palace.

At Nyetimber (Barton or Manor Farm) are
the remains of a very early building, possibly

dating from 687 (S.A.C. v. 46) :—The aula
of the manor and early doorways ; also the re-

mains of an early 13th c. chapel with a triplet

of lancets and piscina.

Parham. {Amherley, 3 rniles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Peter. Restored in 1800. Small church
(Perp.) with leaden font, arms of Andrew
Peverell, 1351, and Lombardic inscription,

I.H.S. Nazar. Note : Squire's and Georgian
pews; good W. tower (Perp.) Reg. 1536.

The fine Tudor ]^Ianor House has a splendid
collection of armour, etc.

Partridge Green.

St. Michael and All Angels. Built

1 890-1. There is an old font here.
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Patcham. {Preston Park, 2 miles)
D, PiCEHAM. P.N.; N.R.

All Saints. Restored in 1883-4, ^nd aisle

added in 1898. Eestorations have destroyed
much in this Nor. church. The Doom (13th c.)

over the Nor. chancel ajEC^^^^covered in 1883, is

the most interesting ^^^^^ Note : low-side
window on S. side ol^^^^^el and another on
N. side

;
piscina ; cur5o«s stone monument to

Richard Shelley, 1594 ; brasses to Ann Stapley.

1637, and to others. The tower is E.E., and
some windows are Dec. Compare Dec, E.
window Vv-ith that of St. Eotolphs. Elizabethan
Com. cup and paten cover. Reg. 1558.

Patching. [Goriyi^, 2^ miles)
D. Petchinges, P.N.; n.r.

St. John the Divine. Restored in 1856
and 1889. E.E. Church with some Perp.
windov/s and font, 15th c, with old cover.
The lower part of tov,-er may be earlier work.
Note the corbels (cf. Clymping) and the new
reredos. Elizabethan Com. cup and paten
cover. Reg. 1561.

Peasmarsh. {Rye, 3^ miles) p.n.; n.r.

SS. Peter and paul. Restored in 1850
and 1864. Some parts of the earlier Nor. church
remain in the nave walls, N. wall of the chancel,

and the chancel arch, which is horse-shoed and
has on each side rudely carved lion in bas-relief.

The W. tower and nave arcades are Tr.-Nor.

(c. 1200). The E.E. chancel, rebuilt in the 14th c.
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has priest's door, piscina, sedilia, and aumbry ;

roof and windows of N. aisle are 15th c. The
vestry is modern. Note : the irregular plan of

chancel ; squint ; blocked-up low-side window
;

blocked door in N. aisle and another at W. end ;

the use of Caen stone in parts ; outside over
priest's door, a stone with carved lion in bas-

relief as on jambs of chancel arch. Reg. 1569.

Penhurst {Battle, 4 miles) n.r.

Restored in 1881. This Perp. church has a
fine oak chancel screen and carved pulpit.

Note : piscina ; squint ; iron monument to Peter
Gower (1703) '. Ashburnham chapel ; some old

glass; porch, 14th c. ; font cover, 17th c.

Chalice (1610). Reg. 1559.

Petworth. D. Peteorde. p.n.; n.r.

SS. Mary and Thomas. Restored in 1827,

1899, and 1904. This large church has some
traces of the original work in the arches of nave
(13th c), and the windows on N. nave (12th c).

Note : fine reredos, chancel screen, and pulpit

(modem) ; rood-loft piscina ; Petworth Ifou.se

pew; brasses (17th c). ; font (14th c.) ; S,

arcade with no capitals. The chief interest

lies in the Percy chantr\'-chapel. The 9th,

loth, and nth Earls are buried here. Against
N, wall is altar-tomb to Sir John Dawtrey
(1527) ; another of Purbeck marble (defaced).

Among the rectors was the fanatical Cheynell.

Elizabethan Com. cup ; flagon and alms dish,

(17th c). Reg. 1559.
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Pevensey. p.n.

St. Nicholas. Built of green sandstone.
Tower has six bells ; short broach spire. Long
chancel (E.E.) deviates to left and has lofty-

arch ; stiff-leaf capitals
; pointed arch (Tr. -Nor.)

over organ springs from square abacus ; in S.

wall are twin windows (end of 12th c), and
priest's door ; E. end, three lancet windows
(i2th c.) ; waggon roof with trussed rafters ;

arch on N. was entrance to chantry-chapel,
destroyed at the Reformation ; on W. pillar,

two votive crosses. Chapel : N. and W. walls

new ; on S. wall, two recesses (entrance to rood-
loft) ; muniment chest (1664), with triple lock

;

disused font, square ; stone bowl (stoup or

mortar) ; sandstone catapult ball. Note : fine

Elizabethan chalice ; case with municipalia of

the old Corporation, and seal, c. 1230. Nave,
late E.E. (Henry III.)

;
pillars alternately

octagonal and clustered ; clerestory windows
between bays. N. aisle : W. wall, lancet

window with representation of St. Nicholas
;

fine monument to John Wheatley, d. i6it3.

S. aisle : two small lancet windows, one with
representation of St. Wilfrid ; two mediaeval
coffin lids of Sussex marble, one with cross

;

three brasses to jNIilward family. Porch : on
arch over door, three votive crosses. Near
N. door : tomb of Sarah Beal, centenarian.

Reg. 1569.
Visit the Castle. Note : outer walls with Roman

work, inner castle, 12th, 13th, and 14th centuries ;

ground plan of chapel with font. Also see the

Mint House.
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Plddlnghoe. {Newhauen, i^ miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. John. Restored in 1884. This is one
of the three churches in Sussex which have
round towers (12th c). There are three Nor.
arches and curious head on N, side of nave ;

fine chancel arch is E.E. (early 13th c), and
the elegant capitals of pillars have stiff-leaf

foliage ; S. nave aisle has been re-built. Note :

low-side window ;
piscina ; aumbry ; entrance

to rood-loft. Font, square, late Nor. The
clerestory on S. side of nave is modern. Eliza-

bethan Com. cup with pre-Reformation cover.

Reg. 1546.

Playden. {Rye, | mile) D. Pleidenham.
P.N.; N.R.

St. Michael. Restored and chancel rebuilt,

1895. The building is mainly Tr.-Nor. (c. 11 75)
and the tower is between the nave and chancel

(cf. Icklesham). Ihe nave arcade has clerestory

above and columns alternately round and oc-

tagonal. Note : shape of arches ; two carved

screens (14th c.) ; and tomb of Flemish brewer.

Font, Perp. Com. cup, 17th c. Reg. 171 4.

Plumpton. D. Pluntune. p.n.; n.r.

This restored church has E.E. chancel and
some Perp. windows ; font, late Nor. ; low-side

window ; old W. door and brick porch. One
bell is dated 1639. Reg. 1558.
Plumpton Place is an old moated house now

divided into tenements.
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Poling. (Arundel, i miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Nicholas. Restored in 1875. This
church is mainly Perp., but piers and arches of

nave are of earher work (Tr.-Nor.) ; font, Nor.
Note : brass to Walter Davy, a former vicar

(15th c); old alms box ; old glass ; roof; door
to rood-loft

;
piscina. The bosses decorating

the beams of chancel were brought from the
Fitz-Alan Chapel, Arundel, when the roof fell in.

Elizabethan Com. cup. Reg. 1653.
Near the church is St. John's Priory, for-

merly a commandery of the Knights Templars,
afterwards transferred to the Knights of St.

John of Jerusalem. It was erected in the
13th c, and in 1780 converted into a private

house. It has been recently restored with
great taste.

Portslade. p.n.; n.r.

St. Nicholas. Restored in i860. In the

old village, north of the railway, is the ancient

church, a flint building, originally Tr.-Nor.

(i2th c), of which the columns and arches of

the nave remain ; the tower, chancel, and
low-side window are E.E. (c. 1200). Note :

sedilia and piscina ; a fine oak chest ; a brass

plate brought from West Blatchington ; roof.

The base of font is Perp. The fine Bracken-
bury Chapel at the W. end, built over the vault

of the ancient family of that name, was erected

in 1874. The church is built on sloping

ground, and the floor rises from W. to E.

Porch, late 13th c. Old bell, c. 1520. Reg.
1666.
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Poynlngs. {Dyke, i mile) D. Poninges.

Holy Trinity. Restored in 1889-90. This
picturesque equi-cruciform church is a good
example of early Perp. work, built ab^ut 1370,
Note : ground plan, a Greek cross (cf . Alfriston)

rarely found in Western Europe ; triple sedilia

and a piscina under ogee arches ; some old

tiling
; Jacobean alter rails and pulpit. The

fine E. window retains the early character of the
style (the foliated circle). The window of S.

transept (17th c.) was brought from Chichester.

The N. transept is the ]\Iontague Chapel ; and
the S. transept is the Poynings Chapel, named
after the Lords. In the latter are some defaced
tombs, one with Lombardic characters ; old oak
beam, dated 1626 ; some old tiling and a
chest. Font, octagonal, with trefoil-headed

panels (Perp.). In window of N. transept is

old glass, representing the Annunciation.
Elizabethan Com. cup; alms box, dated 1760;
and the W. door, 1608. The church was
damaged by lightning in 1849. Old bell, c.

1300. Reg. 1558.

Preston. {Brighton) D. Prestetone.

P.N.; N.R.

St. Peter. This E.E. church was very in-

teresting on account of its mural paintings

(c. 1250), representing (on E. wall of nave and
chancel arch) the Martyrdom of St. Thomas ^
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Becket, SS. Katherine and Margaret, etc., St.
Michael Weighing Souls, Incredulity of St.
Thomas, etc. ; (on X. wall of nave) The Last
Supper, The Nativity, and the Adoration of the
Magi. The restoration of these, after the fire of
1906, was carried out by Mr. P. M. Johnston,
F.S.A. Note: two piscinse ; triple sedilia ;

an old disused font ; altar-tomb (Perp.) of
Edward Elrington, a fine piece of work ; Dr.
Che^Tiell's tomb ; 13th c. doorway. The old
bells were damaged by the fire, but have been
recast. Ehzabethan Com. cup. Reg. 1538.

Adjoining the Church is the old Manor
House, dating from the 13th c.

Preston (East). [Angmering, I mile)

St. Mary. One of the four churches in

Sussex having old stone spires. The N. door
is Nor. ; nave and chancel are E.E., possibly
partly Tr.-Nor. The E. end of chancel has
fine triplet of lancets, with shafts of Purbeck
marble and foliated capitals. Tower and spire

are Perp. (late 15th c.) ; S. aisle is modern
;

font, 13th c. (altered). Note : seating, i6th c. ;

old chest ; a little old quarry glass ; aumbry.
Old bell, c. 1446. Reg. 1573.

Pulborough. D. Poleberge, 2. p.n.; n.r.

Our Lady of the Assumption. Restored
in 1859. The entrance to this church is

through a fine old lych-gate. The chancel and
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arch are E.E. (early 13th c.) ; the nave, with
aisles and clerestories, fine square embattled
tower, triple sedilia and foliated piscina are

Perp. (14th c.) ; fine neAv reredos. The chancel
deviates from the line of the nave (cf. East-
bourne). Note : four brasses (removed from
sepulchral chapel, S.E. of churchyard, taken
down in 17th c), of these one is to Thomas
Harlyng (1423) in ecclesiastical habit, and two
are to members of the Mille family (1452 and
1478) ; old door. Font, square, late Nor.
Elizabethan Com. cup and paten cover. Reg.

1595-

Pyecombe. (Hassocks, i\ m.; Brighton, 5 m.)

P.N.; N.R.

Restored in 1-897. The most interesting

detail in this little church is the fine old leaden
font (c. 1 1 70), there being only two others in

the county, at Edburton and Parham. The
central chancel arch is Nor., the lateral ones have
been cut in recent times ; lancets in chancel,
E.E. ; double piscina, Dec. ; windows in nave,
Perp. Note : old stone with moline cross

S. of tower; 13th c. tiles; small opening on
S. wall of nave. E. window is modern. Pulpit
is dated 1636. Elizabethan Com. cup and
paten cover; PcAvter plate, i8th c. Reg.
1561.

Pynharn. [Near Arundel)

Traces of priory remain (13th c).
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Racton. {Emsworth, 3 miles) p.n.; n.r.

Restored in 1875. E.E. church with Perp.
additions. The roof is old ; there is no chancel
arch, but a massive beam with Royal Arms
(G.R.) and carved woodwork above. There
are three monuments and several slabs to the
Gunter family. Elizabethan Com. cup

; paten,

1691 ; flagon, 1716. Reg. 1680.

Ringmer. {Lewes, 3 miles)

St. Mary the Virgin. Restored and
enlarged in 1884-5 and tower built, in which
one Perp. (15th c.) window is inserted. The
original tower was burnt down, probably late in

15th c.

This interesting church has 14th c. nave
arcades ; 15th c. piers and arches of the two
chapels and most of the windows (Perp.).

There is evidence of an earlier building, larger

than the present church. Some of the stones
inserted in the W. end of the S. aisle have Norj
ornaments carved on them. Note : the massive
cylinders forming the bases of the X. arcade

;

the large stones in wall of S. chapel ; the priest's

door ; the large square old font.

The monuments, brasses, and other memorials
should be seen : in N. chapel, tablet to Rev.
John Sadler, whose daughter married John
Harvard, founder of the American University

;

on W. wall of S. chapel, mural tablet to Sir

\Vm. Springett, whose daughter married Wm.
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Penn ; in nave, black marble slab with in-

scription to Rebecca Snooke, daughter of Gilbert
WTiite, of Selborne ; on X. wall, marble
monument to Ensign E. D. Crunden, with figure

of Fortitude, by Westmacott.
The fine S. porch has some old work in it.

Com. cup and paten, 1714. Reg. 1560. There
is a fine peal of bells, cast by Mears & Stainbank,
in 1884.

Ripe. {Berwick, 3 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. John the Baptist. Restored in 1864
and 1887. This church is mainly Dec. with
good E. window (curvilinear) ; windows in

nave and tower, Perp. ; Pelham buckle on W.
doorway. Note : entrance to rood-loft

;

sedilia and piscina (Dec.) ; old glass in E. win-
dow ; recesses at E. end of nave ; stoup in

porch. Reg. 1538.

Robertsbridge. {Salehursi Parish)

The remains of the Cistercian abbey are
about i^ miles E. of the station, forming part
of a farmhouse. The groined double crypt,
used as a cellar, has a central pillar. There
are some E.E. arches to be seen in outer wall

;

also some fragments of masonry.

Rodmell. {Southease Halt, J mile)

D. Ramelle. P.N.; n.r.

St. Peter. Restored in 1858 and 1870.
This church has a rebuilt Nor. chancel arch
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with mouldings of billet, lozenge, and zig-zag
;

over the arch is a lancet between two round
windows. Note : Nor. squint with fluted shaft
of black basalt ; two trefoil-headed lancet low-
side windows

; piscina with shelf in E, wall of
chancel ; aumbry ; low wooden aisle screen

;

fragments of black oak screen (14th c.) ; frag-
ments of old glass in vestry, representing the
Trinity ; brass inscribed on both sides (1433
and 1673) ; fine Black Letter Bible (1613). The
Nor. font is in the baptistery, which is entered
through a semi-circular arch and lighted by
lancets. The single pillar of nave is a massive
cylinder, and has moulded square abacus and
capital similar to those of St. Anne's, Lewes,
Beddingham, and Telscombe. Elizabethan
Com. cup and paten, 1680. Reg. 1705.

Rogate. P.N.; n.r.

St. Bartholomew. Restored, enlaiged by
one bay, and tower added, 1874-5 ; new vestries,

1908.

Of the earliest work (Nor.) only one arch in
nave remains ; the rest of the building is mainly
Tr.-Xor. (12th c.) with some later details in

chancel, Dec. window, S. and Perp. N.

Note : Small incised crosses on S. pier of

chancel arch and of arch, N.; piscina ; credence
;

aumbry ; sediha ; niche (for Easter Sepulchre? ) ;

another piscina in chapel (St. Catherine's) ; old

oak chest (13th c.) ; oak bench ends (k6th c.) ;
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quatrefoil in clerestory ; old oak framework in

tower ; stoup in porch ; old coffin slab (14th c.)

in churchyard. Reg. 1558.

Just on the boundaries of Sussex and Hants
may be seen the remains of Dureford Abbey,
founded in 1169. The fragments of arches and
a tomb with a raised cross are built into the

garden wall of an old moated farmhouse.

Rotherfield. P.N.; N.R.

St. Denys. Restored in 1873 and 1893.

This fine large church has embattled tower

and shingled spire. It is mainly E.E. (13th c.)

with traces of earlier work and later additions.

There was a south chapel of which one arch is

visible outside the church. There was an
8th c. Saxon church here, which " Ealdorman
Berhtwald of Sussex, with the confirmation of

King Offa," gave, together with the ports of

Hastings and Pevensey, to the Abbey of St.

Denis, near Paris (792). A copy of what is

called " Bertoald's Will " may be seen on the

left side of S. door. The genuineness of this

is doubted, but it may, nevertheless, be founded
on real transactions.

Exterior.—Note : Fine embattled tower with

angle turret and excellent W. door (Perp.)
;

N. doorway with groined porch and parvise
;

arch of S. chapel ; in E. end of nave gable

some early masonry ; the plain heavy character

of the building, typical of so many Wealden
churches.
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Interior.—Lofty E.E. chancel (t-wace restored)

with old roof. On S. side : three large plain

lancets ;
plain segmental-headed recess ; two

sedilia with triangular-headed arches and shafts

with bell-shaped caps.
;

piscina (early 13th c.) ;

large two-light Perp. window. East end :

Fine Perp. window of five lights with stained

glass by Sir E. Burne-Jones ; alabaster reredos.

N, side : two E.E. arches opening to chapel ;

carved wooden screen, Perp. (15th c). On floor

under choir stalls, grave stone with inscription

and three brass shields to John Wickham,
Prebendary of Winchester, and Rector of this

parish, 1 580-1 591.

Chapel (formerly the Lady Chapel, now used
as vestr>'), note: lofty panelled roof with bosses

and badges of the Xevill family. At E. end :

fine early Dec. window of three lights with some
old glass, representing Our Lord ;

plain piscina.

N. side : two plain lancets ;
plain segmental-

headed recess ; arch to aisle, Tr.-Xor., being

a part of the earlier church.

Nave :—N. arcade of three arches with round
columns, 13th c. ; S. arcade of three arches

with octagonal columns and plain caps, (late

14th c). Note the remains of mural painting of

the Doom over the chancel arch. Fine lofty

moulded roof, waggon shaped ; massive tower

arch ; W. window of three lights, Perp. ; at

W. end of aisles, lancets ; other windows,

Perp. In. N. aisle, large monumental slab

of Sussex iron with a double cross.
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The very fine restored Jacobean pulpit came
from the Archbishop of York's private chapel.

Over it is the rood-loft door. The font has a
cover with arms of the Nevill family, dated 1533,
of French design. There is an ancient church-

wardens' book, 1509. Reg. 1539.

Rottingdean. [Brighton, 4 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Margaret. Restored in 1855 ; and in

1920 by ]Mr. P. M. Johnston, F.S.A. The church
is mainly E.E., with traces of earlier work
(nth c), in W. and N. walls of nave (large blocks

of sandstone, etc.). The tower is between the

chancel and the nave ; S. aisle rebuilt. The
E. window was given by Sir Edward Burne-Jones,
who also designed one in the N. of the chancel,

representing St. Margaret, another in the S.,

The Virgin, and two lancet windows, Jacob's
Dream and a " Jesse Tree." His body lies in

the churchyard. William Black, the novelist,

is also buried here. Note : Nor. window, N.
nave, and base of Saxon doorway ; Nor. corbel

in baptistery ; Nor. mouldings from tower built

round W. doorway ; remains of font (13th c.) ;

part of a low-side window and priest's door in

S. wall
;

pedestal alms box. Com. cup and
paten, 1719. Reg. 1558.

Rudgwick. P.N.; N.R.

Holy Trinity. Restored in 1881 ; vestry

added, etc., 1898. The massive tower has

traces of E.E. work ; but the church is chiefly
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Dec, with geometrical windows. Note : fine

piscina ; aumbry (Dec.) ; massive tie-beams
of roof. Font, late Xor. Elizabethan Com.
cup and paten cover. Keg. 1536.

Rumbolds\v}'ke (see Chichester).

Rusper. {Fay Gale, 2 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Mary Magdalene. Rebuilt in 1855.
The church was originally built in 14th c,
and some of the windows were inserted in
the new chancel

; part of tower is late 15th c.

Note : two brasses in chancel, one to John de
Kyggesfold and his wife (14th c), the other
to Thomas Challoner and his wife (1532) ; two
brasses in tower (1636 and 1644) ; 17th c. chest

;

old sundial in churchyard. On S. of tower is

an old font within railed enclosure. Reg. 1560.
At Rusper Priory, founded before 1200 for

Benedictine Nuns, a copper-gilt chalice, a rosary,

and a ring, were found in a coffin in 1840,

Rustington. {Littlehampton, i\ miles)

P.N.; N.R.

SS. Peter and Paul. Restored and S.

aisle rebuilt in 1857. The older portion of this

church dates from the 12th c. (Tr.-Nor.), and
consists of the tower and S. arcade v.^ith scal-

loped and foliated capitals. N. arcade has
pillars without capitals (late 13th c.) ; chancel

is E.E., and has a low-side window near priest's

door. Notie : tv.o recesses with pointed arches
;
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squint ; stairs to rood-loft ; piscina ; and
aumbry. The N. chapel is E.E. with Perp,

E. window ; the two pieces of curious sculp-

ture here are remains of tombs. The N.
porch (13th c.) has been restored, but the W.
is interesting, and has original barge-board
and oak arch (14th c). Font, 13th c. Reg. 1568.

Rye. P.N.

St. Mary. Restored in 1882. " The
Cathedral of East Sussex " is a fine large

building, exhibiting all styles of architecture.

In Hussey's " Notes on Sussex Churches " it

is stated that Edward the Confessor bestowed
the churches of Rye and Winchelsea on the
Abbey of Fecamp, but in Henry III.'s reign

(1246) other estates in Gloucester and Lincoln
were given in exchange. This accounts for French
influence seen in chancel aisles and other details.

The quaint old clock, said to be the oldest in

England still in use (with its two quarter-boys
and great 18ft. pendulum protruding into the
church), and the beautiful flying buttresses at
the E. end are interesting features. Nor.
work is seen in tower and transepts ; Tr.-Nor.
in some details of transepts, and late Tr.-Nor.
in the nave, where there is some early form of

dog-tooth moulding round windows of clere-

story and arches ; E.E. in chancel and its two
chapels ; Dec, some windows and doorways in

nave aisles, next transept ; Perp. details in many
parts. Note : the ambulatory over the nav«
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arcades and chancel aisles ; absence of \V. door-
way (built up at restoration) ; the variety in
form and size of arches of nave arcades. The
present clerestory is a restoration.

The chancel arch is lofty; X. aicade of
chancel is partly E.E. and partly Perp. ; S.

arcade is Perp. Note : the masons' marks and
votive crosses. There are two round-headed
aumbries, and at E. end a fine six-light
window (Perp. modern) and a fine modern
carved reredos ; brass (1607) to Thomas Hamoa,
six times Mayor and thrice M.P. N. aisle

(St. Clare's Chapel) has lancets with dog-
tooth and restored Dec. E. window ; fine carved
mahogany altar (17th c.) ; brass (mutilated)
to gentleman, lady, and se\en children.

S. aisle (St. Nicholas Chapel) has three double
lancets with E.E. mouldings, and a plain circle

above. N. transept has key ornament, Perp.
arch, and 15th c. screen. The lower arcade
of the W. wall has peculiar scalloped capitals,

and the arches have single and double billet

moulding. S. transept has clerestory, circular

arches with banded shafts and carved caps
(in W. wall) ; Perp. arch to chancel aisle

;

15th c. screen ; three sediha (without seats)

under arches ornamented with chevrons. Pul-
pit has linen panelling (iGth c). In S. aisle of

nave is E.E. chantry-chapel, with groined roof,

now used as vestry. There are two stoups, one
in N. aisle of nave, the other in S. porch. Note :

in N. aisle, a Bume-Jones window and the
curios

—
" Breeches " Bible, " Vinegar " Bible,

cannon balls, etc. ; in vestry, old flagon used by
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French Protestant refugees, and 17th c. chair
;

Com.- cup, 1635 ; two patens early 18th c.

On the exterior of S. transept, remains of Nor,
doorway with carved arch ; shallow Nor.
buttresses ; vane with initials, A.R., 1703 ;

E.E. turrets on N. transept. Six bells, i8th c,

two modem. There is a closed-up crypt.

Reg. 1538.
The Chapel (" CarmeUte ") S.W. of the church

shows some Dec, work, quasi-flamboyant in

character.

The ancient Chapel of the Friars Eremites of

St. Augustine was erected in 1325. There was
at each end a lofty pointed window, and on S.

side are four fine arched windows with tracery

of a flamboyant nature. It was dissolved in

1535, and 40 years later became a place of refuge

for French Huguenots. Since that time it has
been used as barracks, theatre, storehouse,

but is now the church house.

The Ypres Tower is early 12th c. The
Landgate is 14th c.

The ]\Iermaid Inn and Old Flushing Inn are

interesting.

Camber Castle (1531). Note: Stringcourse;
ornamented shields ; Royal badges ; and four-

centred arches.

Salehurst. {Rohertshridge, i mile)

D. Salhert. P.N.; n.r.

St. Mary. Restored in i 861. There is a lofty

embattled tower to this E.E. church (early

13th c). The S, porch is of oak with shingled
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roof, and over the W. porch are the arms of

the Etchinghams and Culpepers. Note : the
lancets of clerestory ; iron tombstones of the
17th c. ; two piscinae ; font (late 12th c.)

with three salamanders round base, which is

situated in an atrium separated from nave by
screen ; in chancel, old altar stone from
Robertsbridge Abbey, serving as pedestal to

credence table ; opening to rood-loft. Dec.
and Perp. windows have been inserted at later

periods. Reg. 1575.

Salehur&t Abbey Farm has some fragments
of a Cistercian Abbey, founded in 1175. The
groined double cry'pt is now used as a dairy.

The mutilated effigy of Sir Edward Dalyn-
grudge, who built Bodiam Castle, was found
here and removed to Lewes Museum.

Seaford. N.R.

St. Leonard. Restored and enlarged in

1860-2. This church has been considerably
altered, but retains some of the original fea-

tures in the nave arcades, clerestory windows,
and tower, which is in four sections—the lowest.

Nor. ; the second, Tr.-Xor. ; then Perp ; and
the top is modem. The Tr.-Xor. pillars and
arches with clerestory windows are good work.
Note : capital of the column in S. aisle near the

door with grotesque figures on it—on N. face,

the Crucifixion, on W. our Lord's Baptism,
on S. couchant lions and foliage, E. is defaced;
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under arched recess, S. of tower (found in 1778),
the sculpture representing St. Michael and the
Dragon ; and the stone coffin. Reg. 1558.

In the garden of the " Folly " (in Church
Street) is an E.E. crypt.

Sedlescombe. {Battle, 2 miles)

D. Salescome. P.N.; n.r.

St. John the Baptist. Restored in 1866-74.
E.E. church with Perp. additions. Note : old

pews; curious canopy of font (Perp.) of remark-
able form, with a door to reach into the font

;

sedilia (E.E.) ; in N. aisle iron slab to one of the
Bishop family ; in nave, mural tablet to Colonel
Thomas Sackville, 1692. The tower is late

15th c. Com. cup, 1714; paten, 1697; pewter
flagon, 1726. Reg. 1558.

Selham. p.n.; n.r.

St. James. Restored in 1861. "The plan
of this church and N. door and chancel arch are
pre-Conquest"—(Vic. Hist.). The remarkable
chancel arch with richly carved capitals, sugges-
tive of the work of builders of the Comacine
School, is probably of the time of Edward the
Confessor, when Norman influence began to be
apparent. This may also be said of the N.
doorway. Much of the stonework of outer
walls in the E. of chancel and N. of nave is

disposed in herring-bone fashion. The S. aisle
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(E.E.) was added at a later date. The nth c*

font, an immense bowl formed from a single

stone (diameter, 3iins.), rests on a low hexagonal
base. There is an Elizabethan Com. cup and
cover. Note : squint from S. aisle to chancel.

Reg. 1565.

Selmeston. {Berwick, i\ miles)

D. Selmestone. p.m.; n.r.

(St. Mary ?). Partly rebuilt in 1867. E.E.
church with later additions ; E. window, Dec.

;

W. and some others, Perp. Note : the arcade
of two octagonal wooden pillars on stone

bases (early 14th c.) ; fine roof
;

piscina

;

aumbry ; stoup in porch. The old marble
altar-slab with five consecration crosses is still

in use as Holy Communion table. Com. cup,

1632 ; flagon, 1674. Reg. 1667.

Selsey. p.n.; n.r.

The old parish church of St. Mary, at Norton
(two miles from the village), was demolished in

1865, with the exception of chancel. There
is a monument with ef£igies of John Lews
and his wife (1537). The material of the old

church was used in building the new church of

St. Peter. Note: late 12th c. arcades; fine

roof ; Saxon carvings built into porch and
vestry; old font (late Nor.). Elizabethan Com.
cup and 17th c. paten. Reg. 1662.
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Shermanbury. {Partridge Green, ij miles)

D. Salmonesberie. p.n.; n.r.

St. Giles. Restored in 1885. The church
was rebuilt in 1710. The carvings found in

1 901 and described by Mr. P. M, Johnston in

S.A.C, vol. 46, are evidence of a Norman church.
There were fragments also of later window
tracery. Note : small piscina S. of nave

;

some old glass ; old woodwork and pews. Font,
Perp. Com. plate, 17th c. Reg. 1653.

There is a good Perp. gateway at the old
moated house near.

Shipley. {West Grinstead, 3 miles) n.r.

St. Mary. The nave was entirely rebuilt

about the middle of last century, and a N.
aisle added. The massive central tower with
the chancel is nearly pure Nor., built early

in 1 2th c. by the Knights Templars and trans-

ferred to the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem.
The ancient Byzantine reliquary, with re-

piesentations of the Crucifixion and Angels,
enamelled and gilt, may have been brought
from the East by the Knights. There is

a large Jacobean monument to Sir T. Caryll,

and also memorial windows to the Loder and
other families. Note : piscina ; sedile ; two
aumbries ; rood-loft door ; fine arches, moulding
and corbels ; 12th c. W. doorway, door and
hinges ; 14th c. S. porch. Com. cup, 1713 ;

paten, 1731 ; alms dishes, 17th c. Reg. 1609.
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Shoreham, New. p.n.; n.r.
St. Mary de Haura. This fine building

is only a portion of the original church ; the
nave (being in a ruinous state) was demolished
with the exception of the E. bay (c. 1480). It

extended about looft. W., and its site can
easily be traced by the fragments still remain-
ing. The earliest work dates from about 11 30,

and embraces the arches and lower storey of

tower, the portion of nave remaining, and the
transepts. The W. entrance has moulding of

beakheads and pellets, and was probably built

of the old material when the nave was pulled
down. N. transept has large early pointed
window ; S. transept, Perp. window ; and in

both are fine Nor. windows. The choir was
commenced about 11 75 and completed in its

present form about 1200, replacing a tri-

apsidal E. end. Over arches from transepts

to choir are dog-tooth and stiff-leaf mould-
ings. The aisles of choir are arcaded with
semi-circular arches of two mouldings, the
shafts have scalloped and voluted capitals

;

stone benches run the whole length of N.
and S. walls. The N. pillars of choir are

round and octagonal alternately, with fine

capitals differing in each, and resting on bases
with griffes (foot ornaments) ; S. pillars are

massive compound piers on similar bases

;

abaci, square-edged ; capitals with foliage

;

. triforium has pointed arches—N. has two
trefoiled mouldings on two E. arches ; S. has
plain lancet-headed. Clerestory windows are

lancets. The quadripartite vaulting of roof
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has bosses, and is supported on N. side by
shafts resting on corbels, on S. side by shafts

rising from bases of piers. E. wall is pierced

above by triple lancets, and originally below
by three round-headed windows, of which
the central one was re-opened some eighty
years ago. The rare wheel-window above lan-

cets can only be seen from outside. When
the church was restored in 1879, one original

window in E. corner of S. side was copied to
replace the Perp. ones which had been in-

serted. In the chancel is a 15th c. brass to a
civilian and his wife, and another further E.

to Walter West (1648). The font (sq. Nor.),

of Sussex marble, is a splendid specimen.
Note : piscina in each transept ; a third, some
feet above floor in S. wall of nave, indicating

that there was an altar on the rood-screen
which crossed the fine lofty arch ; masons'
marks and numerous votive crosses on nave
pillars ; aumbry at E. end of S. aisle. The
vaulting of the chancel is in five bays, but
there are only two flying buttresses, very
massive and heavily pinnacled, on each side

;

the vault, which is of chalk, must therefore

largely depend for support on thickness of wall.

The vaulting of the aisles is original, and
shows French influence. The high vault is

also largely original, but has received a modern
coat of putty and plaster to the depth of about
an inch, incised to imitate the courses of the

voutains. Above the vault, much of the old

timber remains ; it must be one of the earliest

roofs in the land.
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The weather moulding of the apsidal chapels
in transepts can be seen on the outside. That
of the original Nor. chancel (which also was
apsidal, according to Sharpe) may be seen
beneath the existing vault. Reg. 1566.

Shoreham, Old. D. Soresham. p.n.; n.r.

St. Nicholas. The original building was
probably pre-Conquest. That part of the N.W.
wall where the nave is narrower and the work
on the outside rougher, with quoining resem-
bling long-and-short work, is probably of that
period ; one of the blocked-up doorways is also

of the same date. The rest of the nave and
transepts are Nor. ; the chancel is E.E. with
some later windows. The arches and piers,

which support the tower, are deserving of close

study. The piers have cushion capitals ; square
abaci with hollow chamfer ; round moulding
rising from columns and following the arch
under the outer moulding ; the ornaments are :

chevron, with pellets ; cable with beads ;

stud ; lozenge and rose ; wheel-like studs
;

billet ; limpet. Note : tie-beam in nave with

alternate billet moulding, said to be the oldest

rood-beam in this country. The chancel is

very long in proportion to the size of the church,

being nearly as long as the nave. The wooden
screen (one of the earliest in the country)

dates from about 1300 ; trefoil-headed pis-

cina, E.E. ; the four-centred arched recess

(Easter Sepulchre) 15th c. ; low-side window,
E.E., which has one hook for original shutter
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remaimng ; windows are Dec. (the E. one a
reconstruction). Note : 13th c. moulded tie-beam

with dog-tooth and patera ; brass in S. wall to

Captain Poole (1652) ;
piscina. Font, modem ;

the hexagonal cover of original font is utilised

as vestry table. Outside church, note : fine

doorway with strap ornament ; Nor. tower
with areading and circles ; shallow flat but-

tresses of transepts, with windows with zig-

zag (restored) copied from Cl^-mping ; E.E.

buttresses of chancel, piscina on N. side, showing
that there has been a chapel ; absence of

W. doorway ; small window in W. front (Saxon
altered to Dec.) ; windows S. nave modern.
Com. plate, i8th c. Reg. 1566.

Old Erringham, a manor house in this parish,

has the remains of an early Nor. manorial
chapel with some of the original windows and
other details.

Shulbrede Priory (see Linchmere).

Sldlesham. (Selsey) p.n.; n.r.

St. Mary. Restored in 1890. E.E. church

with embattled tower and later additions. The
original chancel is gone, and the arch bricked

up, so that the tower serves as chancel. There

are some extraordinary "churchwarden" win-

dows. E. window, c. 1630. Note : curious

old carved muniment chest; iron screen, iSthc. ;

corbels of transept-aisle arches ; mural monu-
ment with figures of George Taylor and his wife
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(1631) ; altar-tomb of Dame Betris Braye,
daughter of Ralph Shirley (1532); old bells.

Font, E.E., stands on its original steps. Com.
cup, 1620. Reg. 1566.

Singleton, p.n.; n.r.

St. John the Evangelist, Restored in

1863. The tower with three double-splayed
windows, parts of nave walls, the two-light

window in E. gable of nave are Saxon ; rest of

the church is mainly E.E. (early 13th c.) with
arcades, altered at later period ; windows,
N. porch, and font, Perp. The stone staircase

to rood-loft is one of the best in the county.
Note : stoup ; old glass in little window
over chancel arch ; triangular-headed doorway
over the arch and the old wooden gallery of

tower; 15th c. bench ends; two tombs;
quaint inscription to Thomas Jackson, the Duke
of Richmond's huntsman, 1774. Reg. 1558.

Slaugham. {Bakombe, 4^ miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Mary. This church has been restored

and has traces of early Nor. and E.E. work
;

otherwise it is Dec. In N. wall is a blocked-up
doorway, similar to those of Bolney and Wivels-
field, pre-Conquest or early Nor. ; font, late

Nor., with rude carving of a fish, etc. There
v.-ere some mural paintings on N. wall, represent-

ing the Scourging of Our Lord, the Last Supper,
and a Soul Borne to Heaven. At the end of

S. aisle is the Covert Chapel, in which are some
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monuments and brasses—John Covert, 1503 ;

Rd. Covert, 1547 (very fine)
; Jane Covert.

1586. Note : piscina in E. pillar ; fine carved
pulpit (PItalian). Elizabethan Com. cup.

Nelson's sister is buried in the churchyard, in

the vault of the Matchams. There is a fine old

yew tree here. Reg. 1654.

Slindon. {Barnham Junction, 3 miles)

D. ESLINDONE. P.N.; N.R.

St, Mary. Restored in 1867. This church
has passed through many re-buildings and en-

largements, A small window on N. side is all

that remains of the Nor. building ; E. bay of

N. aisle (formerly a chapel) and S. aisle with
its arcade are. Tr.-Nor ; remodelled chancel is

E.E. (arch and E. window are modern) ; the

two columns without capitals are Dec. Note :

corbels to arch of N. chapel ; two late E.E.
low-side windows ; piscina ; font, 13th c. ;

and tomb with curious wooden effigy of knight
(i6th c). Com. cup, 1728. Reg. 1558.

Stephen Langton, Archbishop of Canter-

bury, died in 1228 at his residence in this

village, on the site of which now stands the

Manor House.

Slinfold. P.N.; N.R.

St. Peter. Rebuilt in 1861. An altar-tomb

has been preserved here from the old church
;

it has the recumbent figure of a lady. The
original church was built about 1230 by Bishop
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Ralph 11. of Chichester. Com. cup and paten
cover, 1618 ; flagon, 1626; alms dish, 1697;
paten, 1748. Reg. 1558.

Sompting. [Worthing or Lancing, 2 miles)

D, SULTINGES. P.N.; N.R.

Dedication unknown. A grant of a perch
of land was made by Simon do Lancinges
(Lancing) " to the Church of St. Mary of Sun-
tinge (Sompting) and witnessed by Robert the
priest of Suntinge, and Robert the priest of

Broadwater." If this were the parish church,
the dedication was to the Blessed Virgin. The
living of Sompting was given by William de
Harcourt and Wilham de Braose " to God, the
Blessed Mary, and the Brethren of the Temple
of Solomon " [i.e., the Knights Templars).
When this Order was suppressed in 1306, the
living was bestowed by Sir Andrew Peverell

upon the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem
(Knights Hospitallers), who were in turn dis-

possessed in the i6th c. on the dissolution of

the monasteries. This interesting cruciform
church consists of nave, N. and S. transepts,

chancel, and ruins of chapel on N. side of

tower.
The tower is the only example in England of

a Saxon tower with four-sided gabled spire,

resembling those of the Rhenish Provinces

—

Coblentz, Andernach, and the Apostles' Church
at Cologne. The cap is " Helm " form. Cart-

wright states that it was 25 feet higher, but
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was shortened in 1762. The long-and-short
work is peculiar, and the horizontal string

course, a third of the way up, is cut into a
species of billet moulding. The pilaster

strips, derived from the classical pilaster, are

marks of late date (nth c). Roman bricks

may be seen in K. and W. of tower. There
are some single windows with triangular heads,
also some with semi-circular heads ; and several

double-lights, triangular-headed, and round-
headed, divided by balusters. Interior of tower
has on N. side a blocked-up trefoil-headed

recess, and a blocked-up arch which communi-
cated with the chapel, now in ruins ; both
these can also be seen from the exterior. The
tower arch has a large half-round moulding,
similar to that at St. Botolph's and at Clayton,
and the soffit shaft has a carved capital, rudely
imitating Corinthian model. The imposts have
volutes with a mass of (?) grapes.

The nave is 12th c. work. The blocked-up
door on N, (Devil's door) has moulded imposts.

The square-headed windows are good examples
of late 15th c. work, and have moulded jambs
and labels. The curious E.E. sculpture of Our
Lord was originally outside the church, and
Cartwright thinks it must have been placed

over a door. In the left hand is a book, and
the right hand is held in an attitude of bene-

diction. Around are the emblems of the four

Evangelists. The other side of this sculptured

stone is carved with earlier work.
The N. transept is late Nor. or Tr.-Nor.

There is good octopartite groining over each of
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the two chapels ; ribs finely moulded ; central
bosses are E.E. with foliage, and pierced as if

for suspending lamps. The dividing cross-arch
is chamfered, and springs from a corbel form-
ing a grotesque head. The central pillar and
two responds have scalloped capitals and water-
holding bases. The recess is a modern restora-
tion of a former one ; consequently there was
no division between chapels. There are traces
of a doorway in W. wall.

The S. transept is four steps lower than the
nave, and is 12th c. work. The chapel, now
used as a baptistery, is remarkable for its small
projection. It has a half-vault only. There is

a recess under a round-headed arch (? aumbry).
The door N. of baptistery leads to small sacristy.

On E. wall is a fragment of 12th c. bas-relief,

with the figure of an ecclesiastic {? St. Wilfrid

with his Staff). This may have formed a por-

tion of reredos. The arches of transepts are

broad and have plain square soffits. The re-

stored porch covers a fine Nor. doorway, with
shafts and imposts supporting moulded arch of

two orders, not springing from the same centre.

The modern barge-board is stated to be a copy
of the original. The figure-heads in porch are

c. 1350, and were probably terminations of

hood moulding of the N. chapel.

The chancel is 12th c. work, and has no

chancel arch, which is rarely absent in early

work. Hussey states that traces of Saxon

work were apparent in the foundation at the

E. end ; if so, the Saxon church was of the
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Mural Paintings at Southease
Some further very fine specimens

of mediaeval paintings on the walls
of the ancient church at Southease E.

have been brought to light through *^®

the continued efforts of Mr. Clive
'^""

Rouse, whose association with Pro- ^'^^

fessor Tristram, of the Royal '

,

College of Arts, is well-known. The
J^^^^

recent work of uncovering the , j^
paintings concerns the western end

j^^s
of Lhe north wall, and a portion of to
the west wall. ;sts

On the north wall there has been it

found a frieze in good condition, ere

.showing elaborate detail and in five or-

colours. Below the frieze there is a; ^rd

scene which gives the clue to the ^as

clue to the subject of the whole ^^^"

series along the wall, which is the
J™"

Ufe of Christ. The westermnost ^^®

scene depicts Christ's entry into n5"
Jerusalem. Christ is seen seated

^^^^
upon a dorikey riding towards the ^^
city, the walls of which are well de- ^^
fined. There are traces of figures, ^at
one of which is s1io\^ti about to in-

place a garment in the way. The m ;

detail of the lower frieze is coming ve,

out well and appears to be quite rch

difCerent from that at the top, by
sho\^ang intercepting chevrons with "^O

festoons and drapery below. -^p*

d ;

Unexpected Discovery

On the west wall there is an en-
tirely fresh, and perhaps, a little

unexpected discovery. It shows, in
the centre, a figure, probably of

Christ in majesty within an aureole
in rather elaborate detail. The
background is powdered with stars,



DISCOVERIES At SOUTHEASEj
CHURCH !

-^ ^

lall chalice

MEDIEVAL WALL PAINTINGS I.e.). Reg.

Miiral paintings dating back to the ', the same
thirtoentii century were recently dis-

1 destroyed,

covered at Southease Cliurch. The 1

work of uncovering and preserving the

paintings is being carried out by Mr
Clive Rouse, who ha^ been associated

with Professor E. W. Tristram, of the
|

Roynl College of Arts, and whose work ^ ^y jne

is well-known ill Sussex. winSow
The first discovery of the kind at tiie I

7^.^^^^^ \

church was made in 1914 when, under if
'Stoup

.

the auspices of the Society for Preser-
\l'^l^''^^

vaUon of Ancient Buildings, restora- ;Hver re^

tion work was being carried out at tlie
^^'^f^^^^^^

cliurch. ^ .

The Rev. W. W. Thomas (vicar) in-

formed the Press that recent discoveries

were on two walls. Those on the north

wall were the best and were probably

of the early 13tii century. There were

two red lines with yellow between and

a band of chevrons, alternately of red

and pink, and two ^ades of yellow,

with flowers in black in the triangular

spaces. ^ .

It is anticipated that at some future

time there will be on exhibiticn at the

church a water-colour painting by Mr
Rouse, which will show what the

original paintings were like,

Restored
Und 1893).
lodern :

—

The old
mplars in

Nor., the
shingled.

ortions of

I

rood-loft

;

xra^enxs 01 oia^screen"; Jacobean pulpit and
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same length as the present building. At E.

end are four recesses, possibly aumbries ; the

two behind the altar may have been for reli-

quaries. The N. recess has a roughly carved

arch, a part of an arcade, as the springing of

the next is plainly seen. In S. wall of chancel

is a piscina under a triangular head, which has
interlacing strap and foliage work. There is

no shelf. In N. wall is a recess which has
bands of interlacing foliage work similar to

the piscina. The " Ecclesiologist " suggests

that this was used as an Easter Sepulchre. It

is also surmised that this and the piscina were
parts of some older work utilised by the Nor-
man builders. The canopied tomb of Richard
Burre was also an Easter Sepulchre. It has
angels bearing shields with arms of the Leather-
sellers', Goldsmiths', and Fishmongers' Com-
panies, also those of the Tregoz family. The
E. window is Perp., of three lights. A blocked-
up lancet may. be seen in the N. wall. The
ruined chapel on N. of tower was possibly

erected by the Hospitallers in the 14th c, and
destroyed in the 15th c, as the Perp. window
in nave at E. end of site of chapel shows that
it must have been in ruins when this was in-

serted. There is a closed-up piscina to be seen ;

also a blocked-up arch which led to the nave,
ail a blocked-up trefoil-headed recess and arch
on N. of tower. (The recess is considered by
some to be a squint or a low-side window.)
There is a bell dated 1795 ; also another not
used. There was no door originally at W. end

;

the present one is very late Perp.
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The Church Plate includes a small chalice

(1612) and a small paten (also of 17th c). Reg.
1546.

In 1854 the roofs were all raised to the same
level and the lean-to roofs of transepts destroyed.
Horsham stone was used.

Southease. D. Suesse. p.n.; n.r.

This little church is one of three by the
River Ouse with a round .-"er and shingled
spire (i2th c). Note : sn A Nor. window ;

curious wooden chancel arch ; aumbry ; stoup ;

traces of rood-loft ; old pews; old bell, c. 1280
;

pre-Reformation cup and paten cover, re-

modelled, c. 1568 ; font, late Nor. There are
indications that this church may have been
originally cruciform. Reg. 1556,

Southover (see Lewes).

Southwick. P.N.; n.r.

St. Michael and All Angels (?). Restored
and enlarged several times (1875, 1888, and 1893).
Much of the present building is modern :

—

the aisles and pillars of nave, etc. The old
church was given to the Knights Templars in

13th c. The lower part of tower is Nor., the
upper part Tr.-Nor ; the spire is shingled.

The arch and S. side of chancel are portions of

the original church. Note : door to rood-loft

;

fragments of old screen
; Jacobean pulpit and
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woodwork. Font, plain square, similar to that

at Kingston-by-Sea. The tower arch has Ionic

volute capitals. Com. cup and paten cover, 1632.
Reg. 1654.

Stanmer. {Palmer, 1 mile) p.n.; n.r.

This picturesquely situated church was re-

built in E.E. style in 1838. There is a brass to
Edward Michelbourne (1700); and a marble
monument to Sir John Pelham and his son
(1580), brought from Holy Trinity, Minories.
Reg. 1558.

Stedham. {Midhurst, 2 miles)

D. Stedeham. P.N.; n.r.

St. James. Rebuilt (except tower) and en-
larged in 1850 ; upper part of tower rebuilt

1670, There are traces of the older building
(Nor. and E.E.). The font is chalice-form (1660).

Chalice, 1778. Note : fine 13th c. chest. Reg.
1539. The fine old yew tree is 28 feet in girth.

Steyning. D. Staninges, 2. p.n.; n.r.

St. Andrew. Restored in 1880 and 1891.
This fine church is a splendid specimen of late

Nor. work, approaching Tr.-Nor. It stands on
the site of an older Saxon edifice, in which
Ethelwulf (father of Alfred the Great) and St.

Cuthman are said to have been buried. The
pre-Conquest grave-slab in porch has been
assigned to the Saint, and the second one to his

mother. Of the early church, which was pro-
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bably cruciform (built by the monks of Fecamp
on a site granted to them by Edward the Con-
fessor, and confirmed by William the Conqueror),
not only the arches with ruder carv^ing at E. end
of the aisles, but much also of the aisle walls and
an early Nor. window on X. side are a part.

Close to S. arch, some wide-joint masonry with
diagonal incised marks is also early Xor. That
the original church was larger than the present

one is clearly indicated from the foundations
of a choir, longer than the present (modem)
chancel, having been discovered, and from the
arches at W. end of nave being broken off.

The lofty chancel arch (38 feet high) and the
fine nave arcades and clerestory must be the
result of a re-building nearly a century' later

(c. 1 160). The rich mouldings and finely carved
capitals, some of Saracenic character (cf. Ickles-

ham), have a very pleasing effect ; these are

scallop ; saw-tooth ; chevron ; cable ; ferns ;

palm-leaves, etc. On S. clerestory there is a
string course of dog-tooth, and at back of N,
arcade there is the same ornament. Font,
late Xor. on 14th c. base. The tower was
erected in the i6th c. and is a chequer of flint

and stone ; tower arch is modem. The S.

doorway is Xor. with 14th c. door. In aisles,

windows are Perp. X'ote : stone over W.
window, dated 1584. Com. cup and paten,

1676; flagon, 1740. Reg. 1565.

In the Vicarage is a fine screen (dated 1522).

The ancient Hall of the Brotherhood (15th c.)

with JacobeanJporch, now the Grammar School,

is worth a visit.
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Stoke (North). {Amherhy, i mile)

D. Stoches. P.N.; n.r.

Restored in 1910 by Mr. P. M. Johnston,
F.S.A. This cruciform E.E. church has lofty-

nave and a richly moulded chancel arch of

chalk ; transepts are early Dec. with good
examples of geometrical windows. Note : two
low-side windows ; triple sedilia

; piscina
;

aumbry; fine 13th c. glass; Nor. windows;
15th c. desk ; double niche in S. transept.

Font, bowl-shaped, E.E. Reg. 1553.

Stoke (South). [Amberley, ij miles)

D. Stoches. p.n.; n.r.

St. Leonard. There are traces of Nor. or
pre-Conquest (? nth c.) work in nave and in

tower; S. door later (c. 1120); the rest is

mainly E.E. Note : chancel arch of hard chalk
with modem jambs

;
piscina. Porch, late 13th c.

Reg. 1553.

Stoke (West). {Lavant, 2 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Andrew. This E.E. church has a
piscina and on N. wall of chancel a tomb with
effigies (1635). Elizabethan Com. cup and
paten cover

;
paten, 1638. Reg. 1564.

Stopham. {Pulborough, 1 mile) p.n.; n.r.

St. Mary. Saxon work may be seen in the
nave and N. and S. doors ; the round arch in

chancel and part of tov»-er are Nor. ; the
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windows, lancets in chancel, E.E. ; in nave,
Dec. ; others are Perp. Note : fragments
of old glass in two windows ; priest's door.

Font, Perp, The chief interest in this church is

centred in the splendid monuments and brasses

to the Barttelot family, which cover most of

the pavement :—Johannes B. and wife (1428) ;

Johannes (1453) ; Richard (1489) ; Johannes
{1493) ; and others up to 1892, among these one
to Major Barttelot, killed in Central Africa
while with H. M. Stanley. Elizabethan Com. cup,
and paten cover. Reg. 1544.
The fine old bridge was built in 1309.

Storrington. [Pulborough, 5 miles)

D. ESTORCHETONE. P.N.; N.R.

St. Mary. Rebuilt with the exception of

chancel about 1750 ; restored and S. aisle added
in 1876. The Perp. columns of nave remain.
In chancel, note : brass to H. Wilsha (1591) ;

two monuments by Westmacott, one to Sir H.
Hollis Bradford, Peninsular and Waterloo
veteran, the other to Major Hugh Falconer,

1827. Com. cup, 1686. Reg. 1547.

Stougnton. (Emsivorth, 5 miles)

D. ESTONE. P.N.; N.R.

St. Mary. Restored in 1879. Cruciform
church with reconstructed E.E. chancel and
walls lowered in 14th c. The details of the fine

chancel arch (nth c.) seem to indicate Saxon
rather than early Nor. work. There is a double-
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splayed window in each of the transepts,

which have pointed arches (12th c.) with good
capitals. N. and S. doorways are E.E. (13th c).
Note : two piscinae, one trefoil-headed, the other
with dog-tooth moulding ; aumbry

; priest's

door ; low-side window ; old bell. Font, late

Nor. There is a copy of the Last Supper, which
was formerly the reredos. Com. cup, 1675.
Reg. 1675.

Street. {Plumpton, il miles) D. Estrat, 2.

P.N.; N.R.

Restored in 1852, enlarged in 1882. This
E.E. church has some Dec. windows and old
oak roof. Note : two iron slabs in floor of

nave (18th c.) ; two large and highly decorated
alabaster mural tablets (also i8th c). On
N. of chancel is a " dormitory " used as vestry.

In E. window the stained glass forms a rebus,
doe-bell (Dobell). Com. cup, 1709 ; two patens,

1693 and 1707. Old bell, c. 1520. Reg. 1561.

Sulhngton. [Worthing, 9 m., Steyning, 6 tn.)

P.N.; N.R.

St. Mary. Of the earliest building, which
may be pre-Conquest, there are traces in the
nave ; the tower is Nor. ; the rest of the present
church, E.E. E. window, Dec. (reticulated).

Note : low-side window ; squint ;
piscina ;

sediUa ; triangular-headed aumbry ; effigy of

knight in armour, supposed to be of Sir William
de Covert (temp. Henry III.) ; fine stone coffin
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(c. 1230) ; old yew trees in churchyard. Font,
Perp. Com. cup and paten cover, 1672

;

old inscribed bell, 1522. Reg. 1555.

Sutton. {Petworth, 2 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. John. This church has Tr.-Nor. (late

12th c.) nave with fine pillars ; Dec. chancel
with fine oak roof. Note : piscina ; sediha ;

E. window (restored), Dec, with arms of several

families ; old oak seating ; old glass. Font
(13th c.) with octagonal bowl and eight shafts.

The W. tower is fine. Roman pottery has been
found under the church. Com. cup and paten
cover, 1568 ; paten, 1673 ; flagon, 1679. Reg.
1656.

Swanborough (see Lewes).

Tangmere. {Chichester, 3 miles)

D. Tangemere. P.N.; n.r.

St. Andrew, Restored in 1845 and in 1885.
S. wall of nave, with curious bas-relief on win-
dow head, is probably Saxon work ; rest of

nave, Nor. ; chancel and three windows (lan-

cets) E.E. Note : round-headed recess on N.
side of chancel arch

;
piscina ; reredos ; arcade

of trefoil-headed arches with marble shafts

;

finely carved chest ; altar-stone with five crosses,

found at restoration ; old chest in porch ; old

doorway (14th c). Font (? Nor.) has old cover.

EUzabethan Com. cup and paten cover; and
paten (1692). Reg. 1538.

The fine old yew tree is 24 feet in girth.
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Tarring Neville. {Neivhaven, 2 miles)

P.N.; N.R.

St. Mary. Restored in 1892, Nave is Tr.-

Nor, ; the long chancel (E.E.) has single and
double lancets. Note : double aumbry with
oak doors ; curious piscina ; low-side window.
The octagonal (14th c.) font was built into S.

wall at the restoration. According to Hussey,
it was formerly built into N. wall. Pre-Reforma-
tion Com. cup (re-shaped later date) with paten
cover, 1569. Reg. 1542.

Tarring (West). {Worthing) D. Terringes 2.

P.N.; N.R.

St. Andrew. Restored in 1854. This fine

church has Dec. and Perp. tower, with lofty

shingled spire ; E.E. nave with lofty clerestory

of lancets over piers of arcades, and king-post
roof ; E.E. aisles ; Perp. chancel with good five-

light E. window ; piscina with trefoiled head ;

massive low wooden (Perp.) screen with row
of spikes ; stalls with carved misereres. In
S. aisle is a moulded E.E. piscina with two
drains, one in a trefoiled basin, the other in a
quatrefoiled basin. The N. porch (restored)

covers a fine shafted E.E. doorway. There is a
mutilated iron-bound chest in nave. The W.
window is a memorial to Southey, the poet.

There is a tablet to John Selden. Font, modern ;

the old Perp. font was taken to Melbourne
Cathedral. The mosaics are good specimens of

modern work. Com. plate, i8th c. Reg. 1540.
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Opposite the church are the remains of the
Palace of the Archbishops of Canterbury,
mainly Perp., but with traces of earlier work
(late 13th c).

Telscombe. [Soiithease, 2 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Laurence. Restored in 1902. This
little church is mainly Tr.-Nor. (late 12th c),

with some E.E. additions, and later windows.
The low-side window has been mutilated. Note :

capitals in chancel ; stoup ; beautiful font ; and
old chest. Elizabethan Com. cup with pre-

Reformation foot. Reg. 1684.

Terwick. [Rogate, 2 miles) n.r.

St. Peter. Restored in 1847 and in 1871 ;

and vestry added in 191 2 by Mr. P. M. Johnston,
F.S.A. Of the original Nor. church there remain
the W. wall and window ; the rest is E.E. The
old W. door has the original hinges ; W. porch
is modern. Elizabethan Com. cup and paten
cover, 1568. Patens, 1700 and 171 2. Reg. 1577.

In the churchyard there is a curious old cross.

Tnakenam. {Pulhorough, 4|- miles)

D. Taceham. P.N.; n.r.

St. Mary. Restored in 1893. Aisleless

cruciform church. A chapel formerly opened
from the N. transept. Of the Nor. building onl}'

one window remains ; the present church is

chiefly E.E. with Perp. tower. Note : squint
;

two trefoil-headed piscinae ; some old bench ends,
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old pulpit, and fragments of screen in tower ;

two small brasses (151 5 and 1517) ; alabaster

altar-tomb with brass (1527) and two other
tombs, memorials to the Apsley family ; also

tablets to other famihes. Font, Perp.
; porch,

i6th c. Com. plate, i8th c. Reg. 1628.

Thorney (West) (or Thorney Island).

{Emsworth, 3^ m.) D. Tornei. p.n.; n.r.

St. Nicholas. Restored in 1886. Traces of

the original late Nor. church remain in the
tower ; the rest is E.E. with lancets. Note :

dog-tooth moulding on N. blocked-up door
(13th c.) ; triangular-headed piscina ; square
aumbry ; fine carved oak screen (Dec.) ; low-side
windows. Font, tub-shaped and panelled. Nor.
There is oldest inscribed bell in Sussex, c. 1250.
Reg. 1 571.

Ticehurst. p.n.; n.r.

St. Mary. Restored in 1857. The church
is Perp., v.jth a fine tower and shingled spire.

It is a lar^'c building, with some old stained glass

and a brass to John Wybame, and his two wives
(14^0). Each chantry-chapel has a piscina. The
room ([arvise) over the N. porch, with a stout
oak door, was formerly used as a prison. Note :

T iagni/icent font canopy (15th c.) with flamboy-
i»nt tracery and folding doors; 14th c. glass in
!>'. chancel ; squint. The porch has the Etching-
iiara arms. Elizabethan Com. cup

;
paten, 1713 ;

flagon, 1684; alms dish, 1733. Reg. 1559.
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Tillington. {Petworih, z\ miles) p.n.; n.r.

All Hallows. Tower erected in 1807.
Nave, with pillars and arches, Tr.-Nor. ; chan-
cel (restored) E.E. Font, Tr.-Nor. Not-e : brass

to W, Spencer and his wife, 1593 ; monument
to W. Cox, Precentor of Chichester in the time
of Charles I. ; and other memorials of i6th
and 17th c. Reg. 1572.

Tortington. [Ford Junction, \ m.) p.n.; n.r.

St. Thomas. Restored c. i860 ; and 1904 by
Mr. P. M. Johnston. This church is mainly late

Nor. The original S. aisle (13th c.) was destroyed
and the present one built on the foundations
last century. The S. door has been restored
at diiferent times. The vestry is modem.
The arches between nave and aisle are E.E. ;

the chancel arch has beak-heads and grotesque
figures, and is chiefly of chalk, which is much
used in the details of the church. The Nor.
font has cable moulding with arcading. Note :

oak roof (13th c.) ; Jacobean pulpit and old oak
seat ; rich zig-zag mouldings of the S. door ;

brass to Roger Gratv.dck, 1596 ; recess on S. of

chancel (outside) where there was a small
chapel or aisle. Com. cup, 1635. Reg. 1560.

Rather less than a mile distant is Priory
Farm. All that remains of the priory has been
built into the bam, and consists of some clus-

tered E.E. shafts and a trace of Nor, work.
The priory once covered several acres.
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Treyford. [Elsied, near Midhurst, 2 miles)

P.N.; N.R.

St. Mary. The ruins of this old church,

with Nor. and E.E. work, have still some mural
paintings left :—on N. and S. walls of chancel,

consecration crosses ; on splay of triplet, diaper

work ; scroll patterns, etc. Note : old altar-

slab with five consecration crosses ; aumbries ;

string-course in chancel (13th c.) ; recess in

N. wall ; incised crosses near N. door. Reg.

1728.

Trotton. {Elsted, via Midhurst, i\ miles)

D. Traitone. P.N.; n.r.

St. George. Restored in 1904 by Mr. P. M.
Johnston. The nave and chancel (without
arch) are under one roof, c. 1300. The geo-

metrical windows are beautiful ; four each on
N. and S. are all alike—two trefoil-headed

lights with quatrefoils over ; E. window is

three-lights. One old door on N. and priest's

door have 13th c. hinges. W. of this latter

is low-side window. Note : a mutilated
brass to Lady Margaret Camoys (1310), the
second oldest one to a lady in England ; a
magnificent altar-tomb, with very fine canopied
brasses, to Thomas, Baron Camoys (1419),
an Agincourt hero, and Elizabeth his wife,

the widow of Hotspur and the " Gentle Kate "

of Shakespeare ; a tablet to Thomas Otway,
the dramatist, who was bom at the rectory.

The porch, altar-rails, and font-cover are early
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lyth c. Some remarkable paintings on W.
wall were uncovered in 1904. Font is tub-
shaped (Nor.).

This church is said to have been rebuilt by
Lord Camoys in 1400 ; but this must have been
only a restoration, as the windows are of much
earlier date. Chahce and paten, 1719 ; flagon,

1615. Reg. 1581.

Twineham. {Burgess Hill, 4 m.) p.n.; n.r.

St. Peter. Restored in 1894. This brick

church dates from the middle part of i6th c.

Note: four-centred arches (depressed) ; Jacobean
pulpit ; oil painting of the Holy Family over
chancel arch ; two old bells ; and low-side

window. Com. plate, 17th c. Reg. 1740.

Uckfleld. P.N.

Holy Cross. This church was rebuilt in

1839, but has several memorials from the former
building, and a brass (1610). Com. cup, 1718;
paten and flagon, 1766. Reg. 1538.

Udimore. {Winchelsea, 2 miles)

D. DODIMERE, P.N.; X.R.

St. Mary. This E.E. church has traces of

arcade (late 12th c.) in S. wall. The chancel has
good lancets. S'ote : aumbry

;
piscina ;

low-side window ; a reliquary under central

lancet of E. window ; mural paintings in N.
wall of nave; early 12th c. N. door; priest's

door. Reg. 1558.
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Near the church is Court Lodge where it is

said that Edward I. stayed when Winchelsea

Church was being rebuilt.

Upmarden (see Marden, Upper).

Wadhurst. p.n.

SS. Peter and Paul. Restored in 1858.

This fine church, with elegant spire, is mainly
E.E., with some Dec. and Perp. windows.
Note : old oak door {1682) ; font, early 15th c.

and two piscinae. The number of iron slabs

(thirty), dating from 161 4 to 1790, shows that

iron was largely worked in this district during
those centuries. The S. porch (1682) has a

chamber over it. Elizabethan Com. cup, also

Com. plate of the 17th c. and i8th c. Reg. 1604.

Walberton. [Barnham Junction, i mile)

D. Walburgetone. p.n.; n.r.

St. Mary. The Nor. nave (nth c.) has been
nearly rebuilt ; the large chancel (E.E.) has
lancets ; aisles, modern ; shingled turret. Note:
old font (disused) ; curious opening on each side

of credence ; niche on S. of chancel ; and
trefoil-headed windows of 13th c. porch. Com.
plate, early i8th c. Keg. 1556.
The new lych-gate is by Mr. P. M. Johnston.
In the Vicarage garden there is a pre-Conquest

gable cross, found jin 1903.
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Waldron. {Horeham Road, 2^ m.) p.n.; n.r.

All Saints. Restored in 1862. Chancel is

E.E. ; nave and aisle have some Dec, windo^v3
with plate tracery. The embattled tower
(Perp.) has fine peal of bells. Note : old altar-

slab with five incised crosses ; old font. Com.
cup and paten, 1638 ; chalice, 1611

; paten
and flagon, 1718 ; also a pair of Italian bronze
candlesticks (late i6th c). Reg. 1564.

Waltham (Cold). {Pulborough, 2 miles)

St. Giles. Restored in 1871. The church
is mainly Dec, and was enlarged when restored.

There is some old oak seating. Elizabethan
Com. cup and paten cover. Reg. 1594.

Waltham (Upper) (or Up-Waltham).

{Petworih, 4^ miles) p.n.; n.r.

This Httle church was originally Nor., of

which the apse, with later windows, remains
;

the chancel arch, E.E., is of chalk, resting on
Nor. abaci of stone. Note : sedile in apse ;

finely carved Nor. corbelled piscina (probably

the capital of a shaft brought from some other

building) ; two low-side windows, on the S. one
are marks, crosses, etc. ; very old font. Com.
cup and paten, 1675. Reg. 1790.
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Warbleton. [Horeham Road, 2 m.) p.n.; n.r.

St. Mary. The mixed styles of E.E., Dec,
and Perp. are to be seen in this church, which
stands partly inside a Roman earthwork. The
chancel is E.E. and has a Dec. low-side window,
near priest's door, and Perp. E. window ; others

are lancets. Note : some old stained glass
;

splendid brass to Dean Prestwick, Prior of

Battle, 1436 ; a monument to Sir T. Lade, 1740,
in N. aisle ; an elaborate tomb to John Lade,
M.P., in the chantry-chapel ; brass to John
Prestwick ; Squire's pew (1722) ; a rounded
arch outside S. wall of chancel. Font, early

15th c. In the tower (Perp.) is an iron-

bound chest, and a strong oak door with curious

ironwork called " Richard Woodman's Door,"
which is supposed to be the work of an iron-

founder of that name, who suffered martyrdom
with others at Lewes in 1557. The tower-loft

was used as a place of refuge during the Marian
persecution. Reg. 1558.

The fragments of the chapel of Warbleton
Priory, built into the stable of a farmhouse, are

all that remain of the edifice.

Warmlnghurst. {Sieyning, 5 miles)

Holy Sepulchre. Restored in 1881.
E.E. church with Dec. E. window and other
additions. The chancel is separated from nave
by an i8th c. screen. There are also some
1 8th c. seats. There is a fine brass to Edward
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Shelley and his wife, 1554. Font, late 17th c,
with a quaint crane of ironwork for the sus-

pension of a canopy. Com. plate, 1712. Reg.

1714.

Warnham. p.n.; n.r.

St. Margaret. Enlarged in 1847-8 ; restored

in 1885-6. This church is E.E. style; the
tower (Perp.) is at S.E. of church. Note : half

arches in N. aisle to support thrust of tower
;

gallery screen (c. 1625) ; fine oak chancel
screen ; old hour-glass near pulpit. Font,
square, late Nor. (12th c). In the Caryll

Chapel are remains of squint ; monument to
Sir John Caryll and his wife (1613). In the
Shelley Chapel, now used as vestr>', are some
relics and a piscina ; old stocks in vestr}\

Com. plate, i8th c. Reg. 1558.
Percy Bysshe Shelley was born and passed

his boyhood at Field Place.

Wartling. {Pevensey, 4 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St, Mary Magdalene. There is a Pelham
buckle outside of S. aisle of this restored (E.E.)

church
;

good Dec. window ; some old stained
glass ; fine mural tablet (modem) to a member
of the Curteis family. ^^g. 1539.

Washington.
[Steyning, 4 miles, or Worthing, 7 miles)

St. Mary. Partly rebuilt in 1867. The
Tudor tower, with tracery in the sound holes,
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is the only part unaltered by the rebuilding.

It was originally a Nor. church. Note : tomb
of John Byne, i6th c. ; mural tablets ; two old

bells. Paten, 1727. Reg. 1558.

Westbourne. {Emsworth, 1 mile)

D. Bourne. p.n.; n.r.

St. John the Baptist. Restored in 1863-4.

There are traces of Nor. work in the tower and
buttress of this Perp. church ; traces of E.E.
outside of E. window ; embattled tower has
shingled spire ; splendid Perp. piscina with
ogee head ; old door ; entrance to rood-loft.

Beneath the floor, bases of Nor. pillars have been
found. Note : splendid silver gilt and jewelled

chahce, Siena, c. 1390 ; two Flemish candle-

sticks, 17th c. ; candelabra, iSth c. ; gar-

goyles on towej ; old beam with coat of arms
in porch ; old flag ; fine (modern) carved cover
to font. Reg. 1550 (in perfect condition).

The fine avenue of yew trees was planted
in 1530-

Westfield. {Hasiings, 4 miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. John the Baptist. Restored in 1861
and 1888. The nave is mainly Nor. ; chancel
(restored) E.E. ; two squints ; stoup ; Nor.
recess at W. end. When the tower was res-

tored in 1904, an old stone staircase was dis-

covered and utilised. Reg. 1552.
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Westham. (Pevensey) p.n.

St. Mary. Restored in 1877-8. Of the
original Nor. church there remain the S. wall
with three round-headed windows, and the S.

transept, or Lady Chapel, with its round arch
and small window. The N. aisle, with E.E.
arcade and the massive tower, were added
about 1300. Note : the wide splay of Nor.
window on S. side, also one blocked-up.

The chancel is Perp. (c. Henry V.), and has
in top of E. window thirteen pictured panels
of glass of this date. On N. of chancel arch
are stairs which led to rood-loft, and a portion
of the screen is preserved at W. end of nave.
The fine carved oak screen of Lady Chapel is

Perp. (c. Henry VL) ; in chapel is old altar-slab

with five crosses, which had been used for

some time as a tombstone. There are three
piscinae—one in Lady Chapel, a second behind
pulpit, the third in N. aisle under E. window.
Note : brass (1644) in N. aisle ; masons' marks
on S. shaft of tower arch, on N. shaft (a fish),

and others. Font, Perp. Flagon, paten, and
chalice, 17th c.

Outside, note : stoup at W. door ; flint

dedication cross under E. window ; sun-dial in

jamb of S. door ; turret in N. door with wind-
ing staircase from aisle, similar to that at

Eastbourne (these may have led to rood-loft)
;

gargoyle on N.W. of vestry. Reg. 1576.

Priesthaus (three miles N.W.) covers the site

of a monastery, of which some traces still remain.
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At Langley Farm may be seen part of a
Monastic Chapel, including traces of windows,
etc.

At Hankham, the Elizabethan mansion of

Glynley, was formerly a nunnery ; the cells, old

fireplaces, and fire-backs of Sussex iron still

remain.

Westhampnett. {Chichester, i^ miles)

D. Hentone. P.N.; n.r.

St. Peter. Restored in 1867 and 1876.

The chancel is of Saxon work ; unfortunately
the arch, constructed of Roman bricks, has been
" restored " away, but the herring-bone work
of Roman tiles still remains. The tower and
chapel under it and S. arcade are Tr.-Nor. ; low-
side windows, E.E. with marks (masons' or
pilgrims') on sill of S. window. Note : under
belfry a small chantry-chapel with a niche at

E. end ; in chancel, double piscina under trefoil-

headed arch ; beautiful canopied monument
to Richard Sackville and his wife. Font,
octagonal (1660). In the churchyard, Bishops
Gilbert, Durnford, and Wilberforce are buried.

Elizabethan Com. cup and paten. Reg. 1734.

Westmeston. {Hassocks, 2^ miles) p.n. ; n.r.

St. Martin. Restored in 1867. Chancel,
E.E. ; N. wall of nave, late Nor. ; S. aisle,

Dec. ; E. and W. windows and picturesque
wooden porch, Perp. E. end of S. aisle was a
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chapel. Font, Nor. (? pre-Conquest) Note :

gargoyle at E. end ; fine old yew tree in church-
yard ; two old bells (1636). Com. cup, 1718 ;

flagon, 1746. Reg. 1587.

Whatlington. {Battle, 2 miles)

St. Mary Magdalene. Restored in 1862,
when the W. tower of this church was pulled
down and the new one erected on N.W. The
chancel arch and part of walls are early Nor.
(c. 1080) ; the chancel and other parts, E.E.
(early 13th c). The new pulpit is a fine

specimen of carving. Note : low-side window
;

brass (1627). Pre-Reformation paten, and Com.
cup, 1624. Reg, 1558.

Wiggonholt. {Pulborough, 2^ miles)

This little restored church (E.E.) has a
square late Nor. font of Sussex marble and an old

screen. Elizabethan Com. cup and paten
cover ; Com. cup and paten cover, 1662 ; flagon,

1675. Reg. (baptisms only) 1510.

Willingdon. {Hampden Park, Eastbourne)

P.N.; N.R.

Dedication unknown. The tower has the
appearance of being almost detached and the
weather moulding on E. side is not symmetrical
with nave or N. aisle. The present building is

mainly E.E. with some Pe^. windows. Note :

the solitary dog-tooth on each side of the S.



porch ; finely moulded 13th c. doorway ; old

roof ; entrance to rood-loft ; old oak chest ; old

stone coffin, found on the Downs. Font,
14th c. is an elegant example of a purely local

type (cf, Eastbourne). In the N. chapel are

several memorials and brasses. The finest is

the alabaster tomb of Sir Nicholas Parker (1619)
with effigy of the knight in armour under a
canopy with figures of his three wives, kneeling,

and metrical epitaph ; Tudor brasses to John
Parker and (matrix only) of his wife Johan ; a
third with coat of arms to Thomas Parker. Reg.
1560.

Wilmington. {Polegate, 2\ miles) p.n.; n.r.

SS. Mary and Peter. Restored in 1883.
Chancel is Nor. with two windows of same
date ; rest of church is mainly E.E., with
some later additions. Chalk has been used in

the window and porch. Note : Jacobean
pulpit ; recess on each side of altar ; low-side

window, Dec. (c. 1320) ; old door in N. porch.

Font, 14th c. Reg. 1538. There is a fine

old yew tree in the churchyard.

The ruins of the Priory have been built into

a farmhouse, and consist of the entrance gate

with two towers (15th c.) ; a room with vaulted

roof ; a crypt or cellar. It was founded in 1088

and suppressed in 141 4.

The " Long Man of Wilmington," a huge
figure ia chalk on the Downs, is not far distant.
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Winchelsea. P.N.

St. Thomas 1 Becket. Restored in 1850
and 1905. Vestry restored and wall under belfry
removed in 191 1. This fine portion of a church
is the best example of Dec. work in Sussex.
The chancel with aisles and ruins of tran-
septs alone remain. It is doubtful whether
the church was ever completed ; if it had
been, it would probably have been cruciform
with shingled spire. In the " Guide to the
Parish Church," evidence is produced that
the foundations of the nave at least were
laid. With the exception of the late Perp.
porch, by which the church is now entered,
the building is entirely early Dec. The rich
tracery of the large windows is peculiar, par-
taking of a Continental character. Note :

on exterior, piscina in ruins of transept ; flying
buttress ; open tracery of parapet ; fine vane

;

entrance to vaulted crypt ; consecration cross
at E. end of S. aisle. At S.W. was a detached
campanile, pulled down in 1790.

The choir is separated from the aisles by
three lofty arches with piers of fluted and
banded shafts of Caen stone and Sussex marble
alternately. The restored recesses, forming
the sedilia and piscina, are richly canopied,
lined with beautiful diaper work, and sur-

mounted by crocketed gables and pinnacles.

Note : the curious arrangement of quatrefoils

in N. and S. windows ; fine natural foliage ;

and well carved corbel heads in the building.
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The bracket in wall is supposed to have sup-

ported the figure of St. Thomas a Becket.

The S. aisle (Alard and St. Nicholas Chapel)

contains the magnificent canopied tombs of

the Alards. The finest is that of Gervase
Alard, the first to bear the title of Admiral in

England, c. 1300. The effigy is lying cross-

legged with hands holding a heart and a Hon
at his feet ; the cushions on which his head
rests are supported by the mutilated remains of

two angels ; the beautiful diaper work, which
lines the recess, has traces of colour. The
second tomb is similar, though less ornate,

and is supposed to be that of Stephen Alard,

Admiral of the Cinque Ports in Edward II. 's

reign. Note : niche in E. wall ; alabaster

tablet ;
piscina and sedilia ; on the floor, a

stone (brass gone) representing a man and
woman, and smaller figures ; stone slab,

which has lost its brass, to Reginald Alard

(1354)-
In the N. aisle (the Godfrey or Farncombe

Chantry and Chapel of B.V.M.) are three

canopied tombs with effigies (entirely of Sussex
marble) of a knight in chain armour, a lady,

and a youth. It is uncertain whom they
represent. They are of earlier date than the

church, and may have been brought from
the church of Old Winchelsea. Note : figure

head over the pillar opposite (? Henry III.)
;

Crusaders' crosses on pillars ; memorial window
with some old glass.

There is an Elizabethan Com. cup and a paten,

1726. Font, modern. Reg. 1655.
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Wesley's tree, where John Wesley, in 1790,
preached his last open air sermon, is to the

W. of the church.

In the private grounds, which occupy the
site of an old Franciscan monastery, may be
seen the ruins of the Chapel of the Blessed
Virgin, founded in early part of 13th c. The
E.E. choir with fine arches, windows, and
sedilia may still be seen.

Note also the 13th c. Town Hall and the town
gates (14th c. and 15th c).

Wisborough Green. {Billingshurst, 2 J miles)

P.N.; N.R.

St. Peter ad Vincula. Restored in 1868.

The church is an interesting building. Nor.
work is seen in the W. end of nave ; Tr.-Nor.

in the rest of nave and chancel arch ; E.E. in

chancel and many windows ; Dec. in two
windows ; fine trussed rafter roof. Note : stoup
in the old N. wooden porch (late 13th c);
piscina in the S. aisle; 13th c. mural paintings

on S. side of chancel arch, representing Our Lord
as a Pilgrim Receiving Pilgrims, and under that

the Crucifixion. Font, Tr.-Nor. Reg. 1560.

Wiston. (Steyning, i^ titiles)

D. WiSTANESTUN. P.N.; N.R.

St. Mary. Restored in 1862. The church
(mainly Dec) has twin naves, but restoration
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has destroyed the interest in, the building, except

for the monuments and brasses in the S. chapel.

There is a fine brass to Sir John de Braose

(1426), as a knight in plate armour ; tomb of

child under canop}', supposed to be his son.

The Sherley memorials have been damaged and
many removed ; but portions of the tomb of

Sir Richard Sherley (1540) remain, in which
he is shown standing and his wife kneeling.

Note : coats of arms of the de Braose and
other families in E. and W. windows ; roof

and stalls ;
piscina ; old chest ; heraldic glass.

Font, old, Sussex marble on modern base. Reg.
1638.

BuNCTON Chapel—All Saints. Restored in

igo6. This very interesting little building,

situated outside Wiston Park, was a chapel of

ease to Ashington, but is now a parochial

chapel. It may possibly have been built by
the monks of Sele (Beeding). The nave, some
windows, door, and chancel arch are early Nor.
The arch is of two orders, recessed on W. side ;

of one order on E. side ; chamfered abaci with
some rude sculpture on N. The chancel may
have been shortened about the end of the
13th c, when the exquisite E. window of two
lights (Dec.) with ogee quatrefoil was inserted.

The external wall arcade of three intersecting

arches with ornaments of strap, fruit, etc., is

12th c. The windows on S. are 17th c. copies.

Note : stones of doorway ; blocked S. door ;

ogee-headed piscina ; aumbry ; pulpit and stalls.
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Withyham. p.n.; n.r.

St. Michael and All Angels. Restored
1841-1864. The greater part of this church
was destroyed by hghtning in 1663 and re-

built in 1672. Part of tower and S. doorway
are 12th c. ; rest of tower and S. chancel wall,

Perp. ; W. window, Dec. Font, 1666. Chalice,

1707.

The S. aisle was added in 1844. In the

Dorset chapel, belonging to the old family of

Sackville, Earls (afterwards Dukes) of Dorset
and Barons of Buckhurst, are many monu-
ments and some banners and shields. An
altar-tomb has the effigy of a son of the fifth

earl (d. 1677) with his parents kneeling beside

him." The monument to the fourth Duke is

by Flaxman "^1815), and that of Arabella,

Duchess of Dorset, is by Chantre^' (1825),'

Reg. 1663.

Wittering (East). (Chichester, 8 miles)

P.N.; N.R.

(St. John?). Restored in 1875-6. Of the

original Nor. church there remain the S. door,

with consecration cross over N. capital, the walls

and windows of nave ; the rest is mainly E.E.

with some modern windows. The turret is

picturesque. Com. cup and paten, c. 161 3.

Reg. 1658.
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Wittering (West). {Chichester. 7 miles)

(SS. Peter and Paul ?). Restored in 1875.

The nave, arcade, and arches on S. of chancel

are Tr.-Nor. ; chancel arch with corbels,

lancets, priest's door (on N.) and low-side

window with shouldered arch are E.E. Note :

triangular-headed piscina and two carved oaken
stalls with misereres. Font, Nor. There are

two tombs (Perp.) to the Ernley family, c. 1545.
with bas-reliefs of the Annunciation and the

Resurrection ; an altar-tomb, with episcopal

staff carved on Purbeck marble coffin lid, said

to be a memorial to a " Boy Bishop." The
detached tower is on N. of building. This
church is stated to have been built by St.

Richard of Chichester, in 13th c. Reg. 1622.

About a mile distant, at Cakeham, the tall

hexagonal tower built by Bishop Sherborne
may be seen. It is a good specimen of Tudor
brickwork, c. 1519. Portions of the chapel of

the Bishop's Palace also remain.

Wivelsfield. p.n.

St. John the Baptist. Restored and en-
larged and N. aisle added in 1869. Church
mainly E.E., with traces of all styles. N. door
is Saxon rebuilt into the new north aisle and
resembles that at Bolney ; one column is Tr.-

Nor. ; lower part of tower, Dec. ; upper part,
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Perp.
_

Note : piscina ; aumbry ; mutilated
stoup in porch ; low-side window

; Jacobean
pulpit ; arched recess in N. of chancel ; fine old
yew tree. The present organ chamber was a
chapel. Reg. 1559.

Woodmancote. [Henfield, 2 miles)

D. Odemancote. P.N.; n.r.

St. Peter. E.E. church, restored in 1868,
has Perp. E. window, and a late Nor.,
font. Elizabethan Com. cup; flagon, 17th c.

Reg. 1582.

Woolbedlng. {Midhurst, 1 miles)

D. Welbedlinge. P.N'.; n.r.

All Saints. Chancel added in 1880. The
nave of this church with pilaster strips and
blocked S. door are Saxon ; tower was rebuilt

in 17th c. Note: bowl of a pillar piscina;
fine old tie-beams with wall plates and corbels

;

slab to lady, broken and despoiled of brasses ;

cross-slab in tower. Font, cup-shaped (Nor.).

In window on N. of chancel is some old glass,

brought from Mottisfont Priory, Hants. Chalice,

1634; paten and flagon, early i8th c. Old
bell, c. 1430. Re^. 1547.

There is an avenue of yew trees.

Woolavington (see Lavington).
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Worth. (Three Bridges, i mile) p.n.; n.r.

St. Nicholas. Restored in 1871 ; S. porch

erected in 1886. This church has the unique
distinction of being the only Saxon cruciform

edifice in the country which is complete and
untouched in plan. There are no aisles or

central tower ; the tower at N. being of much
later date. Another external feature is the
horizontal string course running round the

apsidal chancel as well as on the nave, but not
on transepts. Beneath this string course are

pilaster strips. The quoins exhibit long-and-
short work. Around the apse, and elsewhere,

may be seen the double plinth (or base).

The chancel arch is the finest and largest

Saxon one in England, 22 feet high, springing
from large square plain imposts ; the arches of

transepts are similar to this, but 7 feet lower.

There are three Saxon two-light windows,
divided by baluster, high up in the nave. On
the jambs of S. window (13th c), near the
chancel, may be seen traces of diaper work in

colour. The window at N. of N. transept is

also 13th c. ; that over W. door is 14th c. In
S. transept is old chest with triple lock ; some
old carved pew-heacls, utilised as panelhng.
The curious old font is formed of two others—

•

the upper is 12th c. ; the lower one older.

Note :
" Devil's Door " in N. wall

;
piscina

and sedilia in chancel ; carved wooden pulpit
from Germany (1541) ; carved oak rails, pro-
bably of same date, also foreign ; 1 7th c. W.
gallery. The round-headed windows in apse







are modem. The lychgate is old. Reg. 1600.
Chalice and paten, 1635; flagon, 1704.

There is no mention in Domesday Book of a
church at Worth (Ordc) which was included in
Surrey. This may be due to the survey being
incomplet« owing to the extensive forest.

Worthing (see Broadwater and W. Tarring),

Yapton. {Ford, ij miles) p.n.; n.r.

St. Mary. Chancel restored in 1902 by Mr,
P.M.'Johnston. A picturesque httle church. Part
of nave walls are nth c. (possibly pre-Conquest);
nave arcades with octagonal pillars (except one)
and early foliage capitals, and the tower are
Tr.-Nor. (12th c.) ; chancel with wide arch,
E.E. ; S. aisle (rebuilt), early 13th c. Note:
dormer windows ; entrance to rood-loft ; Nor.
window E. end of S. aisle ; traces of mural
painting on E. splay of S.K. \\nndow of aisle;
old glass; old porch (14th c.) ; a quatrefoil
and a circular window in S. wall, near floor

level ; low-side window
; priest's door. Font,

(pre-Conquest ?), has sword-shaped crosses
under circular arches. Com. cup, 1 716 ; patens,
1696 and 1710; flagon, 1057. Uld bell, 14th c.

Reg. 1548.

At Bilsham (one mile south) is a partially
restored hamlet chapel (early 14th c).
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